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 Working-Class Women and Contemporary British Literature 
 
Abstract 
 
This thesis involves a class-based literary criticism of working-class women’s writing. I 
particularly focus on a selection of novels by three working-class women writers - Livi 
Michael, Caeia March and Joan Riley. Their work emerged in the 1980s, the era of 
Thatcherism, which is a definitive period in British history that spawned a renaissance of 
working-class literature. In my readings of the novels I look at three specific aspects of 
identity: gender, sexuality and race with the intersection of social class, to examine how 
issues of economic positioning impinge further on the experience of respectively being a 
woman, a lesbian and a black woman in contemporary British society. I also appropriate 
various feminist theories to argue for the continued relevance of social class in 
structuring women’s lives in late capitalism. Working-class writing in general, and 
working-class women’s writing in particular, has historically been under-represented in 
academic study, so that by highlighting the work of these three lesser known writers, and 
by indicating that they are worthy of study, this thesis is also complicit in an act of 
feminist historiography.  
 
Keywords: Working-class women’s writing; the 1980s; feminist theory; the novels of 
Livi Michael, Caeia March and Joan Riley.  
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General Introduction 
 
Working-Class Literature 
 
The working class have historically made up about three quarters of the 
population, although the representation of their experiences has been conspicuously 
absent in both literature and critical theory. In this introduction I examine the reasons for 
this under representation in relation to the material and discursive constraints which have 
prevented the working class from the literary expression of their own lives. I also 
summarise the historical production of working-class literature and offer an account of 
the reasons for the resurgence of working-class writing, particularly by women writers, in 
the 1980s - a chronological parity that is thought to be a reaction to a decline in the 
economic and social fabric of post-industrial Britain. I also discuss the place of working-
class women writers within the working-class literary tradition, and analyse how they 
challenge and subvert the androcentric nature of this tradition. In the latter part, I examine 
the related issue of the neglect of class-based criticism in contemporary critical theory 
and put forward imperatives for its inclusion. 
 
Since the 1970s class has been ignored in literary studies where the politics of 
class were displaced in a shift from a Marxist to a postmodern paradigm in an increasing 
pre-occupation with the study of gender, sexuality and race - issues that the traditional 
Marxist account of class has ignored. I work from the premise that Britain is a still a 
class-ridden society, and that class remains a determining feature of social life. It is 
certainly evident from the novels I read in this thesis that economic factors are of 
paramount importance, not only in the provision of basic material resources such as food 
and shelter but also in that working-class experience is deeply embedded and carried 
through life shaping consciousness, attitudes and behaviour. The novels in this thesis 
share similar themes such as material and cultural deprivation and the problem of finding 
a safe home. They also exhibit similar portrayals of struggling individuals, warring 
parents and disharmonious families all fighting against the debilitating effects of poverty, 
all of which illustrates that working-class experience has common features. However, it is 
also apparent from the novels that working-class experience is not universal and can be 
very different for black and white, lesbian and heterosexual working-class women living 
in a racist and heterosexist society. 
 
In ‘Working-Class Women’s Literature: an Introduction to Study’, Paul 
Lauter draws attention to the under-representation of working-class experience in British 
literature. For Lauter, ‘Writing - and indeed - thinking, about working-class literature 
presents a number of unique problems’.1 Firstly, there is the problem of definition - what 
do we mean by the working class, and working-class literature? Lauter describes the 
working class as: ‘those people who sell their labour for wages; who create in that labour 
and have taken from them “surplus value”, to use Marx’s phrase, who have relatively 
little control over the nature or products of their work; and who are not professionals or 
                                                 
1 Paul Lauter, ‘Working-Class Women’s Literature: an Introduction to Study’, in Politics of Education: 
Essays from Radical Teacher, ed. by Susan Guthee O’Malley and others (New York: New York UP, 1990), 
p.110.  
managers’.2 Lauter argues that when working-class literature is considered historically 
the issue of under representation appears to be more fundamental than that of definition 
in that real material hardship has prevented working-class people from articulating their 
own history; ‘Workers of the world have been hidden from history - omitted from the 
chronicles, myths, sagas and fictions that embody it. Labourers did not have the time or 
literacy to write…and if they were female, still other veils shrouded their lives’.3  
 
The other problem identified by Lauter in his discussion of the literary 
production of the working class is the actual definition of ‘literature’. He attests that 
although working-class people have not had access to the dominant forms of literary 
production they have not been silent and have always produced literature, although its 
forms, structural elements and purposes have been different from the dominant forms of 
the past two hundred and fifty years. Therefore, when considering working-class 
literature a broader understanding of literature must be employed, and this must begin by 
asking in what forms, on what themes, in what circumstances, and to what ends working-
class people have told their stories. Since many of the creators and their audiences were 
illiterate working-class literature has often taken oral forms, and has been created and 
related in group situations - not in the privacy of a study as with their middle-class 
counterparts, but in the church, the hall and the picket line. It is thus rooted in the 
experience of a particular group of people facing particular problems at a particular time 
and, since it is produced and written in the context of the present, traditional notions 
                                                 
2 Ibid.  
3 Ibid.  
about the effects of art will not be helpful in approaching working-class literature. Lauter 
argues:  
 
Looking for the timeless and transcendent, for contemplation as an 
end, for metaphysical complexity of language, and for pastel ironies 
of tone can only obscure or demean the objectives and excellence of 
working-class art.4  
 
Janet Zandy makes a similar distinction between working-class and middle-class writing 
when she argues that working-class writing is intertextual in a way that is different from 
middle-class canonical writing, in that ‘its literary antecedents may be historical events 
that affect the lives of working people rather than canonized authors’.5 In this respect, 
working-class art is seen to be produced within the context of shared experience where 
‘artist’ and ‘audience’ shared a common reality. 
  
In consonance with the notion that the analysis of working-class literature 
should be considered historically, I will now offer a brief review of working-class 
literature highlighting the key periods of its production from the late eighteenth century - 
the onset of industrial capitalism - to the post-industrial climate of the 1980s.  
 
                                                 
4 Ibid., p.72. 
In The Industrial Muse Martha Vicinus discusses the function of working-class art at length. 
5 Janet Zandy, ‘The Complexities and Contradictions of Working-Class Women’s Writings’, Radical 
Teacher, 46 (Spring 1995), p. 5.        
 
Raymond Williams asserts that historically the available forms of the novel 
and its conventional themes simply did not offer a point of entry for working-class 
writers. For example, the nineteenth-century bourgeois concern with the problems of the 
inheritance of private property and of propertied marriages was simply not applicable to 
working-class experience. Although there is evidence of many talented working-class 
writers in the nineteenth century they did not include novelists, and most working-class 
writers turned their attention to the writing of autobiography and memoirs. One of the 
biggest developments at this time was the new militancy that developed among the 
working class in industry, and, consequently, there was an increase in the publication of 
political tracts and essays, and for the first time there was a mass readership of the radical 
press. At the same time middle-class writers were showing an awareness of working-
class conditions, and the 1840s saw the advent of the English industrial novel. However, 
these were written by sympathetic middle-class observers and not by members of the 
working class. Novels about the working class by authors such as Charles Dickens and 
Elizabeth Gaskell became very popular, although the majority of middle-class novels 
were often subject to romanticism as the writers were unable to describe the reality of 
working-class life due to their lack of knowledge or experience. At the turn of the century 
two notable working-class writers did find their voice in novel form - Robert Tressell and 
D.H. Lawrence. In a comparison of their literary techniques, Williams argues that in 
many respects Tressell’s The Ragged Trousered Philanthropists (1914) connects with the 
older mode of sympathetic observer, but a participating and exposed observer whose 
perspective, although circumscribing a view of class relations, retains the element of 
externality. Conversely, Lawrence is concerned with the actual experience of working-
class life and its immediacies of family, friends and places and, consequently, what 
emerges in his novels is not simply a reductive depiction of class but a collage of the 
material of working-class existence.  
 
The 1930s was a critical period in terms of class identity and politics. This 
decade has received a great deal of attention from literary critics who recognise it as a 
significant time for the production of working-class writing where there are clearly 
groupings of books, themes and authors. The bourgeois novel was appropriated by male 
members of the working-class, and the fact that it is the working class who are writing 
about the conditions of the workers is a new and important development. Many of the 
working-class novels of this period have urban settings where issues of unemployment 
and the effects of poverty are central themes, as seen in the novels of Walter Greenwood, 
Walter Brierly and Jack Jones for example. In a study of the relationship between class 
and literature Gary Day works on the conviction that ‘class still has a role to play in 
understanding the nature of literary works’,6 and in particular he is concerned to show 
that there is a link between the economic form of capitalism and literary representation. 
Day argues that the crisis of capitalism in the 1930s had a bearing on attitudes towards 
the literary representation of the working class. The Wall Street Crash of 1929 and the 
British financial crisis of 1931 resulted in a period of high unemployment and seemed to 
indicate that capitalism was near to collapse. Exponents of modern art based their 
assumptions on the idea that conventional forms of representation cannot capture the 
complex nature of reality, but this modernist concern with the self seemed inappropriate 
in an age of real material issues such as mass unemployment, poverty and social conflict. 
                                                 
6 Gary Day, Class (London: Routledge, 2001), p.4.  
These were issues that needed to be confronted and this required a concentration on 
external events, not on internal processes, and a commitment to making people more 
aware of their world, and a crucial part of this process was to challenge conventional 
representations of the working class as the ‘comedy relief, the buffoons, the idiots or the 
servants’.7  
 
Sally Munt also highlights the 1930s as a notable era that witnessed the 
emergence of a discrete working-class literary heritage, where worker-writer 
organizations and worker-education movements began to publish more assuredly and to 
create a left-wing literary formation.8 In 1934 the writer’s congress in the Soviet Union 
coined the new aesthetic of ‘socialist realism’, and the concept of working-class culture 
was consolidated and became more visible in post-war discourse. In Britain, George 
Orwell offered a detailed account of working-class life and analysed the relations 
between the classes in The Road to Wigan Pier (1937). In 1938 the ‘Left Book Club’ was 
founded by Victor Gollancz, and one of its aims was to provide the indispensable basis of 
knowledge which would help create a better social and economic system. 
  
The next purported significant era of working-class writing that critics draw 
attention to is the 1950s and 1960s. Working-class academics and writers were often 
beneficiaries of the Butler Education Act of 1944 which had given them access to 
                                                 
7 Ibid. 
Day argues that while films celebrated the worker as someone who performed an essential service for 
society, this intentional recuperation of the working-class also performed an ideological function - in that it 
attempted to reduce class tension by showing that each person had their part to play in the national 
community. Therefore, the films did not aim to change the class system, merely the way it is perceived, and 
the final message of working-class comedies is that each class must remain in its own place. 
8Sally Munt, ed., Cultural Studies and the Working-Class: Subject to Change (London: Gissell, 2000), 
p.15. 
grammar schools, and this had opened the door to university places for some working-
class people, like Richard Hoggart and Raymond Williams who were responsible for the 
founding of cultural studies, and also the social historian E.P. Thompson who wrote the 
seminal work The Making of the English Working Class (1963). However, despite these 
advances it must be stressed that education was still very much classed-based and the 
working-class student was very much in the minority: 
 
Only one in ten children of unskilled manual workers was successful 
in the eleven plus examination - so the working class novelist is an 
exceptional figure, moving beyond her or (usually) his roots in the 
process of establishing himself as a writer.9 
 
Notable working-class writers of this period are Alan Sillitoe, David Storey, Barry Hines 
and John Braine. Their novels are set in the North of England, and are famed for their 
gritty realism and for their portrayal of angry young working-class men. There was also a 
plethora of films during the 1960s which placed characters in working-class settings and 
faithfully reproduced the surface of working-class life. However, Gary Day notes that the 
problems of working-class characters are seen in personal terms rather than because of 
structural inequalities, and that this had the effect of ‘suppressing issues of class in the 
very act of staging it’.10 The increasing migration from one class to another during the 
1960s suggested that class barriers were crumbling, and commentators believed that 
Britain was making great progress towards becoming a classless society. The effects of 
                                                 
9 Dominic Head, The Cambridge Introduction to Modern Fiction 1950-2000 (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 
2002), p.59.  
10 Gary Day, Class (London: Routledge, 2001), p.10. 
social mobility on traditional working-class communities were analysed in Michael 
Young and Peter Wilmott’s classic study, ‘Family and Kinship in East London’ (1957), 
where they attested to the breakdown of traditional working-class communities, and to a 
loss of a dense network of family and friends. Day maintains that this was indicative of a 
change from a people-centred existence to a home-centred one which revolved around the 
nuclear family. Working-class identity was to be expressed through consumerism, and 
people were to be perceived in terms of their possessions, and, consequently, the 
relationship between the individual and society, which was the major theme of the 
nineteenth-century novel, had become the relation between the individual and his or her 
class, and specifically the struggle to escape it. This can be seen in, for example, the 
characterisation of Joe Lampton, the hero of Braine’s novel Room at the Top (1959), who 
perceives class difference in purely economic terms, and will go to any lengths to acquire 
the material accoutrements of the middle class. While, Billy, the young protagonist of 
Hines’s novel Kestrel for a Knave (1968) can be seen as a symbol of those on the outside 
of the affluent society, where the destitution of his physical environment is matched by 
the poverty of his emotional one. Trapped in his class, Billy is representative, not so 
much of the working class, but of an emerging ‘underclass’.11 
 
The term ‘underclass’ was widely used in the 1980s as economic recession, 
de-industrialisation and cuts in welfare benefits dramatically increased the number of 
unemployed and poor in Britain, to such an extent that it was believed that Britain was 
                                                 
11 The following definition of the ‘underclass’ is taken from the newspaper The Sunday Times, 23 May 
1995, p.3: ‘The underclass is not a degree of poverty, it does not refer to the poorest of the poor. It is a type 
of poverty; it covers those who no longer share the norms and aspirations of the rest of society, who have 
never known the traditional two parent family, who are prone to abuse drugs and alcohol at the earliest 
opportunity, who do poorly at school and who are quick to resort to disorderly behaviour and crime’. 
experiencing a crisis that was on a par with the 1930s. Literary anthologies cite the1980s 
as a significant period in British history, one that reshaped British culture forever. In The 
Modern British Novel Malcolm Bradbury’s literary appraisal of the era begins with a 
lengthy citation on the premiership of Margaret Thatcher, where he claims that with the 
advent of Thatcher came ‘a new agenda of social, economic and cultural policies’.12 
These policies were to herald new social and cultural configurations which were believed 
to have altered fiction, particularly the representations of gender and gender relations. 
Thatcherism promoted the efforts of competing individuals in the place of the welfare 
state; in hindsight, it is perceived to have introduced an ethos of competitive self-
advantage into British life, thereby undermining the vestiges of social cohesion. In The 
Cambridge Introduction to Modern Fiction 1950-2000 Dominic Head asserts that the 
Thatcher era was ‘systematically vilified in much of the literature it produced’, and that 
novelists ‘took arms lamenting the imminent collapse of the welfare state, and a new era 
of inequality and social division’.13 Head’s list of novels that span the decade depict a 
society wracked by moral and social decay, chaos and confusion, a loss of community 
and an emphasis on personal attainment,14 and he specifically cites Livi Michael as an 
author who has fully responded to ‘new levels of inequality, and a potentially more 
damaging kind of social disjunction’.15 Ian Haywood also cites Livi Michael in Working-
Class Fiction from Chartism to Trainspotting where he asserts that the 1980s witnessed a 
feminisation of working-class literature, and that the changes wrought by Thatcherism 
                                                 
12 Malcolm Bradbury, The Modern British Novel (London: Secker & Warburg, 1993), p.442. 
13 Dominic Head, The Cambridge Introduction to Modern Fiction 1950-2000 (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 
2002), p.30.  
14 Head exemplifies, among others: Martin Amis, Money (1984), Pat Barker, The Centuries Daughter 
(1986), and Carol Birch, Life in the Palace (1988). 
15 Dominic Head, The Cambridge Introduction to Modern Fiction 1950-2000 (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 
2002), p.73. 
particularly inform Michael’s fiction, and also the writing of Pat Barker, where ‘the 
profound pessimism of their novels is a testament to the bleakness of the industrial 
landscape in post-war decline’.16 
 
This brief review of the historical production of working-class literature 
highlights the fact that the self-expression of working-class lives is a relatively recent 
phenomenon. The late 1800s, the 1930s, the 1950s and 60s, and the 1980s have been 
notable periods for the production of working-class literature, and these periods of 
resurgence apparently correspond with the developing and fluctuating fortunes of 
capitalism. This is in consonance with the notion that working-class literature comes 
about as a reaction to events and as a shared experience, such as the specifically working-
class experience of unemployment and poverty. In addition, in the explication of 
working-class literature critics invariably draw upon and exemplify working-class 
literature by men, which is invariably about men - their jobs, their money or lack of it, 
and their sexual relations with women. Indeed, in the course of my research I discovered 
that it was not until the 1980s that reference was made to noteworthy working-class 
women writers; which leads one to wonder why working-class women’s fiction has been 
absent for so long? However, I am not the first to note this conspicuous absence of 
working-class women’s writing. Howard Slater’s research pamphlet ‘Working-Class 
Novelists 1930-1950’ is a catalogue of British male novelists, which he describes as an 
invaluable list that ‘the history of literature overlooks but who give insight into working-
                                                 
16 Ian Haywood, Working-Class Fiction from Chartism to Trainspotting (Plymouth: Northcote House, 
1997), p.116. 
class life and culture that cannot be found elsewhere’.17 Slater’s research while bringing 
to the fore forgotten or undervalued writers also highlights the apparently men-only 
world of working-class novelists, and the lack of books by working-class women. 
 
Several subsequent academics that have embarked on the study of working-
class women’s writing have found that a fundamental obstacle to their research is the 
problematic of its apparent non-existence. For example, in ‘Were there no Women? 
British Working-Class Writing in the Inter-War Period’, Rebecca O’Rourke, recognising 
the male monopoly on authorship in the 1930s, complains that it is impossible to conduct 
a debate or discussion about working-class women’s writing because there is so little 
evidence of it. Similarly, in ‘Towards a Recognition of Working-Class Women Writers’, 
Merylyn Cherry notes that in her degree course ‘there was little historical evidence of 
British working class women writers’, and that, furthermore, the feminist movement and 
feminist literary criticism does not seem to recognise them either. 18 Cherry echoes 
O’Rourke’s sentiments regarding the dearth of working-class women writers: ‘It has been 
very difficult to establish a tradition or canon of working-class women writers for this 
dissertation’.19 Cherry argues that although there were women in the lives and in the 
books of the writers who have made the tradition of working-class writing, and although 
there were also working-class women in literary life they seldom take centre stage in 
literary representations. For example, one of the common themes of working-class 
                                                 
17 This is available at The Working Press website: 
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/working_press/About.htm 
18 Merylyn Cherry, ‘Towards Recognition of Working-Class Women Writers’, in Writing on the Line: 20th 
Century Working-Class Women Writers, ed. by Sarah Richardson et. al (London: Working Press, 1996), 
p.75. 
19 Ibid., p.84. 
writing is unemployment and women were substantially workers but in the novels men 
are the unemployed, and unemployment is seen as something that does not happen to 
women. Women’s experiences were not parallel to men and since, as Slater points out, 
working-class literature affords invaluable insight into working-class life and culture then 
a male-only perspective affords a distortion and misrepresentation of reality.  
 
In an attempted corrective, in their detailed and comprehensive studies, 
O’Rourke and Cherry embark on an exercise in feminist historiography where they set 
out to find evidence of working-class women’s writing, and to illustrate that it deserves 
recognition. O’Rourke’s research reveals a handful of women novelists - Ethel Mannin, 
Kate Roberts, Margaret Penn and Flora Thompson. Cherry’s research further adds to this 
list - Ethel Carnie; an early Trade Unionist, Ellen Wilkinson; a Labour M.P., and later 
writers Jessie Kesson and Catherine Cookson.20 
  
Apart from the novel other sources have yielded evidence, though meagre, of 
working-class women’s writing. O’Rourke finds barely a dozen pieces in total from 
sources, such as the co-operative women’s guilds, and small literary and political 
magazines like Left Review, where the most consistent themes are ‘pregnancy, making do 
and a strand of utopian writing imagining and inspiring a better life’.21 The documentary 
is also highlighted as a powerful and popular form in the 1930s, and as one of the most 
                                                 
20 Although working-class women writers, such as, Carnie and Mannin were popular authors of their time, 
as Cookson is today, they have not received critical acclaim among the literary hierarchy of the twentieth 
century. Despite her relative fame and popularity, Cookson has not been considered worthy of inclusion in 
academic literary criticism, where she has been relegated to the area of popular romantic fiction. 
21 Rebecca O’Rourke, "Were There no Women? British Working-Class Writing in the Inter-War Period",  
Literature and History, 14:1 (Spring 1988), p.53. 
bountiful sources of accounts of working-class women’s lives. However, the 
documentary is perceived as an ambivalent source. A positive aspect is that it relies on 
oral testimonies and a lot of them originated in Fabian women’s concerns around social 
welfare which prioritised working-class women’s experience. On the other hand what is 
not so good about them is that working-class women’s lives are being analysed not by 
those living them, but by those who move in and out of them where they ‘take what they 
need for an article, a book and move on’.22 Although this is usually carried out with the 
best intentions, which is to change the adverse conditions in which working-class women 
live, there is the problematic of how it may distort the concerns and preoccupations of the 
people it seeks to represent.  
 
The autobiography is also recognised as a fruitful source of working-class 
women’s writing where the stories told give a vivid picture of working-class women’s 
everyday lives and emotions. In this respect, Flora Thompson’s Lark Rise to Candleford 
is considered a minor classic, and it is valued as a historical record of the transition from 
rural life to that of an urban community. However, this placement in the context of social 
history rather than literature impedes the recognition of working-class women’s writing. 
Furthermore, the autobiography is also given short shrift by the literary establishment 
where it occupies a low place in the hierarchy of genres in that it offered working-class 
women a form which did not involve claims to high artistic aspiration.23  
                                                 
22 Ibid., 52. 
23 There have also recently emerged several comprehensive studies into working-class women poets. For 
example: Florence Boos, Working-Class Women Poets in Victorian Britain: an Anthology (Peterborough: 
Broadview Press, 2008); Margaret Forsyth, ‘Looking for grand mothers: working-class women poets’, 
Women’s Writing, 12:2 (July 2005), 259-270; Meagan Tamny, ‘Factory Girls and Serving Maids: Victorian 
Working-Class Women Poetic Archive’, (wcwp.english.dal.ca/)  
Evidence suggests that working-class women did have the inclination to write 
and several feminist critics have attempted to establish the reasons for their literary 
absence, taking into account their historical and sociological background and assessing 
their opportunities for the practical and psychological application to writing, their literacy 
and motivation. The most apparent obstacles preventing working-class women from 
writing are discontinuities and duties - those necessary activities that displace writing for 
working-class women, such as domestic labour and/or earning a living. In other words, 
working-class women have been too preoccupied with housework and the raising of 
children and, therefore, simply did not have the time, the space or energy to write novels: 
 
A novel demands time, both physical and emotional. The 
imaginative space has to open sufficiently wide, and stay open, to let 
the work form. The majority of working-class women could lay no 
claims to these conditions.24 
 
Historically, while working-class men were struggling for recognition, equality and 
justice within society, middle-class women were actively struggling against a sexual 
division of labour which kept them economically dependent on men. Cherry paints an 
image of middle-class women as decorative and useful appendages to their husbands, 
whilst working-class women, who ‘toiled from morning to night with little or no leisure 
time, were vital to the survival of their families and the country’s economy’.25 Flora 
                                                 
24 Ibid., p.54. 
25 Merylyn Cherry, ‘Towards Recognition of Working-Class Women Writers’, in Writing on the Line: 20th 
Century Working-Class Women Writers, ed. by Sarah Richardson and others (London: Working Press, 
1996), p.83. 
Thompson attests that: ‘to be born in poverty is a terrible handicap to a writer. I often say 
to myself that it has taken one lifetime for me to prepare to make a start’.26 This 
sentiment is also echoed by the American working-class writer Tillie Olsen, who is 
quoted as saying: ‘The years I should have been writing, my hands and being were at 
other (inescapable) tasks…what should take weeks takes me sometimes months to write; 
what should take months, takes years’.27 O’Rourke argues that the majority of women 
who were writing out of a working-class experience had to some extent moved away 
from it, and this is a testament to the sheer impossibility of their combining their 
creativity with their class destiny. When women do begin to articulate their class 
experience, whether through education, politics or writing or some combination of all 
three, they are almost immediately perceived as being no longer of the working class, 
such that: ‘it is infuriating the working-class women are most fully of their class when 
silenced. Spoken for and spoken about’.28 
 
Apart from the material hardships of poverty critics have elucidated on other 
‘constraints’ that women have faced writing as members of the working class. Sara Mills 
analyses Flora Thompson’s Lark Rise to Candleford (1939) in relation to Michel 
Foucault’s work in ‘The Order of Discourse’.29 Foucault is concerned with the 
importance of discourses as determinants of text and social formations, and he uses the 
                                                 
26 Quoted in Writers and their Work pamphlet on Flora Thompson. Cited in Rebecca O’Rourke, "Were 
There No Women? British Working-Class Writing in the Inter-War Period", Literature and History, 14:1 
(Spring 1988), 58.  
27 Tillie Olsen, Silences (London: Virago, 1980), pp. 38-39. 
28 Rebecca O’Rourke, "Were There No Women? British Working-Class Writing in the Inter-War Period",  
Literature and History 14:1 (Spring 1988), p.52. 
29 Sara Mills, ‘Problems in the Analysis of British Working-Class Women’s Writing in the Thirties: Flora 
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the twentieth century: proceedings of the third conference in Berlin, ed. by Hanna Behrend (Berlin: 
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term constraint to describe the limitations which are imposed on writing practices by past 
traditions and conventions of writing, and by publishing conventions and reviewing 
practices. He is also concerned with the repetition of subject matter, theme and trope in 
writing where writers do not simply express themselves in a vacuum, but are led to use 
certain styles because of the discursive tradition. Elaborating on this, Mills argues that, 
historically, it has been more difficult for working-class women than for working-class 
men to adopt a voice within a novel, and it is difficult for women to construct female 
characters as protagonists in a genre where the protagonist is generally male, urban and 
engaged in some form of political activity. Furthermore, it is unlikely that women would 
be motivated to write as members of the working class or from a position of class-
consciousness, as their class position was not determined by their own relation to 
employment but by their husbands or fathers. Mills also asserts that texts do not allow for 
the portrayal of experiences that are different. Portrayals of working-class women are 
usually confined to the backdrop of the domestic which encompass romanticised images 
of the home, and where unindividuated women are cast in the role of good mothers, who 
manage to feed and clothe the family despite not having any money. A similar problem is 
explicated by Joanna Russ who highlights the difficulty of portraying convincing female 
protagonists in working-class texts. Female characters in diverse genres of fiction have 
never had clearly delineated roles, and these are generally passive and concerned with the 
expression of emotion.30 To analyse novels in terms of the discursive constraints within 
which they are produced serves to show that women’s writing is produced within a range 
of textual constraints which do not affect male writing in the same degree. Therefore, a 
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significant barrier for the contemporary working-class woman writer is the lack of an 
indigenous literary tradition to invoke and work within.  
 
In recent years feminist concerns have turned to issues of difference with 
regard to class, sexuality and racial identity. In regard of this Patricia Duncker 
extrapolates on the difficulties of writing from a marginal position; ‘for working-class 
women, black or white, the obstacles to leaving any message, let alone a mark on British 
culture, are enormous’.31 Adding further to the list of impediments suffered by working-
class women writers Duncker also refers to the psychological barriers of underrating 
yourself, cultural snobbery and concerns with language use. There are perceived ideas 
and conceptions about women’s writing, even more so about working-class writing, and 
this effects how she is read and judged by the critics, such that: 
 
What chance is there that you will find anyone to whom you can 
show your work in the expectation that it will be read, understood, 
supported, answered, propagated and built into culture, without 
being in some measure stolen from you and from the world that gave 
rise to it? 32 
  
Therefore, even when against all the odds the working-class woman does get around to 
writing something chances are that stereotypical notions will perceive her efforts as 
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32 The Republic of Letters: Working-Class Writing and Local Publishing, ed. by Dave Morley and Ken 
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inferior, and her ideas will be appropriated and restructured into a more acceptable 
bourgeois form.  
 
In her research paper ‘Writing - a Gentleperson’s profession?’, Gail Chester 
highlights not only the exclusion of working-class women in writing but also in 
publishing. Chester argues that publishing companies are out to make a profit, and 
writing which does not conform to the status quo of published material in style or content 
is in serious jeopardy. She also brings attention to the fact that women employed in 
publishing are overwhelmingly middle or upper class, and are too often ancillaries of the 
same networks which gained their father’s admittance to the club, such that it is 
unreasonable to expect these women to radically alter the nature of what is published. 
Chester argues that this has significant consequences:  
 
By working-class people being denied access to publishing, both as 
publishers and as authors, we are being denied access to power, to 
the means of communicating our ideas widely. This stops us 
achieving sufficient access to cultural resources to develop our belief 
in the possibility of us effecting positive change.33 
 
While these mechanisms operate in all areas of publishing Chester highlights academic 
publishing as the ultimate gate-keeping activity where the prejudices and unconscious 
biases of the reviewer affect what is ultimately published, therefore, any claim to 
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Class Women Writers, ed. by Sarah Richardson and others (London: Working Press, 1996), p.145.  
academic objectivity or artistic judgement is a myth. When all of this is taken into 
account ‘it is easy to see how working-class subjects are excluded’.34  
 
Organisations like The Federation of Worker Writers and Community 
Publishers (FWWCP) were formed to combat these kinds of exclusionary practices. 
Founded in 1976, the FWWCP is a non-profit umbrella organisation for independent 
writing workshops and writers’ groups that operate under the belief that ‘writing and 
publishing should be made accessible to all’.35 The Working Press (WP) is an off-shoot 
of the FWWCP, and was organised in 1987 by Stefan Szczelkin (an independent 
publisher in South London, and a second generation immigrant). The WP’s area of 
publication is ‘roughly that suggested by books by and about ‘working-class artists’ and 
it makes its priority ‘firstly as an agency to encourage working-class people, especially 
from marginalised groups, to realise their work in book format’.36 Even when it does not 
result in publication this activity in itself is recognised to be beneficial in that it validates 
working-class artists and fosters their self-confidence. Loans from the WP realised the 
publication of Howard Slater’s previously mentioned research pamphlet ‘British 
Working-Class Novelists 1930-1950’, and the book Writing on the Line: 20th Century 
Working-Class Women Writers which contains an annotated list of working-class women 
writers by Sarah Richardson, and additional essays by Merlyn Cherry, Sammy Palfrey 
and Gail Chester all of which are mentioned at some point in this introduction.  
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When critical reviews of working-class fiction are examined it is evident that 
working-class literature in general is prone to discriminating practices, and not just 
working-class women’s writing. As previously observed in the review of Thompson’s 
Lark Rise to Candleford the literary qualities of working-class texts are invariably 
overlooked, while their attributes of social documentation are highly commended.37 In 
1933, Walter Greenwood’s first novel Love on the Dole received an appreciative review 
in The Times Literary Supplement: ‘as a novel it stands very high, but it is in its qualities 
as a social document that its great value lies’.38 In fact, Greenwood’s novel has generally 
received more attention from historians than from literary critics who have treated the 
novel as an important documentary work. In 1959, Alan Sillitoe’s The Loneliness of the 
Long Distance Runner was acclaimed for similar reasons, for example, one review 
reported: ‘as a mirror of working-class life, it is worth several works of sociology’.39 In 
1992, Livi Michael’s first novel Under a Thin Moon was received with mixed critical 
reviews - positive criticism praised her for giving voice to the economically marginalised, 
such as this review in The Independent: ‘She is carving out a niche as a writer who 
speaks for the voiceless’40, while negative criticism focussed on the perceived lack of 
aesthetic qualities of her writing: ‘[She] neglects a literary readership’41 and: ‘social 
                                                 
37 The value of working-class writing as social documentation is an idea which was supported by Karl 
Marx and Friedrich Engels, who spoke highly of proletarian realist fiction as a mode of social analysis and 
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product of time and place, and our first apprehension of it is in terms of its period’. 
38 D. L. Murray, ‘A review of Love on the Dole by Walter Greenwood’, The Times Literary Supplement, 29 
June 1933 (Cited on the back cover of Love on the Dole) (London: Vintage, 1993).  
39 Alan Sillitoe, The Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner (London: W. H. Allen, 1959), cover fly. 
40 Katy Guest, ‘Books: Miracles of Manchester; Livi Michael’, The Independent, 20 April 2005), pp.20-1. 
41 Philip McCann, ‘Poverty gets the upper hand: Under a Thin Moon, by Livi Michael, and ‘Bucket of 
Tongues’, by Duncan McLean’, The Guardian, 5 March 1992, p.23. 
comment has superseded characterisation’.42 Despite the fact that Michael employs 
literary devices, such as stream of consciousness technique, disruption of chronological 
time and dark humour these qualities of her work are apparently overlooked. It is 
interesting to observe that over half a century after Greenwood’s critical reception 
Michael’s working-class fiction is met with similar reviews. This perhaps illustrates the 
continuing neglect of working-class experience within the bourgeois literary tradition, 
such that any writing that involves working-class life is eagerly received with 
anthropological fervour. Michael argues that sociological readings are put on all working-
class fiction where preconceptions mean that the literary qualities are ignored. This 
discrimination possibly accounts for the lack of working-class writers on the official 
syllabuses in schools or universities, despite the fact that a few notable working-class 
writers have emerged, such as Robert Tressell, Walter Greenwood and the acclaimed 
Scottish writer Lewis Grassic Gibbon.  
 
One of the reasons for the continuing discrimination against working-class 
fiction is because it is measured by middle-class literary conventions. In his introduction 
to The British Working-Class Novel in the Twentieth Century, Jeremy Hawthorn observes 
that ‘the novel as a literary genre has an intimate relationship with the middle-class, both 
in terms of its historical emergence and also its continuing sociology, its readership and 
conditions of production’.43 Hawthorn goes on to argue that the process of normalisation 
or naturalization that is accredited to working-class fiction, and which contributes to their 
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function as social documentation, inheres in the bourgeois ideology of the realist novel. 
In the classic realist novel the narrative structure is purposive and progressive, beginning 
with the individual, moving out into the social world and finally back into individual 
consciousness. This linear narrative together with the plot and action is directed towards 
an affirmation of conventional values. The novel moves inevitably towards a resolution, 
where there is a transformation and progression ordered through the making of marriages 
and fortunes. In contrast, as articulated by O’Rourke; ‘working-class life shifts uneasily 
between the static and the lurching, endless calamity. Its beginnings and end are arbitrary 
and brutal, over and over again working-class novels end with death, that class’s only 
reliable inheritance’.44 In this respect working-class experience is seen to be incompatible 
with the traditional bourgeois form of the novel.  
 
Critics have attacked the working-class writer Walter Greenwood for 
propagating middle-class values in retaining unquestioningly the bourgeois form of the 
traditional realist novel. Carole Snee argues: ‘Greenwood may have been a working-class 
novelist, writing about working-class life, but he never challenges the form of the 
bourgeois novel, nor its underlying ideology’.45 In many ways Greenwood’s acclaimed 
novel Love on the Dole does appear to conform to realist conventions, for example, the 
plot is an aspect of the text that is strongly foregrounded, the main action turns on the 
central character, Harry Hardcastle, with his changing fortunes, and the narrative itself is 
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composed of inflated diction and literary allusion which seems to be inappropriate to a 
novel embodying working-class consciousness.  
 
The fact that Greenwood was criticised for propagating bourgeois ideology 
subscribes to the idea that literature is ideology incarnate. In the introduction to Making a 
Difference: Feminist Literary Criticism, Gayle Greene and Coppelia Kahn articulate the 
view that writers in their creation of fiction call upon the same signifying codes and 
symbols that pervade social interactions and social practice: 
 
Literature is a ‘discursive practice’…whose conventions encode 
social conventions and are ideologically complicit. Moreover, since 
each invocation of a code is also its reinforcement or reinscription, 
literature does more than transmit ideology: it actually creates it…46  
 
This quotation expresses the notion that the form of the novel is not neutral but is beset 
with bourgeois ideology, and therefore, as Terry Eagleton argues: ‘to write in a literary 
way, in modern society, is to collude with class divisions - the institution of literature 
testifies to the division of language, and the division of classes’.47 Working-class fiction 
should challenge bourgeois literary conventions by subverting the underlying teleology of 
conventional realist texts with regard to form, individualism, progression, linearity and 
resolution.  
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In her essay ‘Story Time: Working-Class Women’s Interventions in Literary 
Temporal Conventions’, Ann Pankake describes the narrative tactics American authors 
develop to negotiate conventions that are incompatible with their own experiences of 
their gender, their position in the working-class and their left-wing politics. Pankake 
exemplifies the use of heteroglossia, polyphony, multiple narrators, family and gender 
solidarity to supplant the individual with community, and to rewrite the individual quest 
into a collective one. She draws particular attention to a revision of the traditional 
bourgeois bildungsroman, which calls into question popular assumptions about the 
individual and change through narrative techniques that play on teleology, linearity, 
vertical narrative movement and temporal order.48  
 
Working-class women writers not only challenge capitalist values and the 
conventions of the classic bourgeois realist form of the novel as their male counterparts 
do, but they also seek to challenge the androcentric nature of texts. In my own reading of 
contemporary working-class women’s literature, I examine how the women writers work 
within the existing working-class literary tradition through the appropriation of common 
themes, such as unemployment, poverty, regionality and community. However, I also 
discuss how, in their appropriation of this tradition, they subvert its inherent androcentric 
nature through their focus on women’s experience and interpersonal relationships 
between women. I also challenge preconceptions that undermine the literary qualities of 
working-class literature by arguing that the purported historical image produced by the 
working-class novel is not merely a passive reflection of working-class conditions in 
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‘documentary’ realism. At one level, the ‘reality’ produced may be documentary in that 
the work appears to be a faithful reproduction of aspects of working-class life at a 
specific historical moment - in this instance the1980s - but in most cases the text also 
questions its own realism and indicates its own fictionality through postmodernist 
strategies employed by the writer, such as narrative form, structure and the disruption of 
chronological time.  
 
One of the ways that working-class writers challenge the centre and its values 
is through the assertion of regionality and its accompanying dialect. The industrial North 
is the traditional setting for working-class fiction where the action and plot are set against 
the backdrop of coalmines, the steel industry and the factory works, although, in the 
contemporary novels of Michael and Barker the landscape is the post-industrial one of 
the North-East of England, where the demise of the traditional industries is emblematic of 
late twentieth-century industrial decline. It is apparent that working-class writers remain 
loyal to their class roots: Barry Hines writes about things known to him as a youth in 
Barnsley; and although David Storey’s narratives are less political they are still focussed 
on his class - the coal workers of Yorkshire; Alan Sillitoe tends to deny the relevance of 
his working-class roots to his work but, as David Craig observes, it is apparent that ‘he 
has an undying imaginative participation in the lives of the people he lived amongst for 
the first nineteen years of his life in Nottingham’.49  
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Livi Michael’s novels are set among the council estates of urban Manchester 
where she grew up and still lives, and she attests that all her ideas have come from 
experience: ‘I suppose I am dealing with what I know’,50 and her biography affords her 
credibility as an authentic voice for working-class fiction. I adhere to the view that 
personal class history and personal experience are central to understanding how the social 
system and culture works, and it is because these people are working class and write 
about working-class people that is conceivable to call them working-class writers. 
Indeed, my choice of writers for this thesis is because of their self-acclaimed authentic 
working-class identity. Caeia March takes the trouble to specify in the preface to one of 
her novels that she was ‘born of working-class parents’.51 Similarly, it is apparent in Joan 
Riley’s assertion: ‘I have credibility. I know the masses’52 that she also identifies with the 
black working-class women she portrays in her novels.  
 
The emphasis on regional difference transmutes linguistically into the use of 
dialect and the vernacular. This is an apparent feature of all working-class fiction and can 
be seen as a resistance to the homogenising and centralising imperatives of capitalism. In 
my critique, I examine language use in my chosen texts and explore to what effect the 
writers employ the use of dialect (for example, in Inheritance Michael writes a whole 
chapter in Mancunian dialect). The main narrative voice in novels is usually conveyed in 
Standard English, while, evidently, this is because bourgeois literary language is more 
accessible to the reader, it also has other implications. For example, inconsistency of 
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narrative discourse can be read as a disruption in aesthetic flow - a significant break in 
the illusion created by the fiction of the text. On a more political level, the location of 
Standard English within a range of contradictory linguistic registers ascribed to 
characters and the world beyond is not so much a way of making sense of their situation, 
but rather of indicating the nature of their imprisonment within bourgeois literary 
ideology, and ultimately within bourgeois capitalist structures.  
 
The under representation of the working class in literature is paralleled by the 
under representation of class in critical theory. This lack of representation can be 
attributed to the death of Marxism and to the idea that we now live in a classless society. 
Issues of class have increasingly been perceived in cultural rather than economic terms, 
and this shift of emphasis is a reflection of the changes in the social structure of society, 
where the decline of the traditional manufacturing industries and the growth of the 
service economy have blurred the old class boundary between manual and non-manual 
labour. The development of consumerism has also dissolved the traditional links between 
class and culture by appropriating elements associated with different groups, such that it 
has become increasingly difficult to discern outward difference based on class. 
Nowadays, the message of mass culture seems to be that we live in a classless society, 
and this also seems to be propagated in the education system where universities offer a 
variety of courses devoted to gender, sexuality and race but disregard the impact of class 
in people’s lives.  
 
The traditional Marxist class division between the bourgeois and the 
proletariat is problematic at this point in history as class divisions have become 
increasingly blurred and are not as visible as they were at the time of Marx’s 
observations, and, consequently, there is currently much debate on what constitutes a 
social class. However, social critics, such as the eminent Marxist theorist Ralph Miliband, 
claim that the working class not only still exists, but that the term should be expanded to 
include all white collar employees since they too produce surplus value for the capitalists. 
Although it is possible to argue about the exact composition of these classes evidence 
seems to suggest that there does exist a dominant class with the capacity to create and 
maintain conditions under which it is able to appropriate surplus labour from a 
subordinate class, and it is this relation which in Marxist terms is the source of poverty 
and inequality.53  
 
Recently, in the tradition of Henry Mayhew and George Orwell there have 
been several middle-class forays into the territories of the poor to investigate the culture 
of poverty. This is graphically documented by Nick Davies in his book Dark Heart 
(1997), while women’s specific experience of economic deprivation has been recorded in 
Fran Abrams’s Below the Breadline (2002) and Polly Toynbee’s Hard Work: Life in Low 
Pay Britain (2003). Both women, after living in a flat on a council estate for three months 
and trying to make ends meet by doing the manual jobs done by the poor, write from the 
‘personal experience’ of living in poverty and testify to the demoralising and impossible 
task of being a single woman living on the breadline. These studies indicate that women 
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are the poorest of the poor and disproportionately constitute the numbers of those at the 
bottom of the social order in contemporary Britain.54 Journalistic excursions into the lives 
of the poor, while superficial and temporary, at least bring to light the persistence of 
economic inequality and the entrenched nature and demoralising effects of the culture of 
poverty. Statistical evidence also reveals that issues of class persist as a determining 
feature of material life; for example, in 1997 The Guardian newspaper reported: ‘Britain 
has more children living in poverty - one in three - more than any other European 
country’ and: ‘Britain has by far the most adults living below the poverty line’.55 
Therefore, substantial evidence reveals the discrepancy between the illusion of the 
classless society and the reality of the widening gap between the rich and the poor.  
 
In recent years, some literary critics have argued that it is precisely because 
class issues have become invisible in contemporary society that class needs to be 
vigorously taken up in classrooms, not as a substitute for the analyses of race and gender 
but as an extension of them. In Britain in 2001, a volume of the journal Modern Fiction 
Studies was given over to class-based literary criticism. In the introduction, Steven Ross 
asserts that ‘you don’t have to be a Marxist to recognize that economic disparities persist 
the world over’,56 and he argues for ‘a new balance of gender and race criticism with a 
consideration of class as a crucial point of reference - a new awareness of class as a 
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determining factor in all facets of identity politics’.57 Women, lesbians and black people 
have all suffered from discrimination, and therefore it is reasonable to view society as 
characterized by a plurality of oppressions, each rooted in different forms of domination. 
But, Ross argues that ultimately gender, sexuality and race cannot be separated from 
class, and that class provides an account of the origin of inequality from which other 
forms of oppression arise. He also observes that while areas of enquiry into gender, 
sexuality and race employ sophisticated conceptions of discursivity and performativity to 
interrogate ideological constructions, inexplicably class is left out of such explorations, 
despite the fact that class has a profound effect on identity and that it is even more 
constructed and performed:  
 
The discursive and performative constructions erected on those 
material bases of economic disparities play an ongoing and crucial 
role in our daily lives … the material determinants of class are at 
once extra corporeal and profoundly internal, everywhere 
influencing identities and consciousness and yet visible only in their 
discursive and performative effects.58  
 
The volume of Modern Fiction Studies includes papers that focus variously on the 
relationship between ‘gender and class’, ‘race and class’ and ‘masculinity and class’, and 
was considered as a first step in a new critical balance which incorporates a consideration 
of class as a point of reference.  
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As a transmitter of bourgeois ideology literature is one of the forms of 
oppression in society, but literature also has the potential to transcend the mechanisms of 
oppression with which it is unknowingly complicit. In view of this, Jennifer Campbell 
perceives class-based literary criticism to be an important tool: 
 
Performing readings of texts to which class is central (although not 
necessarily determinative) can reveal to students some of the ways 
that the cultural practices they learn in college (and long before) help 
maintain the status quo of a society increasingly polarized by 
privilege and want.59 
 
Campbell hopes that through seeing class differences operate in the literary realm it can 
encourage students to develop and extend their reading strategies beyond the classroom: 
 
To have realised that using language a certain way takes education, 
that making books requires money, that achieving critical acclaim 
demands a very specific set of circumstances involving all of the 
above can provide students with a new critical perspective from 
which to see their culture at work.60 
 
In this way, class-based readings of literature can act as a form of consciousness-raising 
where students can learn to think critically about the class system and, in particular, their 
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own position in relation to it. Campbell urges for ways of reading through which middle-
class students can perhaps for the first time consciously engage with the presence of class 
conflict, while working-class students may recognise some of their own lives reflected 
and affirmed in literary texts. Campbell also argues that there is value in expanding the 
definition of working-class literature to include other traditions of writing, for example, 
immigrant and lesbian, where students can be exposed to a range of writers and a range 
of political positions, and be encouraged to think about the ways in which class divisions 
are created and sustained through literary practices that are common in contemporary 
colleges, universities and publishing practices.  
 
Both Ross’s and Campbell’s insights are relevant to my own project. The 
structure of this thesis is divided into three separate Parts respectively entitled: ‘Gender 
and Class’, ‘Sexuality and Class’ and ‘Race and Class’. This follows Ross’s imperative in 
taking social class as a point of reference to examine how issues of economic positioning 
impinge further on the experience of respectively being a woman, a lesbian and a black 
woman in contemporary British society. In addition, the novels I read categorically refute 
the notion of the classless society in their subversive portrayals of the poor women of 
Britain in the 1980s. Livi Michael makes visible the acute material and psychological 
suffering of the female members of the rising underclass that characterised the period. 
Her protagonists consist of the unemployed and the single-parent who struggle to make 
some kind of decent life for themselves, whilst batting against the debilitating effects of 
material deprivation and low self-esteem. Joan Riley’s novels articulate the lives of black 
Jamaican female immigrants whose experience of being an outsider in a strange country 
is further aggravated by a vicious endemic racism, which keeps them entrapped in a cycle 
of poverty. Although Caeia March’s novels are not defined by such material deprivation 
and suffering as the others, her depiction of working-class lesbians, and the historical 
perspective that is typical of her novels, is enabling in that it allows an examination of 
how sexuality is related to socio-historical context and how issues of class can impinge 
on the expression of lesbian sexuality.  
 
A common theme that runs through the chapters in this thesis is the 
appropriation of literature by victimised individuals and minority groups as a means 
through which to articulate the suffering of their lives. In a subversive rewriting these 
novels not only reveal a reality that is often overlooked in society, but they also highlight 
the fact that individuals are perhaps not to blame for their suffering. Poor people are often 
isolated individuals who are at the mercy of the workings of the capitalist system, and 
ideologies that proclaim their personal incapacity and pathologise them for their 
unfortunate circumstances. In this respect, working-class literature and a class-based 
literary criticism can act as a vehicle for consciousness-raising, as Campbell asserts, and 
it can offer a source of strength, self-affirmation and political affinity for the members of 
minority groups. It can also perhaps lend some understanding and insight into their lives 
to the members of wider society who are usually their oppressors. I hope that this thesis is 
complicit in this. 
  
 
Part I 
 
Gender and Class in the Novels of Livi Michael (1960-*) 
 
Introduction 
 
Livi Michael was born in Manchester in 1960, and she grew up in the suburbs 
on a council estate in Ashton-Under-Lyne. She studied English literature at the 
University of Leeds as a mature student, and in 1997 she achieved a PhD in early 
working-class writing.61 Michael has written four adult novels: Under a Thin Moon 
(1992), Their Angel Reach (1995), All the Dark Air (1997) and Inheritance (2001), all of 
which have won or have been short-listed for various awards including the Geoffrey 
Faber Memorial Prize, and the 1997 MIND book of the year/ Allen Lane Award. 62 It can 
be said that Michael is a novelist in the working-class tradition as her novels are defined 
by a gritty and stark realism in the depiction of material deprivation, unemployment and 
social devastation, and all her novels are set in the North of England; among the council 
                                                 
61 The title of Michael’s PhD thesis is: ‘Towards a Theory of Working Class Literature: Lewis Grassic 
Gibbon’s A Scots Quoir in the Context of Earlier Working-Class Writing’. 
62 In 2000, Michael began to write for young children in a series of books about Frank, an adventurous 
hamster. She has since published several novels aimed at older children, where her interest in the industrial 
history of Manchester is evident. For example: The Whispering Road (2005) and The Angel Stone (2007). 
For a full bibliography of Michael’s work, and an interesting article on her research into the history of 
Manchester, see her official website:  
http://www.livimichael.com.  
estates of urban Manchester where she grew up. However, Michael subverts the 
androcentric aspect of the working-class tradition as her protagonists are all women, and 
her novels foreground women whose lives are dominated by poverty, isolation and 
powerlessness. Two of the novels that I discuss in Part I: Under A Thin Moon (1992) and 
All the Dark Air (1997) are set in the socio-historical context of the 1980s where 
Michael’s young female protagonists are seen to be subject to a particular virulent form 
of capitalism: Thatcherism, where economic forces shape and confine their lives; 
ultimately denying them an identity or a place in the world. 
 
What I find particularly relevant and valuable about Michael’s fiction are her 
interests in language and history. In an interview with the journal Critical Survey Michael 
articulates her interest in language when she asks: ‘What happens when people lose their 
voices in society, either literally, in the sense of the Manchester dialect no longer being 
spoken, or just in the sense of the language? I am very much interested in language and 
identity’.63 This interest in language and identity is evident in Inheritance where a whole 
chapter is written in Mancunian dialect; and in Under a Thin Moon where dialect is not 
so much of an issue as is silence, or being inarticulate within the discursive structures of 
capitalist society.  
 
Michael’s work can be seen to be informed by the precepts of historical 
materialism which illuminates the present through the penetrating lens of the past, and the 
structure of all her novels usually involves some kind of a temporal juxtaposition.  In 
                                                 
63 Pat Wheeler and Sharon Monteith, ‘Interview with Livi Michael’, Critical Survey, 12:3 (Sept 2000), 94 -
107, p.95. 
Under a Thin Moon the narrative alternates, sometimes unnoticeable, between the ten 
years which separate the mother and daughter characters of Wanda and Coral, and I will 
argue that this historical perspective serves to illustrate the generational reproduction of 
material deprivation, and that social inequality is inherent in and is reproduced by the 
capitalist system. In another of the novels I examine, Inheritance, the chronological 
juxtaposition spans more than one hundred years where the narrative structure alternates 
between the last two centuries, and I will argue that this affords an examination of how 
working-class women’s subject-positions within the social order have changed with the 
development of capitalism, and how these changes have impacted on their identity.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Chapter 1 
 
The Women of the Underclass in Under a Thin Moon (1992) 
‘It is the kind of moon where the white bit is new and keen, but you can see the rest of it, round 
and full in its darkness like a round dark plum’ (UTM, p.12). 64 
 
Under a Thin Moon is Livi Michael’s first novel and the subject matter is the 
young women of the growing underclass that defined Britain in the 1980s. The novel is 
structured around the lives of four female protagonists: single-parent Wanda; her grown-
up daughter, Coral; the petty-thief Laurie; and Valerie, who has to look after her 
alcoholic mother. The women, although oblivious to each other’s existence, all live in 
high-rise flats on the same council estate in Manchester, where they are all unemployed 
and struggling to make ends meet on meagre social security benefits. Wanda is the 
youngest and most vulnerable of the protagonists, and she finds it the hardest to cope as 
she desperately tries to bring up her child on her own. Finally, unable to find any hope of 
reprieve from her miserable existence, Wanda tragically kills herself by slitting her wrists 
in a hot bath while her young daughter plays in the next room. On the cover of Under a 
Thin Moon, it proclaims that the novel is ‘an incensed political first. An indictment of 
Thatcherism’.65 Set in the 1980s, at the height of Thatcher’s government, the novel can 
be seen as a scathing condemnation of Conservative policies which valorised individual 
                                                 
64 Livi Michael, Under a Thin Moon (London: Minerva,1992), p.12.  
All subsequent references are taken from this edition, and are given parenthetically following the reference, 
with the abbreviation UTM, followed by the page number.  
65 Ibid., front cover. 
success while simultaneously undermining the role of the welfare state.66 However, in an 
interview Michael is adamant that she is not being party political: ‘I want to keep things 
outside of a particular political stance. My understanding of life and people is deeply 
economic. A sense of economics is a powerful psychological force’.67 
 
 In this chapter, I will examine this link between the economic and the 
psychological with reference to Jacques Lacan’s psychoanalytic formulations on the 
discursive construction of the subject, and Louis Althusser’s theory of ideology where I 
will argue that Michael presents her female protagonists as gendered subjects of 
patriarchal capitalist ideology. I will also show that Michael exposes cultural myths, such 
as female beauty, free choice and meritocracy as ideological constructs which serve to 
sanction and reproduce the social order to the detriment of all women, but particularly the 
women of the underclass. In this way, I will argue that Michael vindicates her 
protagonists from the cause of their own suffering by revealing that they are subject to 
forces beyond individual control, and that she consequently exposes the true cause of 
their suffering to lie in the socially structured inequalities of gender and class which 
conspire to keep them entrapped in a cycle of material deprivation. 
 
                                                 
66 The Conservative ideology of individualism is a key attribute of Thatcherism. It consists of a vision of 
society that is constituted by individuals, and it asserts the possibility of individuals becoming agents to 
change their own worlds through hard work and private initiatives. Thatcher’s individualism is more than 
an economic ideology; it also plays on moral issues, which are used to justify the market, private property, 
the values of tradition, and an attack on the public sector in the provision of State benefits for the poorer 
members of society. Critiques of Thatcherism come from those who believe that it fosters and sanctions a 
materialistic outlook, and competitive, self-seeking drives. (For a comprehensive critique on the Thatcher 
era see: Stuart Hall and Martin Jacques, New Times: the Changing Face of Politics in the 1990s (London: 
Verso, 1990), and in particular Charlie Leadbeater’s essay, ‘Power to the Person’, for the implications that 
Thatcherism has for the individual. 
67 Pat Wheeler and Sharon Monteith, ‘Interview with Livi Michael’, Critical Survey, 12:3 (Sept 2000), p. 
95. 
In the 1980s, under the premiership of Margaret Thatcher, Britain experienced 
a recession that at the time was thought to be on a par with the economic depression of 
the1930s where society was defined by mass unemployment, poverty and an authoritarian 
government. Representations of the working class and the emerging ‘underclass’68 were 
generated through a wide range of discourses, centrally within the realm of popular 
culture through novels, drama, television programmes and the national press. In 
Twentieth-Century Writing and the Working Class, John Kirk argues that throughout 
these discourses there is a prevalence of derogatory images and scenarios which display 
the ‘moral’ failure of working-class attitudes and self-management in relation to child 
care and poor diet, and which undermine working-class identities. Kirk highlights the 
plays of Andrea Dunbar Rita, Sue and Bob Too and The Arbor, which were produced at 
the Royal Court Theatre in 1980, 1986 and 1987. He argues that aspects of Dunbar’s 
writing hark back to the ‘kitchen-sink’ dramas of the 1950s and 1960s, though they are 
‘far more uncompromising in their depiction of social breakdown and personal despair’.69 
Kirk also exemplifies the cinema where such films as Letter to Brezhnev (1985), Blonde 
Fist (1990) and Business as Usual (1987) produced representations of northern working-
class women as tough, sexy and self-confident, which arguably British soap operas such 
as Coronation Street have been doing this for some time. 
 
The national press was a main source for the production of images of the 
working-class and these were largely caricatures that were based on stereotypical notions. 
                                                 
68 ‘Underclass’ is a term generally used to refer to social groups at the base of the working-class whose 
characteristics are those of long-term unemployment or highly irregular employment, single parenthood 
and criminality.  
69 John Kirk, Twentieth-Century Writing and the British Working Class (Cardiff, University of Wales Press, 
2003) 
In an article in The Daily Mirror newspaper John Mortimer claimed that within the 
working-class, ‘Not only do men not wash up, but women don’t go down to the pub at 
Sunday lunchtime’, and that within the working class ‘education is looked on with 
suspicion as something which might give children ideas beyond the comforting clichés, 
the good lie down and the nice cup of tea’.70 Similar notions regarding the ignorance and 
the educational standards achieved by members of the working class are implied in Keith 
Northeast’s disparaging quip in The Guardian that: ‘The idea of Britain being an 
egalitarian society would be a joke if only the working class knew what egalitarian 
meant’.71 In 1989, The Sunday Times newspaper commissioned Professor Charles Murray 
to carry out a study into Britain’s growing underclass. Murray subsequently argued that 
three factors point to the existence of a uniquely British underclass: illegitimacy, violent 
crime and particularly, ‘the number of young, healthy and low-income males who choose 
not to take jobs, even when well-paid work is available’.72 Murray concludes: ‘Britain 
has a growing population of working-aged, healthy people who live in a different world 
from other Britons, who are raising their children to live in it, and whose values are 
contaminating the life of entire neighbourhoods’.73    
 
However, representations such as these were based upon reductive identities 
where people were perceived as problematic individuals, and where matters of 
personality, language and family culture were used to supplant issues of material need. 
                                                 
70 John Mortimer, ‘A Lighthearted look at how the working-class survives’, Daily Mirror, 28 April 1981, 
pp.15-16. 
71 Keith Northeast, ‘Grassroots: The idea of Britain being an egalitarian society would be a joke if only the 
working class knew what egalitarian meant / Analysis of 'Thatcher's Britain', The Guardian, October 13 
1984, p.15.  
72 Professor Charles Murray, ‘Britain’s New Underclass’, The Sunday Times, 26 November 1989, p.1. 
73 Ibid. 
This kind of reductive ideology was reflected in government policies, which is 
exemplified here in a quotation from Thatcher’s ‘There is no such thing as society’ 
speech: 
 
…we now realise that the great problems in life are not those of 
housing and food and standard of living. When we have got all of 
those, when we have got reasonable housing when you compare us 
with other countries, when you have got a reasonable standard of 
living and you have got no-one who is hungry or need be hungry, 
when you have got an education system that teaches everyone - not 
as good as we would wish - you are left with what? You are left with 
the problems of human nature…and you know, it is not only a 
question of money as everyone will tell you; not your background in 
society. It is a question of human nature.74  
   
In this way, all social problems are traced back to the individual through a process of 
pathologization. It is a shift of the causality of blame which, as Roger Bromley argues, is 
‘part of a system led political program which refuses to address inequality as the deeply 
structural and informing process which drives the distribution of power in contemporary 
Britain’.75 In Under a Thin Moon the character types and the setting portrayed by 
                                                 
74 Margaret Thatcher, ‘…no such thing as society’, Interview for Woman’s Own, 23 Sept 1987. 
This interview can be accessed at The Margaret Thatcher Foundation website: 
http://www.margaretthatcher.org/speeches/displaydocument.asp?docid=106689 
75 Roger Bromley, ‘The Theme That Dare not Speak its Name: Class and Recent British Film’, in Cultural 
Studies and the Working-Class: Subject to Change, ed. by Sally Munt (London: Gissell, 2000), 51- 68   
(p.51). 
Michael - the unemployed, the single parent and the petty criminal - all struggling to 
make ends meet on a Manchester council housing estate - fit in with typical 
representations of the underclass. However, by illuminating the exigencies of their lives 
Michael’s subversive representation gives an insight and an understanding into why they 
are like that. 
 
At the beginning of the novel, Michael introduces her four female protagonists 
as solitary individuals looking out of the windows of their flats. For example, Laurie 
surveys the view from her own window: 
 
In the daytime it is all spread out before her like the crumbling 
remains of a picnic, cooling towers, factory chimneys, warehouses, 
scrap-yards, tower blocks and terraced houses stacked tightly 
together, block after block, but now at evening it takes her by 
surprise in its magnificence, like the silent God she half believes in. 
(UTM, p.15) 
 
I think the fact that Laurie and the other protagonists are all looking at the (post) 
industrial landscape is an important aspect of Michael’s characterisation, as it can be 
construed that she is setting up her characters as historically and socially constructed 
subjects who are subject to forces beyond their control. The analogy to ‘the silent God’ 
that Laurie perceives is suggestive of the omnipresent and omniscient ideological effects 
of patriarchal industrial-capitalism that is shaping and confining the women’s lives. 
However, the fact that Laurie only ‘half believes’ in ‘the silent God’, implies that 
ideology and the ideological subject is not absolute or immutable. Indeed, in the latter 
part of this chapter, I will argue that Michael’s protagonists experience a change of 
consciousness which entails a recognition of their oppression and their alienation from 
themselves and reality, and that this is enabled through their social exclusion and 
particularly their exile from language.  
 
I shall now elaborate on the notion that Michael’s protagonists are ideological 
subjects with reference to the work of Jacques Lacan’s theory of identity formation, and 
Louis Althusser’s theory of ideology which together describe the social construction of 
the subject through language, and provide an explanation for the subjection of the 
individual to the symbolic order through the discursive effects of ideology. In 
psychoanalytic theory Lacan theorises three orders of human reality which he defines as 
the Symbolic: the social, cultural and linguistic networks into which the child is born; the 
Imaginary: the realm of images and the imagination; and the Real: that which is excluded 
from the symbolic, and is therefore outside of reality. Lacan’s first important contribution 
to psychoanalytic theory was his concept of the mirror phase through which the subject is 
introduced into the imaginary order. In the mirror phase, Lacan describes how around the 
age of six months the baby lacks coordination and control over its own body, and 
although it recognises its body image reflected in the mirror, which it sees as whole, this 
is a contrast to the experience of a fragmented real one. The ego is formed because of this 
identification with the specular image. Herein lies the importance of the mirror stage in 
that it shows that the ego is the product of misunderstanding, or “meconnaissance” as 
Lacan terms it, which implies a false recognition, and it is the place where the subject 
first becomes alienated from himself: 
 
…caught up in the lure of spatial identification, the succession of 
phantasies that extends from a fragmented body-image to a form of 
its totality that I shall call orthopaedic – and lastly, to the assumption 
of the armour of an alienating identity, which will mark with its rigid 
structure the subject’s entire mental development.76  
 
This quotation illustrates Lacan’s argument that the whole and unified self that the child 
perceives is an illusion, but it is a necessary fantasy that conceals a disturbing lack of 
unity that serves to alienate the ego from its fragmented, unstable and real self. However, 
the mirror phase marks only the beginning of the subject’s alienation. As the subject 
develops the rules and codes of the symbolic order are internalized through the resolution 
of the Oedipus complex and the introduction into language, and thereby the subject’s 
alienation from the real self becomes further compounded. Through the resolution of the 
Oedipus complex the child is led into the realm of the symbolic by the paternal metaphor, 
where it is the ‘name of the father’, signifying paternal authority, which comes between 
the close bond of child and mother, and it is the ‘law of the father’ which breaks that 
bond. Through language the child gains full subjectivity where, in the identification with 
the first person singular pronoun ‘I’, it learns to recognise itself as a separate entity. Thus, 
the subject is constructed in language and discourse.  
                                                 
76 Jacques Lacan, ‘The Mirror Stage as Formative of the Function of the I as Revealed in Psychoanalytic 
Experience’, in Modern Literary Theory: a Reader, ed. by Philip Rice and Patricia Waugh (London: 
Edward Arnold, 1992), p.129.  
In a development of Lacan’s theory, Althusser argues that since the symbolic 
order in its discursive use is closely related to ideology individuals are constituted as 
subjects by ideology. Therefore, the individual is not merely a grammatical subject but 
s/he is also a subjected being that submits to the authority of the social formation, 
represented in ideology as the Absolute Subject (God, King, Man).77 According to 
Althusser, ideology exists before the individual such that it has ‘always already’ 
determined a specific set of roles, and a particular subjectivity into which the individual 
will be slotted. This occurs through a process of ‘interpellation’, whereby an individual is 
systematically addressed or ‘hailed’ in such a way as to force him or her into this pre-
allocated subject position. Althusser draws on Christianity to exemplify a paradigmatic 
ideological structure where followers are interpellated as individual subjects by 
‘reflecting’ such an image back to them through the absolute subject, which in this case is 
God: 78 
 
…all ideology is centred, that the Absolute Subject occupies the 
unique place of the Centre, and interpellates around it the infinity of 
individuals into subjects in a double mirror-connexion such that it 
subjects the subjects to the Subject.79  
 
                                                 
77 Althusser identifies the cultural Ideological State Apparatus (ISA) as the Family, the Church, the Media, 
Political Parties and Education. He argues that these are the symbolic structures that are operative in the 
manifestation and reproduction of ideology in capitalist society, and which determine the patterns of 
conscious and unconscious thought.  
78 As part of Althusser’s ISA’s religion has a role to play in imparting ideology to the masses. However, 
Christianity has its own particular form of androcentric discourse, which serves to reinforce the rules and 
codes of the patriarchal symbolic order, which has a stringent effect on the subjection of women (See 
Chapter 6 of this thesis for a more detailed discussion of this).  
79 Louis Althusser, Lenin and Philosophy and Other Essays (London: NLB, 1971), p.166. 
Althusser lays considerable emphasis on the metaphor of imaginary recognition in the 
mirror-structure of ideology, and this is an appropriation of Lacan’s concept of the 
imaginary mirror phase where the subject mis-recognises him/herself.  
 
In terms of the novel, and the characterisation of Michael’s protagonists, the 
social order of patriarchal industrial capitalism can be perceived as the ‘Centre’ that 
interpellates around it the four women into subject positions of their gender and class. 
Significantly, the women’s vision converges on the industrial landscape, and as ‘always 
already subjects’ it is a limited vision of themselves and the world. This notion is 
conveyed in Coral’s perception that, ‘It is almost an inorganic world…It has always been 
like this…She can’t explain it but she knows it will always be so’ (UTM, p.13). The use 
of the word inorganic here is pertaining to the unnatural and man-made, which not only 
refers to the industrial landscape that encroaches on the natural one but also the way in 
which ideology invades Coral’s own subjectivity. Her sense of the irrefutable destiny of 
it all can be explained by the way ideology distorts perception and consciousness in the 
interests of capital, giving the illusion of naturalness and inevitability. Consciousness 
does not reflect reality, it is an ‘imaginary’ reality perceived through distorting 
ideological effects presenting the idea that our lives and the world is natural, eternal or 
pre-ordained. Throughout the novel, Michael utilises recurrent reflection scenes which 
allows her to explore the tension between the socially constructed self - the ideological 
image the women are meant to conform to - and what the women actually perceive. I 
think this is appropriately summed up in Wanda’s complaint of being poor: ‘You are 
always struggling to fill the gap between what you are supposed to be and what you are, 
and always failing’ (UTM, p.226). Portraying her characters in this way enables Michael 
to examine the profound psychological effects of material deprivation on the individual, 
and to reveal the workings of ideology to the reader, such that things on a personal level 
can be put into a larger perspective.  
 
 The connection between the economic and the psychological is made in the 
opening lines of the novel: ‘it is very simple. She is afraid’ (UTM, p.1). This refers to 
Wanda who is scrubbing at an indelible scum-line around the bath; which is a traditional 
literary signifier of working-class poverty, and this makes the immediate connection 
between Wanda’s emotional state and her socio-economic position. The reader soon 
discovers that Wanda is a single parent on social security benefits with no other means of 
support, and that she is struggling to raise her young daughter on her own. As the novel 
progresses, Wanda’s psychological demise is graphically documented, culminating in her 
suicide. Poverty is seen to have severe detrimental effects on her psychological state and 
self-esteem; therefore, from the beginning it is apparent that material deprivation is not 
just about going hungry.  
 
 The name Wanda means ‘wanderer’ and this is symbolic of her social 
exclusion where money is required to participate in capitalist society. Penniless, and 
having nothing else better to do, Wanda often wanders, aimlessly pushing her daughter in 
her pushchair around the city, where large advertisements line the streets displaying the 
luxuries of commodity production and the brand names of consumerism. When Wanda 
momentarily stops by the side of the road she is dwarfed by a gigantic billboard 
advertising expensive products: ‘Christian Dior tights, Yardley make-up, sports cars’ 
(UTM, p.32). The disparity between the affluence that is portrayed in the advertisements 
and the poverty of her own existence is seen to have adverse effects on Wanda’s sense of 
self: ‘sometimes it seems to Wanda that she is becoming very small while the rest of the 
world has become enormous’ and she thinks ‘My life is meaningless’ (UTM, p.32). 
  
 Wanda’s adverse feelings can be explained in terms of the theorist Roland 
Barthes, who in Mythologies examines the powerful and damaging effects of the 
pervasive presence of advertising in contemporary capitalist society.80 Barthes argues that 
advertisements create alienating images of the bourgeois good life to which everyone is 
supposed to aspire, while at the same time promoting the myth of free choice. Barthes 
argues that myths are an intrinsic and pervasive part of culture and operate on a daily 
basis, such that it is impossible to evade them, and he proposes that this has a harmful 
effect on cultural life as it encourages conformity to capitalist norms and values, and 
homogenises and effaces difference. Similarly, in the novel, Wanda measures herself by 
the capitalist values of wealth and material possessions that she sees in the 
advertisements and she perceives that she desperately falls short of the image that she is 
meant to conform to. In this way, her subsequent despair and low self-esteem can be seen 
to be symptomatic of her psychological entrenchment in capitalist bourgeois ideology.  
 
 Wanda goes to desperate lengths in order to procure a few luxuries of her 
own, neglecting to pay the bills and even feeding her baby on bread and milk. The 
                                                 
80 Roland Barthes, Mythologies, trans. by Annette Lavers (London: Cape, 1972). 
 
attainment of a few commodities has a profound effect on Wanda’s sense of self: ‘each 
day when she buys something, no matter how small, a little bit more of the room and of 
herself is revealed to her (UTM, p.14). This suggests that Wanda’s identity is intrinsically 
linked to wealth and material possessions and, by implication, to her socio-economic 
position. Thus, in a wider context, the welfare state’s definition of poverty, which does 
not take psychological factors of poverty into account, is seen to exacerbate the problems 
of the poor as they strive to construct some sort of worthwhile identity for themselves 
while being socially excluded. The portrayal of Wanda reveals the profound 
psychological effects of material deprivation on the individual while exposing free choice 
to be a myth, in that it is not available to the poorer members of society.  
 
     In the novel, advertisements seem to be conspicuously placed in the 
environment, for example, next to the school there is a huge bill board advertising 
perfume: ‘There is a woman on it. Her head is thrown back like she is making love and 
her long blonde hair fills one half of the picture like silk’ (UTM, p225). The placement of 
the advertisement next to the school illustrates that we are trained to be consumers from a 
young age, and it also shows that advertisements often project specific images of 
feminine beauty that signify male desire. Consequently, women are driven to produce 
acceptable images of themselves that conform to popular representations. Wanda’s 
observation that ‘you need money to look like that’ (UTM, p.226) links the notion of 
beauty to socio-economic position. In terms of the capitalist myth, beauty requires money 
in order to buy nice clothes and make-up and comes at a price Michael’s protagonists 
cannot afford. Laurie, another of Michael’s penniless protagonists, bears an asexual 
name, and this can be seen to be symbolic of her androgynous appearance: ‘Beneath the 
anorak she always wears, the jeans and jumpers and T-shirts, it is hardly possible to tell 
she is a woman’ (UTM, p.161). Laurie cannot afford nice clothes and make-up, even if 
she wanted them, and by dressing in this way she does not fit in with pervasive 
representations of femininity and, consequently, her androgynous appearance affects how 
she is treated by men. For example, on the bus into town she is ignored by the male 
inspector who flirts with the other female passengers: ‘He is only concerned with the 
projection of his own image, she is invisible to him. So are all the women, just things that 
reflect back his own image, the image he wants to have.’ (UTM, p.166). Conversely, 
when Wanda gets a job at the bar she buys cheap, sexy clothes at the flea market, and 
dressing provocatively reaps social and material rewards as she becomes popular with the 
male customers and gets the manager’s attention. Although, sometimes when she is 
collecting glasses Wanda catches sight of herself in one of the long mirrors that are all 
over the club, and she is shocked to find that ‘she doesn’t know herself at all’ (UTM, 
p.148).  
 
These scenarios draw upon and utilise the metaphor of reflection, and I shall 
elaborate on its significance here with reference to the theoretical work of the French 
Feminist, Luce Irigaray. Irigaray was originally a student of Lacan, and she later 
criticized the phallocentrism of psychoanalytic theory in that it privileges the masculine 
phallus in the construction of meaning. Irigaray argues that women have historically been 
a male fantasy in the sexual imaginary of western culture, and, as a result, women have 
not been able to define their own sexuality, desire or pleasure. While men gain pleasure 
from sexual intercourse, women gain pleasure from emotional connection and their 
relationships with men, and primarily by being a beautiful object and an object of desire 
for men. Therefore, women can only become subjects if they assimilate to male 
subjectivity. In ‘Women on the Market’, Irigaray makes the analogy between women and 
commodities, where she argues that women, like commodities, have a manufactured 
character which is the product of man’s social and symbolic labour:  
 
Commodities, women, are a mirror of value of and for man. In order 
to serve as such, they give up their bodies to men as the supporting 
material of specularization, of speculation. They yield to him their 
natural and social value as a locus of imprints, marks, and mirage of 
his activity.81  
 
In this quotation Irigaray combines Marxist economic terminology: ‘commodities’, 
‘value’ and ‘speculation’ with psychoanalytic terminology from Lacan’s mirror phase: 
‘mirror’, ‘specularization’ and ‘mirage’ to articulate how women’s subjectivity is 
appropriated by men on the market of sexual exchange. In a feminist appropriation of 
Lacan’s theory of identity formation, Irigaray argues that women are imbued with the 
identity that men impose on them through the imaginary and symbolic processes of 
patriarchal capitalist society and culture. Thus, women’s ‘nature’ is appropriated by men 
and transformed in keeping with male desire and, therefore, in order to be valued and 
                                                 
81 Luce Irigaray, ‘Women on the Market’, in This Sex which is not One, trans. by Catherine Porter (USA: 
Cornell UP, 1977), p.177. 
chosen as an object of transaction and consumption by men women have to preserve and 
maintain their manufactured man-made ‘femininity’.  
 
        In terms of the protagonists in the novel, then, the androgynous image that 
Laurie presents to the world does not reflect male desire and, as such, she is perceived to 
be worthless and, therefore, ignored by the bus inspector. While for Wanda, donning the 
masquerade of femininity means that she does become an object of masculine desire, and 
this reaps economic rewards for her. Her status as a commodity is made evident when 
Jim, the manager, who wants to have sex with her, offers her money and literally brings 
Wanda’s body to market, incrementally increasing his bid from £100 to £500. The fact 
that Wanda ‘doesn’t know herself’ in the mirror, in the previous quotation, illustrates the 
adverse feelings of alienation that she experiences in appropriating the masquerade of 
femininity. In Irigaray’s terms, she has no direct access to her own identity - as the mirror 
of male desire, women (mis) recognise themselves, never seeing their real selves or true 
essence.  
 
 The reflection metaphor is also used in the novel to illustrate how identity can 
be inhibited by socio-economic position. While at college, Valerie, another of the 
protagonists and a member of the underclass, shares a room with Ros who is middle-
class. The impoverished Valerie is seen to fade into insignificance as Ros’s identity is 
established through the overwhelming presence of her material possessions in the room. 
When Valerie looks in the mirror she is surprised to see her own face there. In contrast, 
Ros’s image is abundantly reflected: ‘But whenever she looks up Ros is there, multiple 
images reflected luminously from all angles of the room’ (UTM, p.85). The ‘multiple 
images’ of Ros are symbolic of the numerous subject-positions that are afforded by her 
socio-economic position, where the material advantages of class mean that middle-class 
women are able to participate more fully in capitalist society than working-class women. 
While this does not signify either liberty or free-will, as middle-class women remain 
subordinated to the discursive patriarchal script within capitalism, it does indicate that 
they have more choice. As the purchasers of commodities and luxuries, middle-class 
women are more able to conform to their socially defined subject positions. 
   
 The title of the novel Under a Thin Moon metaphorically encapsulates how 
the discursive positioning of gender is differentially experienced according to social 
class. In the literary tradition the moon is symbolic of women’s propensity for reflecting 
the light of the symbolic male sun, but Michael reveals how socio-economic position 
impinges on women’s capacity to reflect male desire: ‘It is the kind of moon where the 
white bit is new and keen, but you can see the rest of it, round and full in its darkness like 
a round dark plum’ (UTM, p.12). The plum analogy is indicative of women’s real 
‘nature’ that is eclipsed and hidden by socially structured inequalities. The fact that it is 
‘round’ and ‘full’ underlines the unnaturalness and the partiality of the white bit that is 
women’s socially constructed ‘nature’, while the newness of the thin moon is suggestive 
of its recently manufactured quality; pertaining to industrial capitalism. 
 
 Valerie feels fundamentally different from her middle-class friend, and her 
observation that ‘money is something inside you, not outside, in a pocket or a bank’ 
(UTM, p.106) articulates the notion that wealth not only determines how far one is able to 
participate in society, but it is also seen to have profound intrinsic effects. This notion 
reiterates a phenomenon of class difference that was observed by George Orwell, over 
half a century earlier, in his journalistic foray into the working-class territory of the 
industrial North, The Road to Wigan Pier (1937). In the book, Orwell testifies that 
‘nearly everything I think and do is a result of class-distinctions… the products of a 
special kind of upbringing and a special niche about half-way up the social hierarchy’.82 
This idea probably derived from Marx who through his observations of middle-class 
English society theorised a difference in consciousness based on accessibility to 
knowledge, cultural forms and bourgeois language. All of which indicates that social 
class is more than an objective entity, and that it has a fundamental impact on identity 
effecting our emotions, values and perceptions. This may explain the sense of 
displacement and feelings of not belonging that some working-class people experience in 
the education system, and is apparent in some of the articles written by successful 
working-class academics, who attest that despite education and affluent lifestyles they 
still do not feel middle class. For example, Joanne Lacey talks about her feelings of 
fraudulence and vulnerability when she was a student at university, and how she ‘felt 
abandoned in a social space to which I did not belong’.83 This lends support to Marx’s 
thesis that a working-class upbringing leaves an indelible mark on identity, and indicates 
that embourgeoisification (upward mobility from the working class to the middle class) 
can be a superficial status.  
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  In working-class escape narratives women often make their escape through 
education. In her autobiographical novel Once in a House on Fire, Andrea Ashworth 
articulates how she has been able to achieve personal academic success despite the 
poverty and violence of her own abusive childhood (she is now a lecturer at Oxford 
University). In an interview Ashworth asserts: ‘Whatever your beginnings, whatever 
fears you might carry with you as you grow, however hard it is - you can build your own 
world. You can make a good, bright life. You’ll be free to be - and enjoy being – who 
you choose to be.’84 Ashworth’s story is a testament to the capitalist myth of meritocracy 
and the Thatcherite ethos of the individual, and informs us that despite a working-class 
upbringing, a bad one at that, middle-classness can be achieved and is something to 
aspire to.  
 
 In contrast to this, Michael’s novels challenge the myth of meritocracy and the 
belief that education provides the narrative of escape for lower-class women. In Under a 
Thin Moon cultural differences of class have adverse implications for her young 
protagonists. Despite obtaining a University degree Laurie finds it difficult to hold down 
a job, and while her mother is proud of her academic achievement Laurie feels like she is 
caught between two worlds, not belonging in either, which she describes as ‘the 
experience of being trapped in a transitional space between the world she cannot return to 
and the world she cannot enter’ (UTM, p.109). Michael’s young women of the underclass 
do not find success in the education system; on the contrary, they are devalued and 
demoralized in an alien culture and, unable to assimilate into the middle class, they return 
dejected to their working-class roots. In fact, nearly eighty years on, Michael reaffirms 
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Orwell’s observation that: ‘It is in fact very difficult to escape, culturally, from the class 
into which you have been born’.85  
 
 In the novel, Coral, Wanda’s daughter, is of particular significance in that she 
represents the generational reproduction of material deprivation. Coral lives on the same 
depressed council housing estate as her mother did, and her life is wrecked by the same 
problems of poverty and isolation. In order to convey this cycle of deprivation in the text, 
Michael employs sporadic temporal switches in the narrative, where past and present 
become blurred, and the switch is not always immediately apparent, so that the identities 
of mother and daughter merge into one. This temporal juxtaposition has the effect of 
creating a continuous present of unremitting gloom where nothing changes. The parallels 
between past and present highlight the point that inequalities in society still exist, and that 
poverty is a permanent feature of capitalism. Capitalism inherently reproduces inequality, 
and Michael is underlining the fact that it is the social system, and not personal 
incapacity, that keeps the women entrapped in a cycle of cultural and material 
deprivation.  
 
None of Michael’s protagonists manages to escape their socio-economic 
backgrounds, or their dire material entrapment. However, I would like to argue that the 
women’s individual narratives all end on a subtly subversive and positive note, in that 
they all experience a change of consciousness and become aware of their oppression, and 
that they also undergo a conceptual re-evaluation of the social world from the point of 
view of their oppression, all of which has revolutionary implications. Towards the end of 
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the novel Laurie walks along the deserted city streets at night, and the narrative states that 
‘She is thinking of the changes that can happen to you once the way you speak and write 
and think has changed. She is wondering what will happen in her own life, in the silence 
she lives in. She enters the dark tunnel of the subway’ (UTM, p.168). This quotation is 
important as the metaphorical ‘dark tunnel of the subway’ signifies the experience of 
isolation, of existing beneath the symbolic structures of society which is the underclass of 
the capitalist social order. The notion of being apart from language that Laurie 
contemplates is important in terms of the relation of the individual to the discursive 
construction of identity, which I discussed earlier in the chapter. The narrative tells us 
that Wanda and Laurie ‘have both broken away from their old lives. Nothing of their 
former selves remains. They have both been erased’ (UTM, p.217). This presents an 
interesting contrast to the beginning of the novel where all the women are pictured 
simultaneously gazing upon the industrial landscape (which I interpret as being symbolic 
of their ideological interpellation as gendered subjects of patriarchal capitalist discourse), 
because it is now apparent that while the subject may be wrought in language and 
discourse, it is not necessarily eternally determined by it. 
  
The absence of money and material possessions, and particularly the 
protagonist’s exile from language, is conducive to the abandonment of their socially 
constructed subjectivities. This is manifest in the fact that Laurie and Wanda both have a 
momentous experience; an epiphany, where briefly the beauty of the natural world is 
revealed to them. Wanda, who has previously lamented over her daughter’s ugliness, for 
the first-time comprehends her innate beauty: ‘Coral is beautiful. It is a miracle, a 
revelation. Coral is beautiful, and Wanda never knew it before’ (UTM, p.218). Indeed, 
the other worldliness of Coral’s beauty is implied by her name - Coral is a beautiful 
organism in the sea. Wanda tells herself that she must remember her uncorrupted vision 
of natural beauty: ‘it has always been like this, she knows. Somehow she knows it will 
always be so, if only she does not forget how to look’ (UTM, p.220), which signifies that 
Wanda momentarily perceives her daughter outside of distorting capitalist ideology. This 
change of perception is experienced in some way by all of the protagonists; for example, 
Valerie realises that she has passively accepted her miserable fate, unlike her loud, 
alcoholic mother who has drawn attention to herself and, moreover, to the fact that the 
system is unjust: ‘All this time she has been content to be invisible, unheard, without 
realising what was going on. Valerie is being wiped out bit by bit, but they must use more 
drastic measures on her mother…so they are suggesting a kind of death’ (UTM. p.2). 
While her mother is to be silenced by brain surgery, Valerie perceives that she has been 
subjected to a subtler form of control, but one that has similar fatal psychological effects. 
  
 Inequalities in society will persist and be reproduced by the system unless the 
system is challenged, and in the Marxist tradition the first step towards a transformation 
of the social order is to become conscious of one’s oppression. However, there is the 
impossibility of challenging the system when one is voiceless, powerless and alone. 
Despite the change of consciousness the protagonists experience in the novel they remain 
alienated individuals, with no sense of their own identity. This is conveyed by Laurie’s 
confusion over her reflection in the mirror: ‘In front of the mirror Laurie twists and turns. 
Whose eyes is she looking through?’ (UTM, p.61). In terms of Irigaray’s theoretical 
formulations this means that Laurie no longer perceives herself according to male desire, 
however, her confusion is also symbolic of the fact that she is unable to formulate her 
own subjectivity.  The notion of collectivism or class is an important strategic resource 
for reclaiming a sense of subjectivity and strength, and Michael evokes the feminist 
tradition of reaching one another through story-telling - both in terms of actually writing 
the novel, and within the narrative of the novel itself. For example, when Laurie hears of 
Wanda’s suicide she thinks ‘It is like hearing about herself’ (UTM, p.208). This puts her 
personal misery in a wider context, such that hers and the other women’s suffering 
becomes the common oppression of a group of women: the women of the underclass.  
 
 Coral’s desperate journey through the novel, which like her mother’s has been 
defined by poverty and isolation, culminates in what is about to be a reproduction of her 
mother’s suicide as she lies in the bath thinking of sharp knives. However, Coral revokes 
the discursive destiny of her gender and class, gets out of the water and in an attempt to 
become the author of her own destiny she starts to write, thinking ‘I am writing their 
stories for them. That is the meaning of power’ (UTM, p.229). This quotation highlights 
the fact that capitalism moulds reality and truth to its own form, however, reality and 
truth are a matter of personal perspective, and writing is a way of self-empowerment and 
a way of challenging the system. The subversive act of speaking out, of putting voice to 
one’s own version of reality, is to illuminate one’s sufferings and the sufferings of other 
women that are caused not through personal incapacity, but through capital’s drive to 
accumulate. Thus, in her first novel, through her portrayal of the psychological and 
material suffering of her young protagonists, Michael subversively portrays a reality that 
is often hidden and challenges hegemonic beliefs concerning members of the underclass. 
 
  
Chapter 2 
 
The Character of Julie as Anti-Heroine in All the Dark Air (1997) 
‘…That was the atmosphere Julie had grown up in, although grown was probably the wrong word, not even 
a plant could have grown in this. She had shrivelled in it, it had shrivelled her, as long as she lived here she 
never could have grown’ (ADA, p.248).86 
 
All the Dark Air (1997) is Livi Michael’s third novel, and like Under a Thin 
Moon (1992) it is set amongst the slum life of Manchester, and in it Michael once again 
confronts the contemporary social and political problems of poverty and unemployment, 
in a society that is defined by human suffering and spiritual decay. Unlike the cast of 
protagonists that structured the narrative of Under a Thin Moon in All the Dark Air 
Michael subverts the traditional notion of the working-class hero made good by centring 
the novel on the experiences of a single female working-class protagonist, Julie. 
However, Julie is not the female equivalent of the male working-class hero, and unlike 
the popular heroines of romance fiction, or the Condition-of-England novel of the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Julie does not get her man or instigate a revolution 
through the force of her personality, neither does she emulate noteworthy working-class 
heroines who transcend their working-class backgrounds. Indeed, throughout the novel 
Julie remains powerless and ineffectual, and in terms of her class position the narrative 
reaches its inevitable conclusion, where in becoming a mother her identity has taken the 
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only course open to it. However, Julie is unmarried with no means of material support, 
and instead of what should be a happy ending, the birth of her baby leaves the reader 
concerned for the child’s welfare and future. Throughout the novel, Julie experiences and 
witnesses the adverse effects of post-industrial capitalism in her own personal world and 
the lives of those around her, and it is through Julie’s emotional response to her own 
problems, and the suffering of others, that the reader gets a sympathetic insight into the 
world of the homeless and destitute of contemporary Britain.  
 
In this chapter, I will propose that any possibility of Julie’s transcendence of 
her material entrapment is precluded by the oppressive constraints of her gender and class 
as these are constructed in the novel’s social context. In relation to this, I will discuss the 
novels female perspective as enabling in that it highlights the contemporary working-
class family as a particular force in the demise of the individual, and I will show how 
Michael’s fictional portrayal of family life contests prevalent ideological representations. 
I will also argue that Julie’s status as anti-heroine, together with the novel’s revelation of 
the continued presence of the destitute and poor in contemporary Britain, serve as 
didactic exposés of social injustice, and that in terms of theory this serves as an 
imperative for a reconsideration of Marxist concepts,  
 
Julie, the protagonist of All the Dark Air, is a fifteen year old working-class 
young woman who, at the beginning of the novel, is in her final year at school; a 
secondary comprehensive in Manchester, where she lives with her mother and stepfather. 
Julie is grossly overweight, and one evening on her way home from school she is teased 
and bullied by a gang of youths. Julie is rescued by Mick, a rebellious and anti-social 
youth from the same school who is always getting into trouble with the authorities. 
Consequently, Julie starts to idolise Mick and follows him around until one day he 
mysteriously disappears from school and never returns. Julie leaves school with meagre 
qualifications, and she tries several temporary unskilled jobs that she does not like, until 
she gets a more permanent position at the local biscuit factory where her mother has 
worked for many years. However, soon after starting the job Julie’s mother dies and, not 
wanting to live alone with her step-father who has previously made sexual advances 
towards her, Julie decides to find somewhere else to live. At her mother’s funeral she 
asks her aunt Clare if she can live with her and her uncle, and they agree, but shortly after 
moving in Julie overhears a conversation between them, and she realises that she is not 
wanted in their home.  
 
While out shopping with her Aunt Clare one day Julie notices Mick, who she 
idolised at school, busking in the precinct with his friend Darren, who is a drug addict. 
Mick is now homeless and looks emaciated and ill, and, taking pity on him, Julie starts to 
secretly bring him food every day. Julie tells Mick that she is in effect homeless too, and 
explains her predicament to him. In turn, Mick informs Julie that he has just been offered 
a home at his Uncle Si’s house, which unbeknown to Julie at this point is a run down 
terraced house situated in the slum area of town. Glad to have the chance to move out of 
her Aunt’s house, and even gladder to be near Mick, Julie thankfully accepts his offer of 
a home. Subsequently, Julie hands in her notice at the biscuit factory and, telling her aunt 
that she has a new boyfriend, she moves in with Mick, his friend Darren and his Uncle Si. 
Soon after moving in, Julie gets pregnant following a fumbling sexual encounter with 
Mick one night, when he drunkenly gets into the wrong bed, from which she derives no 
pleasure or satisfaction. Julie is at first excited at the prospect of starting a family but she 
soon realises that Mick does not intend to settle down and, because he is unemployed, he 
is in no position to provide for her or the baby, anyway. Mick tolerates Julie’s presence in 
the house but shows no interest in the prospective baby or herself, and she begins to 
appreciate the seriousness of her predicament, as a soon-to-be single parent with no 
means of support. 
 
In some respects Julie is like the other young working-class women in the 
novel in that she leaves school with few qualifications, and she soon gets pregnant by a 
man she barely knows. But in other respects Julie is seen to be quite different from her 
contemporaries, in that she is in possession of particular character traits that distinguish 
her from them, and it is her physical appearance and innate goodness that sets her apart 
from the rest. Julie is not a great beauty, nor does she have an irresistible sexual 
magnetism with which heroines are often endowed; on the contrary, she is obese and in 
the end she does not get her man. Julie is in a perpetual battle to lose weight and she is 
often humorously portrayed in the novel. In a particularly comic episode Julie goes 
swimming with her friends, Alison and Annie, and Julie, who is self-conscious about her 
size and does not want to draw attention to herself, is mortified to find that the swimsuit 
Alison has lent her is bright pink: ‘She had hoped the swimming costume would be a 
neutral colour, but it was a shade of pink the label called sizzling’ (ADA, p.161). 
Consequently, Julie spends the whole time squatting in the water so that only her head 
and shoulders can be seen, and as a result a floating plaster inadvertently drifts into her 
mouth.  
 
Apart from her physical characteristics Julie demonstrates a sensitive and 
compassionate side to her character that is found lacking in those around her. For 
example, on one occasion Alison tells Julie a joke about a pig, and while Alison falls 
about laughing Julie falls into a reverie about flowers; ‘Julie noticed how most of the 
wild flowers you saw were gold. There were all the different greens of the leaves and the 
occasional splash of cow parsley, but the buttercups, dandelions and broom were all 
bright yellow’ (ADA, p.29). This juxtaposition of Alison’s coarse humour with Julie’s 
somewhat poetic abstraction on nature serves to highlight Julie’s sensitivity. This 
particular quotation is also significant in that it draws attention to Julie’s powers of 
observation. She notices all the different hues of greens and yellows of the plants and this 
attention to detail is important in the context of her position as reliable observer, as I will 
argue later on. Julie’s sensitivity is also compounded by the way in which, throughout the 
novel, she is seen to be a compassionate and caring person. This side of her character is 
made apparent early in the novel when she is brought to tears at the sight of homeless 
Mick begging on the streets. It is also seen in her concern for her neighbour’s neglected 
children, and it is also evident in her kindness to Uncle Si, Mick’s elderly and infirm 
relative, whom everyone else ignores, but Julie always takes the time to ask him how he 
is feeling and she makes sure that he eats his dinner.  
 
Julie’s character traits are important as her intrinsic good nature and altruistic 
qualities afford a positive contrast to stereotypical representations, which tend to focus on 
the pathology of the individual members of the burgeoning underclass. In the end, it is 
essential that Julie is perceived as a likeable character and that the reader sympathises 
with her unfortunate circumstances. Julie wants a better life for herself and her baby, but 
despite her good nature and good intentions any heroic transcendence of her adverse 
circumstances are seen to be thwarted by forces beyond her control. Therefore, Julie’s 
ineffectual destiny takes on political meaning as the reader’s attention is directed onto the 
unjust workings of the system. Although Julie is different from the other working-class 
characters in the novel her hopeless fate remains the same. In this respect, Julie fits in 
with Michael’s vision of character and destiny that was evident in her four female 
protagonists in Under a Thin Moon who are engulfed by the harsh realities of poverty and 
isolation, and are only able to finally acquiesce in the power structures that entrap them.  
  
In All the Dark Air the working-class family is highlighted as a particular 
force in the demise of the individual. Much of the narrative of the novel is set in the 
domestic arena; indeed, the impetus of the plot is driven by Julie’s attempt to find a 
home. After moving in with Mick at his Uncle Si’s house in the slum area of town Julie 
warily regards her neighbours who are unemployed, and seem to spend their days 
consuming alcohol and fighting. She overhears their violent domestic arguments, and she 
also notices how their dirty and dysfunctional children are allowed to play in the rubbish 
and junk that litters the street. Apart from the conspicuous presence of her neighbours 
Julie remains in contact with her two working-class friends from school, Alison and 
Annie, and she intermittently visits them at their homes. Julie is also befriended by 
several middle-class women whom she meets at the Mind-Power meetings; a group 
which she joins in the hope of finding some relief from the stress of her existence and, 
subsequently, Julie is invited into their middle-class homes, as well. In this way, Julie 
gains access to a variety of homes in the novel, and this puts her in the position of reliable 
observer, which I think is enabling as the reader gets a female perspective on the state of 
the contemporary family through which social issues regarding motherhood and gender 
relations can be discussed. 
  
The novel is permeated with examples of bad mothers who at first sight 
appear to conform to stereotypical notions of slovenly working-class women, whose 
unloved and uncared for children are left to roam the streets. For example, to her distress, 
Julie observes how the woman who lives opposite leaves her baby out in the yard all day, 
strapped in its pushchair; and also how her next door neighbour’s six year girl, Tonia, sits 
in the street for hours digging dirt out of the cobbles, and is inclined to wander uninvited 
into peoples homes. When Julie notices that the milk and Mick’s belongings keep going 
missing, she suspects Tonia, but finds it hard to be angry with her because of her awful 
mother: ‘She has to feel sorry for Tonia, she told herself, having Jude for a mother…She 
wandered round the back all day with a fag in her mouth, wearing only a dirty blue 
towelling robe’ (ADA, p.72). At this point in the narrative, it is apparent that Julie’s 
perspective is that of external observer in that she perceives Jude to be an intrinsically 
lazy woman, who cannot be bothered to look after herself or her child. Consequently, 
Julie is quick to condemn her and the other working-class women who are also seemingly 
indifferent to their children’s welfare.  
 
However, as the narrative progresses, Julie begins to realise how difficult it is 
for the mothers to cope, and she gains an appreciation of why they appear to be bad 
mothers. Throughout the novel, motherhood is portrayed as a horrendous experience 
which has a debilitating effect on the physical and emotional well-being of the working-
class women. Julie’s friends, Alison and Annie, both struggle to cope with their babies 
who are seen to be constantly ‘screaming’, ‘squawking’ and ‘screeching’; these are 
inhuman sounds that are more appropriate to young birds of prey, or little monsters, and 
give an impression of how they grate on the women’s nerves. The babies never give their 
mothers a moment’s peace; and both women continuously complain to Julie about how 
dreadful having babies is. The women’s husbands are no help at all as they are usually 
absent, in one form or another: Annie’s husband is a long distance lorry driver and is 
away for months at a time, while Alison’s husband is usually incapacitated by drugs. 
Annie’s troubles are worse because she has twins, and seeing that she is quite worn out, 
Julie offers to babysit so that she can go out and enjoy herself for once. However, the 
twins are hard work; one deliberately tips his dinner all over the floor and, while Julie is 
busy cleaning the mess up, the other one climbs on top of a cupboard and subsequently 
falls off nearly breaking his neck. Finding the whole experience traumatic, Julie secretly 
vows never to babysit again. When a little boy belonging to one of Julie’s neighbours 
climbs into Uncle Si’s back yard Julie shouts at him, but when he begins to cry she hugs 
him compassionately, and prayed that she would love her baby when it came: ‘She didn’t 
think it was automatic, or even natural, if anything it seemed to be a hard thing to do, 
loving a child, especially if you had to work all the time, and live with a man who wasn’t 
working’ (ADA, p.218). In contrast to the previous quotation where Julie is quick to 
condemn Jude as a bad mother, this quotation, which comes later in the novel, articulates 
that Julie now comprehends that motherhood does not come naturally or easily, and is 
made more difficult when the family is beset by material difficulties.  
 
Julie admires Josepha, one of the middle-class women she meets at the Mind-
Power meetings, who seems to be an exemplary mother. She lives on her own in a small 
cottage with her six year old son, Stanley, who is exceptionally well-behaved and well-
mannered. However, when Julie discovers that the house belongs to Josepha’s father and 
that the child stays with his grandparents every weekend, she begins to understand how 
Josepha copes so well: ‘She was beginning to see though how it was that Josepha could 
seem so remote, and absorbed in her world, untouched by the troubles of Julie’s own’ 
(ADA, pp.277-278). Julie’s observations help her to gain an appreciation of what 
working-class mothers are up against, and in revealing the adverse circumstances in 
which they have to rear their children Michael exonerates the bad mothers and draws 
attention to the system. The parallel between the bad working-class mothers and the good 
middle-class mother, Josepha, indicates that the ability to be a good mother is linked to 
socio-economic position. 
 
In a significant episode in the novel Julie goes back to her childhood home to 
collect her dead mother’s meagre belongings, and this event triggers memories of her 
own unhappy childhood. Julie remembers feeling unloved and unwanted by her mother 
who was always too busy trying to make ends meet, while she herself had to fend off 
sexual advances from her drunken stepfather. Julie considers how her upbringing has 
affected her personally: ‘…that was the atmosphere Julie had grown up in, although 
grown was probably the wrong word, not even a plant could have grown in this. She had 
shrivelled in it, it had shrivelled her, as long as she lived here she never could have 
grown’ (ADA, p.248). The repetition of the word ‘shrivelled’ in this quotation effectively 
articulates the way in which Julie’s personal development has been impeded by her 
upbringing in a working-class family that was beset by material difficulties. Similarly, the 
reference to the ‘atmosphere’ in the quotation is evocative of the title of the novel, where 
All the Dark Air implies that the air; the essential ingredient required for the growth of a 
young organism, is totally polluted, therefore stifling its growth.  
 
Unlike the women who neglect their children and her own bad mother Julie 
has good intentions that she will love and care for her baby, but she now realises that 
circumstances are not conducive to her being a good mother: ‘all the time she had 
wanted, more than anything, to protect her baby from the hard, loveless world, and now 
she knew she couldn’t’ (ADA, p.252). Julie inadvertently catches sight of her reflection in 
the window and she shockingly recognises ‘the bent head straightening, already old. She 
stared and it was her mother staring back at her, she had never seen it so clearly before’ 
(ADA, p.216). This quotation draws a parallel between Julie and her mother, and 
indicates that despite all her good intentions material circumstances will prevent Julie 
from doing the best for her child, and all the signs are that she will replicate her mother’s 
destiny and turn out to be a bad mother. It also highlights the generational reproduction of 
material deprivation where bad families produce dysfunctional individuals who are 
unable to make a better life for themselves. This notion is compounded when Julie 
expresses an interest in Uncle Si’s old photographs and he explains who the people are, 
revealing a history of broken relationships and child abuse which has permeated Mick’s 
family for years. In this way, the breakdown of the working-class family is seen to have 
repercussions on an individual level and a generational level producing psychologically 
damaged and dysfunctional individuals who, entrapped in the debilitating effects of 
material and cultural deprivation, perpetuate the cycle of abuse and the circumstances 
that create it. 
 
Michael’s fictional portrayal of the family contests the dominant ideological 
representation of the nuclear family structure which was asserted by Margaret Thatcher, 
reinforced through her government policies and supported by empirical evidence found in 
sociological studies on the family and child-rearing. In his book The Making of the 
Modern Family, Edward Shorter traces and assesses the discernible factors and 
determinants of the gradual transformation of the western family over the last three 
hundred years from the traditional extended family to the contemporary nuclear family. 
Shorter claims that capitalism transformed the custom-ridden unfeeling traditional family 
into the warm affectionate family of today:  
  
The nuclear family was a nest. Warm and sheltering, it kept the 
children secure from the pressure of the outside adult world, and 
gave the men an evening refuge from the icy blast of competition.87 
 
This quotation articulates the belief that the modern nuclear family affords a sanctuary 
from the ravages of capitalist society offering escape and recuperation, and that it also 
promises the satisfaction of emotional needs of closeness, warmth and security. This 
idealistic view of the modern family reflects Thatcherite ideology, which not only 
celebrated the virtues of family life but also rewarded families which conformed to the 
image of the heterosexual nuclear family structure with taxation relief, while 
discouraging other familial forms by reducing the welfare benefits of single parents. In 
the early 1980s there were 800,000 lone parent families receiving Income Support in 
Britain, one of the highest proportions in all European communities, and in an attempt to 
combat this increase Margaret Thatcher made an appeal to the supposedly detrimental 
effects that single-parenthood has on children: 
  
Children must to be brought up in a stable, loving environment in 
which parents offer time, affection and guidance. The children need 
security. These things are most likely where the parents are married - 
and stay married.88 
  
                                                 
87 Edward Shorter, The Making of the Modern Family (London: Fontana, 1977), p.89. 
88 Margaret Thatcher, ‘Pankhurst Lecture to the 300 group’ (1990).   
This speech can be accessed at the Margaret Thatcher Foundation website: 
http://www.margaretthatcher.org/speeches/displaydocument.asp?docid=108156 
(accessed 10 Feb 2009).  
Thus, familial ideology is politically endorsed and it is perpetuated in society by popular 
culture through images of romance and the myth of the happy family that is typically 
found in romantic fiction, films and television programmes.  
 
In view of this, it is perhaps not surprising then that the young working-class 
women in Michael’s novel lay great expectations on family life, and are eager to conform 
to the popular image of the nuclear family and motherhood.89 In a time of high 
unemployment and leaving school with few qualifications, the young working-class 
women’s options in life are seen to be limited, and therefore they place great expectations 
of happiness and fulfilment in marriage and motherhood. However, the lived reality turns 
out to be very different from their expectations, and the women’s joy is short lived and 
soon turns to financial and emotional despair as they find themselves trapped in loveless 
marriages. Julie’s romantic pursuit of Mick is similarly fuelled by her dreams of creating 
a happy family, although her dreams are devastated when she sees the derelict condition 
of Uncle Si’s house; it is a veritable death trap: ‘In fact it was at the end of a row, but it 
overlooked a railway line, and when you opened the front door there were no floorboards, 
just a drop through to the foundations, you had to step very carefully from one joist to 
another…Julie clung to the wall’ (ADA, p.47). The state of the house symbolically 
represents the degenerate form of family life that permeates the novel, and it soon 
becomes apparent that what is meant to be a place of safety for the protection and the 
growth of the individual is instead a significant force in the demise of the individual; a 
place of danger that is typified by beaten wives and abused children.  
                                                 
89 In Chapter 4 of this thesis I look at how women are coerced into heterosexual relations through 
ideological and material constraints in more detail.  
Andrea Ashworth’s metaphorically entitled autobiographical novel Once in a 
House on Fire (1988) similarly depicts working-class family life in the 1980s, where the 
home is fraught with danger.90 Growing up, Ashworth witnessed at first hand her 
mother’s debilitating relationships with men. Her mother was beaten by first one husband 
then after leaving him she was violently abused by another. Ashworth’s experiences have 
led her to speak out about the abuse of working-class women in the home, and in an 
interview she testifies to the horror and disbelief she felt when she noticed a tiny bruise 
on her mother’s face, and she realised that another man had started to beat her: 
 
It was truly shocking to realise that my mother was trapped in a 
cycle that was bad for her and bad for us. It was just after my second 
stepfather had first attacked my mother that I began to wonder what 
was going on and whether what was happening wasn’t just to do 
with my mother.91 
 
Like Michael’s novel, Ashworth’s account of her harrowing childhood contests prevalent 
idealist ideologies concerning the family, such as previously exemplified in the 
quotations by Shorter and Thatcher, where far from being a ‘secure nest’ the family is 
actually wracked by conflict and life threatening danger.92 These subversive 
                                                 
90 Andrea Ashworth, Once in a House on Fire (London: Picador, 1988).  
91 This interview was accessed at the BBC television website: 
http//:www.bbc.co.uk/health/hh/inter02.shtml (accessed 5 March 2006). 
92 Janet Zandy observes that: ‘Domiciles- houses and homes figure predominately in working-class 
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Contradictions of Working-Class Women’s Writings’, Radical Teacher, 46 (Spring 1995)), p. 3.  
representations of family life effectively serve as an indictment against government 
policies that deter women from leaving their husbands, and keep them trapped in 
damaging relationships with detrimental consequences to themselves and their children. 
The family is seen to be a destructive institution where gender relations within the family 
are fraught with antagonism, and where poverty is seen to have a debilitating effect on 
the relationship between the sexes, fanning an already volatile union. The recurrence of 
abuse, within the generational of families and across families, indicates that individuals 
are not to blame and, as Ashworth intimates in the above quotation, it indicates that the 
recurrence of abuse is not a personal problem, and once again readdresses attention to the 
capitalist system. 
 
In several respects Michael’s portrayal of Manchester slum life in All the Dark 
Air parallels the themes and concerns expressed by social novelists and critics of the early 
nineteenth century, in what was known as The Condition-of-England problem. 
Throughout the 1830s - 50s the working class was perceived as a revolutionary threat, 
and the Condition-of England problem locates the fundamental difficulty of the age in 
class relations. For the first time novelists believed that they could compete with non-
fictional genres such as essays and social documentation in the representation and 
analysis of social reality.93 In her book Subversive Heroines, Constance Harsh studies the 
role of the heroine in the Condition-of-England novel, and in several respects her 
observations can be applied to my reading of Julie as anti-heroine in Michael’s All the 
Dark Air. Firstly, Harsh observes that one of the roles that women play is that of 
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significant victim where ‘they are uniquely important to a delineation of the inhumanity 
of industrialization and paradoxically powerful’.94 In terms of Michael’s novel, as I have 
shown, Julie’s entrapment in the cycle of deprivation, which defined the underclass of the 
late twentieth century, contests the ideology of meritocracy and in revealing the integrity 
of the system this politically subversive role can be seen, in Harsh’s terms, as 
‘paradoxically powerful’. Secondly, Harsh observes that there is a strong notion of 
womanhood rooted in nineteenth-century social ideology, which provides a philosophical 
framework for the Condition-of-England novel.95 Women are put in central or decisive 
roles that define the world in female experience, and invariably locate the heroine in the 
domestic arena at the centre of the novel’s social concerns. As previously discussed, in 
All the Dark Air Julie’s quest to find a home locates her in the domestic arena and this 
places her at the centre of the novels social concerns of unemployment and poverty, and 
the effects of these on the family.96 Thirdly, Harsh examines how novels such as 
Elizabeth Gaskell’s North and South (1854-55) depict the evil of industrial capitalism 
primarily in terms of the disintegration of the family, where ‘the clear danger is that the 
family unit may decay beyond restoration’,97 and the demise of the family is linked with 
                                                 
94 Constance Harsh, Subversive Heroines: Feminist Resolution of Social Crisis in The Condition-of-
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the moral disintegration of the individual. Similarly, in All the Dark Air the breakdown of 
family life, which is exemplified by Julie’s family and is typical of all other working-
class families in the novel, is linked with the workings of capitalism. The demise of the 
family is in turn connected with the moral disintegration of the individual. Dysfunctional 
families produce anti-social individuals, and the detrimental effects of this are seen at a 
societal level in the proliferation of crime, alcohol and drug abuse, and in the instances of 
sporadic and mindless violence that pervade the novel. In this way, once again attention 
is drawn away from the individual and onto the capitalist system.   
 
Social critics have long since expounded on the adverse effects of capitalism 
and considered the physical, moral and spiritual consequences. Most notably, during the 
early nineteenth century, Thomas Carlyle explored the Condition-of-England question in 
his works Sign for the Times (1829), Chartism (1839) and Past and Present (1843) where 
he called for a change in a society that is not simply sick and in need of some 
invigorating tonic but utterly corrupt, and his vision entailed revolution rather than a 
superficial tinkering with the system. Similarly, Friedrich Engels cited the terrible living 
conditions of the poor in Manchester in ‘The Condition of the Working Class in 
England’, in which he alludes to the poor quality of the air: ‘If any one wishes to see in 
how little space a human being can move, how little air – and such air! – he can breathe, 
how little of civilisation he may share and yet live, it is only necessary to travel hither’.98 
The fact that Michael’s novel evokes similar images of destitution, absolute poverty, and 
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sickness and corruption as observed by Engels, suggests that the conditions he was 
describing are still operating today and are as devastating as they were in 1845.  
 
Indeed, Michael’s novel is a testament to the continued presence and suffering 
of the poor in contemporary Britain, and the social devastation that is wrought by the 
workings of late capitalism is apparent in the images of homelessness, unemployment 
and abandoned children that permeate the novel. The adverse physical consequence of 
poverty is exemplified in the depiction of the homeless Mick and Darren, who are lacking 
the necessities for survival: food and shelter. Julie is brought to tears by Mick’s 
emaciated condition when she sees him begging in the precinct: ‘Julie could see how bad 
he looked; greyish, unwashed. There was a cold sore at the corner of his mouth and his 
eyes were watering, a trickle of water ran down the long scar on his face’ (ADA, p.33). 
Consequently, Julie brings Mick food everyday and her compassionate and emotional 
response to him serves as a contrast to the seemingly callous indifference of the passers 
by, and serves as an emotive contestation of the image of the supposedly classless society 
that is perpetrated in contemporary British culture.  
 
Apart from the physical suffering of the poor in the novel, there is also 
evidence of a society in spiritual decay and psychological distress. This is apparent in the 
abundance of advertisements in the social environment that promise relief from personal 
problems, and remedies for anxiety and stress. This mental anguish can also be linked to 
the evils of capitalism, where in Britain during the 1980s there were over three million 
unemployed; more than in the 1930s, and this increase in unemployment was paralleled 
by an increase in personal depression, anxiety and illness. In the novel, Julie receives a 
flier from the Mind-Power Party that is posted through her door which attests that it can 
cure such various ailments as these, and feeling that she is suffering from them all Julie 
decides that she had better go. The Mind-Power philosophy, which is taught by a female 
guru called Medbh, prescribes that the way to cope with mental problems, and the route 
to becoming a better person, is through meditation and positive thinking. Julie is eager to 
put Medbh’s teaching into practice and she goes home filled with positive thinking and 
tries to meditate, but her peace of mind is always disturbed by 
  
The thunderous feeling in her stomach, and the anxiety that never 
settled onto any one particular thing but hovered over everything, the 
baby, Mick’s health, money, work, the house and what was going to 
happen to them all in the end. (ADA, p.3) 
 
This quotation articulates the real material difficulties that Julie has to contend with in her 
everyday life. Her concerns of not having enough to eat, being in good health and having 
a shelter from the elements reflect basic needs of survival which she and her friends have 
been denied.  
 
Mick sells The Big Issue, the magazine for the homeless. He is an ardent 
Marxist, and when Julie tells him about the meetings he disparages and ridicules Mind-
Power beliefs. Mick’s politics are seen to be directly opposed to what the Mind-Power 
party represents, and I think in this way Michael sets up the theoretical dialectic of 
Marxism and post-structuralism in the novel. This is made evident in a significant 
episode when Mick tries to explain Marxist concepts to Julie: ‘We don’t use our potential 
because of the society we live in…he explained to her then seriously, as he never had 
before, about capital’ (ADA, p.234).99 Mick outlines the precepts of historical materialism 
to Julie. However, his attempt at consciousness raising is not altogether effective and not 
convinced by his argument Julie puts forward a counter argument from the perspective of 
Medbh’s teaching, in the assertion that ‘If I change and what I say and do changes…that 
affects other people. And that means the world around me changes. And if enough people 
change then their worlds change as well, and it makes a difference’ (ADA, p.235). This 
articulates the notion that social change can come about by cultural reform through 
language and individual improvement. Medbh also teaches the merits of meditation, and 
in a discussion about this at one of the meetings one young woman determines that ‘If 
identity is social and determined by language…what you’re talking about is a kind of no-
space for people who meditate – a marginalised existence’ (ADA, p.54). These two 
quotations, which outline the aims and effects of Mind-Power philosophy, reflect post-
structuralist prioritising of language in the understanding that social life is knowable only 
through discourse, and that the social is a discursive effect, and where an individual is 
determined to be constituted by discourse(s).100 The argument between Mick and Julie 
effectively serves to raise the issue of social change, and it also foregrounds the 
theoretical debate in the 1980s regarding Marxism and post-structuralism, where the 
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politics of class were increasingly displaced in a shift from a Marxist to a post-
structuralist paradigm. 
 
Often in the narrative of the novel an instance of Medbh’s teaching regarding 
meditation, or another aspect of Mind-Power’s concern with the individual and language, 
is immediately followed by an image of a depressed Julie immersed in the squalid 
surroundings of her home at Uncle Si’s, or by a report of child abuse on the radio. This 
juxtaposition of Medbh’s teaching with the acute material deprivation of Julie’s life, and 
instances of abuse, has the effect of making the Mind-Power philosophy seem absurd and 
inappropriate to those in real material need and suffering, and would indicate that the 
author, like Mick in the narrative, disparages post-structuralism and adheres to Marxist 
concepts. In the book On the Move: Feminism for a New Generation, feminists from 
various schools of thought embark on a re-evaluation of feminism for the new 
millennium, and Michael gives an insight into her own political perspective when she 
wonders what post-feminism can do for women on or below the breadline. She writes: 
‘those feminists who focus on the personal, the mystical, the psychological, and yes, the 
sexual aspects of feminism, might as well be staring up their own fannies without a 
speculum’101 - a comment which implies that by discounting the social post-structuralist 
feminists are offering a partial and unrealistic view of the mechanics of female 
oppression.  
 
In the novel, most of the participants of the Mind-Power meetings are middle-
class women and, coming from the other end of the social scale, Julie feels not only that 
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she has little in common with them but also that her problems are quite different from 
theirs, so that when the participants are asked to openly articulate their problems to the 
group Julie keeps quiet in the belief that ‘It was to do with the way they lived their lives 
and she lived hers. She couldn’t tell them anything about herself’ (ADA, p.205). This 
reflects the Marxist Feminist concern that middle-class women have differing interests 
than their lower-class counter parts, and as feminist theory has been mainly articulated 
and formulated in the past by white middle-class women it has been class blind.  
 
In the novel, the Mind-Power meetings are held in a hall at the top of a steeply 
inclined road called ‘The Rise’, and while most of the middle-class women who attend 
the meetings live in various degrees on the incline, Uncle Si’s house, where Julie lives, is 
situated in the slum area at the bottom. ‘The Rise’ is symbolic of the social order, and 
while everyone at the meetings has problems Julie’s problems are related to her class 
position at the bottom of the social order, and while human life is seen to be permeated 
by suffering, some suffering, like Julie’s, is seen to be brought on by real material need 
and engendered by society and the workings of the capitalist system. 
 
Near the end of the novel, Julie visits her mother’s grave which is situated on 
a hill, and is noticeably framed by two huge industrial chimneys on the horizon. From 
this position Julie gets a panoramic view of the industrial town: ‘It was an ordinary view, 
full of factory roofs and terraced streets and shops, where people lived and worked now 
as they had done for the past two hundred years, all those small lives, all that relentless 
work’ (ADA, p.320). In this way, Julie’s mother’s futile life and insignificant death is put 
into the framework of industrial capitalism. Subsequently, Julie falls into a didactic 
reverie on the precepts of historical materialism, the first premise of which is real living 
individuals and their everyday lives and what they need to produce in order to survive:  
 
If you wanted to change the world like Julie you had this to 
understand…what the dead had left, and the presence of the dead in 
what was left, on the streets, or in photos like Uncle Si’s, or in 
newborn babies. Julie sat on the bench beside her mother’s grave 
marvelling that she had never seen any of this before. (ADA, p.321)  
 
This quotation is evidently articulating the author’s own political beliefs, and expresses 
the way in which a historical materialist critique is enabling in that it makes exploitative 
social relations visible, and develops an understanding of how existing social relations 
and institutions have historically come about. By so doing, it also indicates what is 
transformable and affords the possibilities of other organisations that are free from 
exploitation. Julie’s journey through the novel (and the reader’s) although not one of 
personal liberation has led to this understanding of how the past impinges on the present, 
and how social inequalities are inherently and historically reproduced by the system. 
Therefore, any attempts at social change must derive from this theoretical perspective.  
 
Significantly, the novel does not end at this point with Julie ruminating on the 
precepts of historical materialism while observing the industrial landscape, but is 
immediately followed in the next paragraph with an image of her back at Uncle Si’s 
house, standing in the kitchen with her waters breaking: she has gone into labour. She is 
rushed off to hospital in an ambulance with a reluctant Mick by her side, and the novel 
ends with him encouraging her delivery of their baby, saying ‘push’ (ADA, p.326). The 
significance of this scenario is that it highlights women’s role in the production and 
reproduction of human life, which has traditionally been displaced in Marxist theory 
under the cause of the proletariat. Traditionally, Marxism has not addressed the needs of 
women and the relation between men and women was perceived to be a natural one 
outside of the social order. In this way conflict between the sexes was hidden behind a 
‘natural’ division of labour. This is illustrated in the novel by the way in which the 
Marxism advocated by Mick seems to have nothing to offer Julie. Throughout the novel, 
Mick remains oblivious to Julie’s problem, and Julie remains uninterested in Mick’s 
attempts at political subversion, and only expresses annoyance when the house is filled 
with the unemployed, drug addicts and the homeless: ‘Julie hated it. There was always 
someone in the way when she wanted to use the bathroom or the kitchen’ (ADA, p.74). It 
is apparent that Julie is more concerned about the amount of space that Mick’s 
prospective revolutionaries take up in the house rather than overthrowing the system. 
Mick’s insensitivity to Julie’s problems, and Julie’s indifference to Mick’s politics, 
reflects the propensity of Marxists for neglecting to address gender issues. However, at 
the end of the novel Mick is present at the birth of his child and is there to support Julie. 
This suggests a hint of hope for a collaboration of the sexes in the Marxist cause. Indeed, 
theoretically, feminists have found Marxist concepts enabling in the critique of social 
structures whereby women are exploited and oppressed.102 Such a critique shows how 
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women’s experiences are constructed historically through the formation of material 
forces, and what appears to be the natural order of things, such as the family and 
motherhood, are in fact social constructs produced under determinate historical 
conditions. 
  
Michael’s fictional representation of motherhood and family life in All the 
Dark Air similarly engages in a Marxist feminist critique by revealing the incongruity 
between ideological representations and the lived reality, showing them to be destructive 
social constructs which operate to subjugate and exploit women. Also, the parallels 
between past and present seen within the narrative of All the Dark Air, and in my 
comparison of the novel with the Condition-of-England novel, illustrate that material and 
cultural deprivation, and the circumstances that create it, are reproduced on a generational 
level creating dysfunctional individuals who are unable to make a good life for 
themselves, and thereby ultimately creating problems for society. This historical 
perspective effectively reveals that the experience of poverty is not local but a 
consequence of the structural inequalities that are inherent in capitalism. As in Under a 
Thin Moon, this serves to vindicate the unfortunate individuals who are entrapped in the 
cycle of poverty from the cause of their suffering, and redirects the blame onto the 
system.  
 
                                                                                                                                                 
Sexual Identities in Late Capitalism (London: Routledge, 2000). Hennessey makes an important distinction 
between the term ‘Marxist Feminism’ and ‘Materialist Feminism’ where she claims: ‘Recently the 
‘materialist’ in materialist feminism has come to be synonymous with a cultural materialism that staunchly 
repudiates historical materialism’s class analysis’ (Profit and Pleasure, p.28)     
Like Michael’s protagonists in Under a Thin Moon, despite all her efforts and 
hopes for a better life Julie is unable to escape the dire circumstances that surround her.  
Julie’s personal experiences and observations of the material and spiritual destitution that 
surround her indicate that social change is necessary, and while Julie is powerless to 
bring about social change herself perhaps in her role as anti-heroine she can. As with 
Michael’s other protagonists, Julie’s entrapment highlights the inhumanity of capitalism 
and in the end it is with Julie that the reader’s sympathies lie. Julie’s ineffectual destiny 
suggests that government policies and the social security system, which seem to coerce 
young working-class women into family life and keep them there, would be best 
redirected to address the continued underachievement of working-class girls in the 
education system and the creation of more employment opportunities. In this way, they 
could perhaps envisage an identity and a future apart from motherhood and family life. 
  
Chapter 3 
 
Time for a Change in Inheritance (2000)  
‘I have a vision of the human race working like insects on the past, digging up what is already there, 
making it new. We turn over our human past, and feed off it, and change its form’ (I, p.188).103 
 
Inheritance was written ten years after Livi Michael’s first novel Under a 
Thin Moon, and it is the fourth of her novels to be published. The protagonist, middle-
aged Louise, differs from Michael’s protagonists in Under a Thin Moon and All the Dark 
Air in that she has managed to transcend her working-class background - she has a 
successful career as a fashion buyer and she lives in a fashionable apartment in London.  
As such, issues of material and cultural deprivation are not central themes in this novel as 
they were in the other two. Instead, issues of social change and identity are evidently 
emergent themes. At the beginning of the novel Louise returns to her working-class roots 
in the village of Broadstones, near Manchester, where she was born and brought up, in 
order to put her recently deceased mother’s affairs in order. While sorting through her 
dead mother’s belongings Louise comes across an old sepia family photograph which 
was taken at the beginning of the last century, and she is struck by the resemblance of one 
of the young women in it to herself who, unbeknown to Louise at this point in the 
narrative, is in fact her great-great aunt Martha. Intrigued, Louise decides to stay on in 
Broadstones for a while in order to find out more about her mysterious relative, and she 
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rents an old terraced cottage in the village so that she can look up any old friends or 
relatives that may have known or heard of Martha, and also so that she can research into 
the records at the local library in the hope that they will reveal some information 
regarding Martha’s identity. Gradually, Louise pieces together Martha’s story, and the 
contemporary narrative of the novel is structured around this. However, the progress of 
the contemporary narrative is intermittently interrupted by chapters that consist of 
Martha’s actual narrative, which is set a hundred years earlier during the industrial 
revolution. As in Michael’s other novels the industrial landscape figures greatly in the 
backdrop to the novel, thus, framing the women’s lives within the context of industrial 
capitalism. This narrative structure is enabling in that it sets up a parallel between the two 
women, and it permits an examination of the impact of the development of capitalism on 
their lives.  
 
In the first half of this chapter, I will draw a parallel between the two 
narratives of Louise and Martha where I will highlight the images of social change that 
permeate the novel. I will particularly focus on the changing position of women, the 
changing physical environment and changes in dialect, and I will argue that these changes 
evidently support the notion of New Times - proponents of which argue that 
contemporary society has advanced so much since the onset of the industrial revolution 
that totalising theoretical concepts and revolutionary strategies, such as put forward by 
Marxism, are now out-dated and inappropriate. In the second half of the chapter, I will 
look at Louise’s reconstruction of Martha’s biography which, I will argue, highlights the 
importance of storytelling, and serves as exemplar of a form of alternative strategy that 
draws upon the post-structuralist assault on meanings and representation. Throughout, I 
will specifically draw upon the work of Donna Haraway whose essay, ‘A Manifesto for 
Cyborgs: Science, Technology, and Socialist-Feminism in the Late Twentieth Century’ 
was regarded as the exemplary socialist feminism for the New Times,104 and encapsulates 
the multi-dimensionality and hybridity of subjectivity in late capitalism, and also 
highlights the increasing departure from nature that Haraway asserts is congruent with the 
development of capitalism. I will finally evaluate the usefulness of Haraway’s work in 
reading Michael’s novel, and in the context of my thesis as a whole.  
 
In The Communist Manifesto, Marx and Engels assert the revolutionary 
connection between capitalism and modernity:  
 
The bourgeoisie cannot exist without constantly revolutionizing the 
instruments of production, and with them the whole of society…All 
fixed, fast-frozen relations with their train of ancient and venerable 
prejudices and opinions are swept away, all new formed ones 
become antiquated before they can ossify. All that is solid melts into 
air.105 
 
This quotation articulates the notion that capital’s drive for innovation is not just played 
out in the development of new technologies, but also in the accompaniment of new social 
relations which entail new forms of consciousness and identity, and that in its progressive 
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capacity capitalism breaks down oppressive and constraining traditional social structures 
and ways of living. Post-Marxists argue that the economic, social and cultural realities of 
capitalism have radically changed since Marx’s theoretical formulations, to such an 
extent that a new reality has emerged. This new reality is referred to as ‘New Times’, and 
is defined by Stuart Hall and Martin Jacques as such: 
 
The New Times argument is that the world has changed, not just 
incrementally but qualitatively, that Britain and other advanced 
capitalist societies are increasingly characterised by diversity, 
differentiation and fragmentation, rather than homogeneity, 
standardisation and the economies and organisations of scale which 
characterised modern mass society.106  
 
The New Times argument does not exclusively refer to economic development but also 
encapsulates significant social and cultural developments, which are seen to have 
displaced the old distinctions. As such, Marxist analysis is deemed to be no longer 
appropriate for the analysis of late capitalism, and advocates of New Times call for new 
knowledges and politics which displace theories of production, labour and class. 
 
In her article ‘A Manifesto for Cyborgs: Science, Technology, and Socialist-
Feminism in the Late Twentieth Century’, Donna Haraway implicitly draws on the notion 
of New Times to address the historical position of women in advanced industrial 
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societies.107 Haraway argues that women’s position in society has been restructured 
through new economic and technological arrangements, and that these have 
fundamentally transformed the social relations of production, family life and sexuality. 
These transformations have been brought about by a redefinition of work from traditional 
manual labour industries, and a basic transformation in the workforce - she cites the 
feminisation of work which consists of part-time and contingent labour which is 
vulnerable and open to exploitation, and which is performed by both men and women. 
 
Along with these changes in production, Haraway argues that there has been a 
change in family structure which is now typified by ‘woman-headed households’, ‘the 
flight of men’, ‘urban homelessness’ and ‘intense domestic violence’.108 Haraway draws 
the dialectic between family structure and the needs of capital, and argues that the 
ideology of separate spheres is totally inappropriate in late capitalism. In turn, this 
breakdown in family structure is seen to effect social relations of sexuality where women 
and men are no longer constrained in the heterosexual matrix, and are subsequently more 
able to pursue homosexual lifestyles.109 These changes in the social relations of 
production and reproduction mean that new organisations of capital are very different 
from the way labour processes and monopoly capitalism works, and are very different 
                                                 
107 The article was first published in Socialist Review in 1985. It is described by Haraway as ‘A feminist 
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an interview Haraway explains how she and five other members of the Socialist Review collective in the 
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national formation’, in Nicholas Gane, ‘Interview with Donna Haraway’, Theory, Culture & Society, 23 
(2006), p.135. 
108 Donna Haraway, Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: the Reinvention of Nature (London: Free Association 
Books, 1991), p.170. 
109 I discuss the historical emergence of lesbian and gay identities in relation to capitalism in more detail in 
Chapter 4 of this thesis. 
from what Marx theorised about. This creates problems in organized collective struggle. 
Haraway therefore argues for:  
 
A politics rooted in claims about fundamental changes in the nature 
of class, race, and gender in an emerging system of world order 
analogous in its novelty and scope to that created by industrial 
capitalism, we are living through a movement from an organic, 
industrial society to a polymorphous, information system.110 
 
This quotation articulates the notion that this new way of talking about class should be 
sensitive to racial, sexual and gender positioning, thereby reflecting the fragmentation 
and continual reworking of identity that Haraway identifies as typifying contemporary 
society.111 It is also evident from the quotation that Haraway perceives that contemporary 
society is moving away from being an ‘organic industrial society’ to a ‘polymorphous 
information system’, which she sees in terms of a departure from nature to a relationship 
between humans and technology that is so intertwined that it is not possible to demarcate 
the categories. The result of this is the cyborg - a hybrid of both nature and culture - 
which is not limited by traditional binarisms and dualist paradigms, and this has the 
potential for radical political action as it frees feminists from a search for similarity and 
affinity. Haraway comes to feminism primarily as a scientist but she also she claims ‘to 
have learnt partly from people who have an academic, social, institutional location in 
                                                 
110 Donna Haraway, Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: the Reinvention of Nature (London: Free Association 
Books, 1991), p.161. 
111 Haraway critiques Marxist, socialist feminist and radical feminists for producing essentialist theory that 
has suppressed women’s particularity and contradictory interests. 
literature’.112 This is evident in her political vision and methodology which adheres to 
that of literary criticism, particularly in the deconstruction of narratives where she argues 
that political action must lie in revealing how power and authorship are seen to fabricate 
reality, and determine what counts as an object of knowledge, and is worthy of study.113 
 
In the novel, a notable change which is observable in the comparison of the 
two women’s narratives is the extent to which women’s position in society has altered 
during the last century. Louise was born in the 1960s to working-class parents, and she 
was raised in Broadstones, a small village near Manchester. As soon as she was old 
enough Louise left Broadstones to move to London in order to pursue a career in the 
fashion industry, and she eventually became a successful buyer. She has since led an 
independent and affluent lifestyle with her own apartment in the city, a big expensive car 
and a varied social life. Louise has at some point been married but she left her husband 
because he wanted children while she did not, and because she was bored with the 
relationship. Louise has had relationships with several different men, and she has recently 
ended an affair with a younger man for apparently similar reasons. Louise’s quest to find 
out about Martha brings her into contact with Dan, a distant cousin, who resides in 
Broadstones, and they become friends and she enlists his help. Towards the end of the 
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In her book, Primate Visions: Gender, Race and Nature Haraway contests the conceptions of nature by 
revealing and demonstrating how the production of knowledge is determined in the history of patriarchal 
primatology. Haraway argues that the traditional narratives of science have always been produced from a 
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serves to perpetuate systems of domination. On the grounds that there is no natural being, Haraway also 
critiques the organic, essentialist self which some radical feminists use as a basis for affinity and identity.  
 
novel, Louise has sex with Dan on the hillside overlooking Broadstones, after which she 
thinks of Martha ‘I bet she never did that. Bonked someone she didn’t know too well on a 
bare hillside’ (I, p.197). The novel ends with Louise, having completed her task of 
reconstructing Martha’s biography, leaving Broadstones and Dan behind to resume her 
career and life in London. 
 
Martha, like Louise, was born and brought up in Broadstones, although a 
hundred years earlier when the village was a small rural community and the men 
supported their families by working the land. Like many other farmers at the time, 
Martha’s father is struggling to make ends meet, and the family is forced to live in 
poverty.114 Consequently, as soon as she is sixteen Martha is married off to Charles, a 
young man with a mysterious background. Charles takes Martha off to live with him in 
the industrial town of Collymore, a suburb of Manchester, where he runs a small 
bookshop, and Martha’s time is spent working in the shop and looking after her husband. 
Shortly after their marriage, Charles begins to exhibit strange behaviour and takes to 
locking himself in the attic, and when Martha listens at the door she overhears his 
deranged voice apparently communicating with someone else. Later we learn that Charles 
is in fact mentally disturbed because he was brought up in a workhouse, where he was 
very badly treated. Apart from having to tolerate Charles’s strange and frightening 
behaviour Martha has to work hard to earn her keep: she has to get up at six in the 
morning; light the fire; make the bread; make the beds; dust and sweep; do the washing; 
clean the stove; and perform numerous other tasks depending on what day of the week it 
is, as well having to work in the shop. Her arduous existence causes Martha to complain 
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that ‘marriage is hard work, there’s nothing like the work that marriage is’ (I, p.62). 
Martha finds herself miserably trapped in a loveless marriage, and her suffering, which is 
symbolically pictured against the backdrop of the industrial landscape of Collymore, 
causes her to exclaim: ‘I know where I am, I’ve died and gone to hell, all darkness and 
flame and soot and wraiths’ (I, p.63). This effectively creates a picture of her hellish 
existence. Later in the novel, a fire in the shop kills Charles, and Martha, who has 
mysteriously disappeared, is suspected of his murder. Martha’s personal narrative ends 
with her dying alone in a workhouse. 
 
The most apparent difference in the two women’s narratives is that Louise’s 
life is far more liberated than Martha’s. Both women were born into relatively poor 
families, and they both moved away from Broadstones as soon as they were old enough, 
but whereas Louise’s move was motivated out of personal choice Martha is forced into 
marriage to a man she barely knows because her father cannot afford to support her.  
In Martha’s narrative there is evidence of the Victorian ideology of separate spheres 
where Martha remains secured in the home and is preoccupied with childbirth, or the 
hope of it. Martha becomes unbearably entrapped in a loveless relationship, while in 
comparison Louise is apparently able to change her men at will for reasons which, 
compared to the extent of Martha’s misery, seem to be trivial. Louise’s ability to leave 
her husband through personal choice and have numerous casual sexual relationships 
illustrates that she is less oppressed by material and sexual constraints than Martha. 
Consequently, she is able to forge an identity outside of the traditional Victorian role of 
marriage and motherhood.  
Louise remembers walking through Manchester as a child with her mother, 
and seeing her reflection in the shop windows as they passed by: ‘all I can see in them is 
the reflection of me. Here I am with my leg outstretched, here flinging my arm out, here 
mid-jump. A procession of different Louises’ (I, p.19). This quotation metaphorically 
signifies the potential flexibility of Louise’s identity, and when she is grown up this is 
demonstrated by the many different subject positions she is able to adopt as an adult 
woman. This is signified in the text by numerous variations of the phrase ‘I am Louise 
Kenworthy….’. On one occasion Louise thinks ‘This is me, Louise Kenworthy, keeping 
house’ (I, p.22), which means that she can adopt the domestic role, but she later also 
considers ‘I am Louise Kenworthy the popular and successful, liked at work by both 
junior staff and management’ (I, p.46). This serves to illustrate that, unlike Martha, she is 
not constrained in the domestic role, but she is able to adopt other roles as well from 
which she gains material and psychological rewards.  
 
Thus, it is apparent that Louise’s experience of life is very different from 
Martha’s, and this is seen to be determined by her position in the historical forces of 
production. This notion is compounded by the backdrop to the two narratives which are 
permeated with images of industry and environmental change. When her mother dies, 
Louise returns to Broadstones. It has been years since Louise was last in the village and 
she finds it in a state of flux and redevelopment, where old buildings are being pulled 
down and replaced by new housing estates, and even the old workhouse is being 
converted into luxury apartments. The village has altered so much that Louise hardly 
recognises the place, and she is unable to find her way around. On one occasion she finds 
herself on a street where nothing looks familiar, and she thinks she is lost until she finally 
apprehends that it is in fact new: ‘I don’t recognise anything on this street, and gradually 
I realize that the street never used to be here. This whole area is mapped out differently 
from when I knew it’ (I, p.77). The landscape seems to alter on a daily basis and this is 
made apparent by the moving bus stop, which seems to have mysteriously changed 
location every time Louise goes to catch a bus. In addition, Louise’s expectations of 
peace and quiet are disturbed by the continual sound of road works, which apparently 
start at the crack of dawn every day, waking her up and causing her to complain: 
‘Drilling again. There’s always someone digging up that road’ (I, p.23). Martha’s 
narrative similarly exhibits images of environmental disruption. The shop where she lives 
and works is situated close to the town centre of Collymore, and, like Louise, she is 
disturbed by the noise of men working on the street outside: ‘Men were working opposite 
on the new glue factory, hammering and sawing. There was the clash of metal, and a fire 
engine suddenly blared past’   (I, p.37). The noise continues incessantly throughout the 
day and Martha thinks: ‘I know it will always be so, the coming and going, the building 
and mending and tearing down’ (I, p.100). Indeed, a hundred years later, Louise’s 
narrative testifies to the truth of her observation.  
 
The similar images of environmental change and industry which pervade the 
two narratives testify to the progressive capacity of capitalism, where the continual 
breaking down and renewal in the environment illustrates capital’s drive for innovation, 
and supports the link between capitalism and modernity, as identified by Marx. However, 
apart from these similarities there are also significant differences in the two narratives, 
where it is evident that in the contemporary narrative of Louise technologies have altered 
and the means of production that defined the landscape are different from what Martha 
would have observed, or from what Marx theorised about. For example, when Louise 
returns to Broadstones she contemplates the landscape and considers how much it has 
changed since her last visit: 
 
There are boarded-up shops and factories, new housing estates 
encroaching further and further up the hills. There is no sign of farm 
workers, only a solitary tractor spraying a field with something that 
smoulders on the earth. The old engineering works that occasionally 
employed my father makes plastics now. (I, p.15) 
 
The changes that Louise observes creates a juxtaposition between past and present which 
lends support to the changes in production and reproduction identified by Haraway, 
where she argues that society has moved away from being an ‘organic industrial society’ 
to an ‘information system’, and that this involves an increasing departure from nature, 
and a close affiliation between humans and machine. In the quotation, this is evident in 
the comparison between the ‘boarded-up shops and factories’ and the ‘new housing 
estates’, which is exemplary of the breaking down and rebuilding that is typical of the 
progressive form of capitalism, but it is also indicative of the demise of the old industries 
and the rise of new methods of capital accumulation that is typical of late capitalism, 
which in this instance is property development. Furthermore, the new housing estates are 
seen to be literally ‘encroaching’ on the fields that surround Broadstones, and this is 
symbolic of the departure from nature that Haraway associates with the development of 
capitalism. It is also significant that there are no farm workers visible on the remaining 
fields, in what is traditionally a farming community; instead, there is a solitary tractor. 
Furthermore, the tractor is spraying some kind of chemical insecticide on the natural 
landscape, which means that the natural growth of the plants is being affected by artificial 
means, and consequently, what the human body absorbs is not organic either. The ‘old 
engineering works’ is significant for similar reasons - in the present day, it produces 
plastic, which is a synthetic and a cheaply manufactured product that is typical of modern 
times, and this is also indicative of improvements in technology and a change in the 
means of production.  
 
These examples serve to illustrate the close affiliation between humans and 
machines in contemporary society, where humans have become more dependent on 
technology in industry and in our everyday lives. Haraway argues that the consequence of 
these changes is the cyborg entity. In one sense the cyborg is the literal affiliation 
between man and machine, where for example, the food we eat is no longer organic, the 
air we breathe is no longer pure, and where even our brains are permeated by radio waves 
(as exemplified in the novel by Louise’s incessant use of the mobile phone) such that our 
very bodies are constituted by technology.115 However, in a metaphorical sense the 
cyborg is representative of the fragmentation and dispersal of identity which has been 
enabled by these new technologies, in that they have produced new forms and new 
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patterns of employment.116 In this way, the character of Louise in the novel can be seen 
as an exemplar of Haraway’s cyborg in that her identity is fragmented and dispersed over 
a number of subject positions. Also the fact that she has transcended her working-class 
roots means that her identity cannot be accommodated within traditional notions of 
gender and class. The comparison with Martha’s constrained existence specifically links 
Louise’s identity to the historical context of late capitalism and the notion of New Times.  
 
Another noticeable theme that emerges in the comparison of the two women’s 
narratives is the issue of dialect, and this can also be related to the changes wrought by 
industrial capitalism, and is evocative of a departure from nature. An elderly resident of 
Broadstones, Mary, comments that Louise does not talk as if she comes from the area and 
Louise remembers ‘all the painstaking efforts I made to stop talking that way’ (I, p.155). 
This comment suggests that Louise had taken great efforts to lose her broad northern 
accent. The suppression of dialect is also an apparent issue in Martha’s narrative. The 
young Martha also speaks with a broad northern dialect, and when she starts to work in 
the shop she is continuously admonished by her husband for the way she talks. He will 
not let her in the shop unless she speaks properly, and she works hard to loose her accent: 
‘I have to practise every day, spykin and spellin … So I sit sollit as a box and practise 
thinking before I speyk’ (I, p.62). Later in the novel, Martha finds out that Charles was 
born in a workhouse and she realises that he must have gone through the same process in 
order to lose his accent: ‘that all along he had known the speech he had told her to 
suppress, and that he must have been taught to suppress it too’ (I, p.143). Significantly, 
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both women become concerned to loose their accents when they leave Broadstones to go 
to live in the city, and their efforts to speak ‘properly’ can be connected to the nature of 
their work - they are both involved in commerce: Martha sells and buys books; and 
Louise is a fashion buyer, and in view of this the suppression of dialect can be linked to 
capital.  
 
In Language and Power, Norman Fairclough traces the standardization of 
English (the process whereby a particular social dialect comes to be elevated into what is 
often called a standard or even ‘national’ language) with the emergence of capitalism out 
of feudal society in Britain. Fairclough explains how standardization is of direct 
economic importance as it improves communication between people involved in 
economic activity, and it is of political and cultural importance in the establishment of 
nationhood.117 Standard English began to emerge as the language of the politically and 
culturally powerful and was regarded as correct English while other social dialects were 
stigmatised, not only in terms of correctness but also in terms that indirectly reflected on 
the lifestyles and morality of their speakers. Speakers of dialect: the emergent working-
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class of capitalist society were ridiculed as vulgar, slovenly, low and barbarous.118 In 
view of this, in the novel, Martha and Louise’s efforts to suppress their northern accents 
can be seen as a strategy that aids communication in their commercial dealings, and also 
as an effort to evade the negative connotations that speaking in dialect has, which may 
adversely effect their accumulation of profit.  
 
The characters in the novel find it very difficult to lose their accents and, even 
then, unintentional eruptions of dialect are seen to intrude upon their speech. The 
suppression of Martha’s dialect is accompanied by an increasing sense of alienation from 
her identity: ‘beneath the new Martha was the girl who ran over the moor with no shoes, 
speaking a wild, rough tongue’ (I, p.136), and ‘soon I get so I can watch this woman 
movin reaund shop, doin this or that …and all the words she could ever say shrivelling up 
in her meauth’ (I, p.64). These quotations imply that dialect is tied in with Martha’s 
natural self, and that acquiring another voice is an artificial construction. The elderly 
indigenous characters of the working-class community of Broadstones, like Frank, are 
reluctant to loose their dialect and want to preserve it as part of their heritage: ‘Those that 
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Valerie Hey, ‘Northern Accent and Southern Comfort: Subjectivity and Social Class’, in Class Matters: 
Working-Class Women’s Perspectives on Social Class, ed., by Pat Mahony, Christine Zmroczek (London: 
Taylor & Francis). 
grow up and leave lose touch with all that, he says - And they don’t know what they’re 
losing. They think it’s all words, just words, that’s all’ (I, p.57). In this way, on the one 
hand dialect is perceived as something derogatory that must be cast off, but on the other 
hand it is perceived as an intrinsic part of identity which should be preserved and 
cherished as part of personal and cultural heritage.119 The suppression of dialect fits in 
with the notion of the cyborg in that it once again signifies the departure from nature, and 
the multi-faceted subjectivity, that Haraway associates with the development of 
capitalism.  
 
The parallel of the two women’s narratives indicate that times are very 
different for Louise than for Martha, and apparently support Haraway’s argument that the 
advancement in technologies and changes in production have meant changes in identity 
and ways of living for women in late capitalism. But Louise not only differs from her 
historical counterpart Martha in Inheritance, she also differs from Michael’s other 
protagonists in the novels that I have previously discussed in Part I, in that while they 
remain entrapped in the cycle of poverty that is wrought by their backgrounds, Louise has 
managed to escape her working-class background. In Under the Thin Moon through her 
cast of protagonists Michael evokes a community of women who, although they are 
isolated and separated are nevertheless affiliated by the shared oppression of their gender 
and class. However, no such affiliation is apparent for the female protagonist of 
Inheritance who is seen to be a very individual character, and whose identity cannot be 
expressed solely in terms of her gender and class. This can perhaps be explained by the 
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the homogenising and centralising imperatives of capitalism, and a protest against assimilation.  
fact that Inheritance was written ten years after Michael’s first novel Under a Thin Moon, 
and comes at a time when the acute poverty that was symptomatic of the economic 
recession of the 1980s has assuaged somewhat. It is also significant that the novel was 
published at a time when feminists began to re-evaluate feminism for the new 
millennium, and when not only feminism but the feminist category of woman had 
become increasingly fragmented; as Haraway asserts: ‘the concept of women is 
elusive’.120 One of the consequences of the notion of New Times and the notion that 
identity has become splintered and fragmented is that women can no longer be seen to be 
a coherent and homogenous group, and it is therefore difficult to envisage revolutionary 
strategies that operate on the political affiliations among them. This led to recourse to 
poststructuralist strategies that involve the disruption of meanings, and a focus on power 
and representation. 
 
In Inheritance I think Michael addresses the poststructuralist assault on 
meanings and representation through Louise’s construction of Martha’s biography.  
Louise’s interest in Martha is sparked off at the beginning of the novel when she finds an 
old family photograph of her great-great grandparents’ wedding, in which she notices a 
girl aged thirteen-fourteen old who looks strikingly like herself, but as there are no other 
photographs or further references to her she seems to have subsequently disappeared 
from history. As the novel progresses, Louise manages to pick up snippets of information 
regarding Martha’s life from a variety of sources, which include the memories of old 
people, the historical records in Broadstones’ library and old copies of the local press. 
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Memory is a recurring theme in the novel and its significance is foregrounded in the 
opening, where on returning to her family home in Broadstones Louise reminisces about 
her dead mother. The phrase, ‘I remember…’ (I, p.1) is repeated three times on the first 
page as Louise reflects about the past, But on the next page the phrase: ‘so far as I 
remember’ (I, p.2) indicates that Louise wonders how accurate her memories really are. 
When she takes a walk by the canal one evening, Louise notices the reflection of a nearby 
light in the water and she makes the analogy between the reflection and her memories: 
‘The reflection of a lamp is not the same shape as the lamp but a thin wavering line. Not 
the thing itself, but a transmutation of that thing. That is the memory’ (I, p.19). In this 
way, memory is seen to be selective and unreliable and what we remember is not 
unalterable truth. This has significant implications for Louise’s reconstruction of 
Martha’s biography as a considerable part of it is built on the memories of several aged 
characters in the novel and, as such, its validity is put into question.  
 
Louise’s research reveals a great deal about Martha’s life but she has to 
unravel and piece together the different threads of information she has collected to form a 
complete and coherent narrative: ‘Finally, I write up my notes. And I find myself telling 
it all like a story, my story, as if the different sections fit together after all’  (I, p.202). 
Louise’s research also leaves a lot of questions unanswered, for example, she never 
knows how the fire in Martha’s shop started, or what eventually became of her and, 
consequently, not knowing the whole story Louise has to fill the gaps in herself: ‘I do not 
know any of this, but it fits my story’ (I, p.207). Ultimately, Louise reconstructs Martha’s 
life from her own interpretation and version of events, and this is signified by the fact that 
she calls the finished article ‘Louise’s story’ (I, p.203). Other narratives, even the 
reconstruction of history, are seen to operate in the same way. When Louise visits the 
library Paul, the librarian, tells her about the project he is working on about the history of 
the workhouse, and he complains: ‘there’s such a lot of stuff that’s not even catalogued. 
And it all needs organizing into storylines. We need a few good plots’ (I, p.105). These 
examples highlight the issues and obstructions involved in getting at the ‘truth’, such as 
the unreliability of historical records, how the past is constructed in our minds where 
memory is also seen to be unreliable, and the interpretation of ‘facts’ where we construct 
the past in terms of our knowledge of the present and our own frame of reference. This 
serves to highlight the fictionality of narratives and stories where the telling of tales is 
seen to be contingent on the standpoint of the narrator, which is determined by their 
contemporary experience and their motivations in the interpretation of texts. 
 
This discussion of the construction of narratives reveals the way that reality 
and truth are contingent on the power of representation and ideological structures of 
domination. Haraway argues that political action must lie in revealing how power and 
authorship are seen to fabricate reality, and determine what counts as an object of 
knowledge, and is worthy of study. Haraway specifically draws upon Sandra Gilbert and 
Susan Gubar’s work in The Madwoman in the Attic where they assert that in some sense 
women begin as Milton’s daughters, who are forced to read a book in a language that 
signifies their lack and difference.121 Haraway argues that we have not only inherited 
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knowledge but knowledge of how meanings work though this patrilineage, and she 
argues that the notion of a conceptual and material revolution lies in the attempt to 
change the rules of what counts in the production of knowledge:  
 
It’s the attempt (and I think I get this from literary practice) to re-
narrate, to produce women’s writing, to produce a female symbolic 
where the practice of making meaning is in relationship to each 
other, where you’re not simply inheriting the name of the father 
again and again and again…You reconstruct inheritance.122  
 
Women’s writing plays an important part in Haraway’s political task in the 
reappropriation of knowledge, but she also claims that there is no outside to ideology and 
that like patriarchal forms of knowledge feminism is a myth. Therefore, feminists must 
contest for the power to constitute meanings and what counts as objects of knowledge. As 
narratives are constrained by genres and rules feminists must work within existing 
frameworks, such that the reappropriation of knowledge is wrought through the retelling 
of stories that displace and subvert patriarchal meaning.  
 
Haraway’s notion that feminists need to ‘reconstruct inheritance’ has 
implications for my project in general, and for my reading of Michael’s Inheritance in 
particular. As outlined in the General Introduction to this thesis, historically the working 
class has suffered from an under representation in British literature, and despite the fact 
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that a few notable working-class writers have emerged they continue to be virtually 
absent from official syllabuses in schools or universities. In his introduction to The 
British Working-Class Novel in the 20th Century Jeremy Hawthorn argues that the 
bourgeois novel has historically denied entry to working-class writers, and that one of the 
reasons for the continued discrimination against working-class fiction is due to the fact 
that it is measured by middle-class literary conventions: ‘the novel as a literary genre has 
an intimate relationship with the middle-class, both in terms of its historical emergence 
and also its continuing sociology, its readership and conditions of production’.123 This 
discrimination of working-class writing is also reflected in literary reviews which are 
framed by stereotypical preconceptions that undermine the literary qualities of working-
class fiction while celebrating its value as social documentation. 
  
Historically, working-class people themselves have been subject to 
stereotypical assumptions and have tended to be theorised as a mass rather than 
individuals with their own character traits. In her book Subjectivity, Ruth Robbins 
observes that the collective biography has been the usual method for producing narratives 
of working-class subjectivities, which is typically evident in accounts that were produced 
by middle-class social investigators in the nineteenth century. Robbins also highlights 
Richard Hoggart’s more recent image of the working-class in The Uses of Literacy 
(1957) to show how working-class people have been denied ‘the specificity and 
individuality that more materially privileged people are usually accorded’.124 Robbins 
asserts that all biographical writing is problematic in that it involves making choices 
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about what counts as ‘knowledge’ about the subject. She draws upon Carolyn Steedman’s 
Landscape for a Good Woman which she sees as a ‘ project [that] demands that working-
class narratives (and narratives about the working classes) be emancipated from 
stereotypical structures so that the subjectivities within this class grouping can inhabit - 
and be represented as inhabiting - individuality’.125 Steedman’s life is itself an example of 
a working-class narrative that falls outside of the paradigms of working-class life that 
Hoggart and his contemporaries have produced, because Steedman’s is not only a 
narrative of class but also one of gender.  
 
Similarly, Livi Michael in her fiction reconstructs working-class women’s 
experience which has been displaced and rendered invisible in both fiction and theory.  
While working-class writing suffers from discrimination in general, the marginalisation 
of working-class women’s writing is further exacerbated by material and ideological 
constraints that prevent their work from being taken seriously as an object of study, or 
even from getting into print in the first place. However, as this thesis testifies, there are 
working-class women writers who have managed to surmount these obstacles. Working-
class women writers, such as Michael, work within the existing genre of the working-
class literary tradition through the appropriation of conventional themes such as poverty, 
unemployment, homelessness, the use of regional dialect and the setting of the industrial 
North. However, working-class women’s appropriation of the genre is also subversive in 
that it brings gender into the equation of working-class writing, which is traditionally 
male orientated both in authorship and content, and thereby enabling the discussion of 
woman-centred themes like motherhood, marriage and the construction of femininity 
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which have previously been overlooked. In terms of Haraway, Michael, and the other 
working-class women referred to in this thesis ‘reconstruct inheritance’ by retelling the 
tale in specifying and making visible working-class women’s lives. 
 
Within the narrative of Inheritance through retelling Martha’s story Louise 
brings her suffering to light which would have otherwise been lost to history. Similarly, 
Paul, the librarian, tells a story about workhouse children who were apprenticed to a 
farmer and his wife, until it was discovered that they worked the children to death and 
then got replacements. Paul argues: 
 
Life does go on…but it goes on more in some people’s interests than 
others… No one listens to the people round here, he says, and what 
about those poor devils that lived and died up there? Whoever 
listened to them?... Don’t you think that story should be told? (I. 
pp.113-114) 
 
This serves to highlight the importance of stories in the revelation of the suffering of the 
poor and powerless. In Inheritance, in the context of Martha’s narrative the poor are 
noticeable interned in the workhouse that is situated on the hill that overlooks 
Broadstones, whereas in the contemporary narrative of Louise the workhouse is unused 
and its ruins are to be converted into luxury apartments. Nowadays, the poor are not as 
evident as they were in the past when they were prominently situated in the workhouses, 
but we know they are in existence from Michael’s other novels where they are seen to 
inhabit the streets and the tower blocks of contemporary Britain. Michael’s stories, her 
retelling of tales, her reappopriation of working-class literature and her representation of 
the poor makes visible the poor women of contemporary society, and through 
highlighting the exigencies of their lives she contests meanings that stereotype, 
marginalise and pathologise them.  
 
Michael’s own biography (she was born of working-class parents on the 
council estates she writes about) and her stories of the women of the underclass is in 
keeping with an important part of Haraway’s political strategy, where she argues for the 
inclusion of knowledges that are produced from the stories of the subjugated, along with 
an examination of how and why they have been marginalised in the past and continue to 
be. Haraway argues for ‘situated and embodied knowledges and against various forms of 
unlocatable, and so irresponsible, knowledge claims’,126 and she insists on the legitimacy 
and entitlement of many kinds of voices in criticism and in the building of knowledge. 
However, although Haraway argues for the validity and inclusion of subjugated 
standpoints she also warns of the problems inherent in any standpoint, and she stresses 
the impossibility of an innocent identity politics, and the impossibility of wholly 
inhabiting one subject position:  
 
One cannot ‘be’ either a cell or molecule - or a woman, colonized 
person, labourer, and so on - if one intends to see and see from these 
positions critically. ‘Being’ is more problematic and contingent … 
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there is no way to ‘be’ simultaneously in all, or wholly in any, of the 
privileged (subjugated) positions structured by gender, race, nation, 
and class.127 
  
This is evidently in consonance with her notion of the cyborg, where identity is seen to be 
dispersed across a number of subject positions. In this way, issues of social class are seen 
to be experienced in a number of ways that are subtly inflected by issues of gender, race 
and sexuality and since, as Haraway argues, we inhabit many critical positions a politics 
of difference and meanings is required to reflect this multi-dimensionality of subjectivity, 
and she therefore advocates the politics and epistemologies of partial perspectives.  
 
This has implications for my own thesis which is structured under the semi-
monolithic title of ‘Working-Class Women’, and where the Chapters are subtitled under 
the various critical positions of ‘Gender and Class’, ‘Sexuality and Class’ and ‘Race and 
Class’. My motivation for choosing to focus on these three specific authors was because 
of their working-class backgrounds, however, in terms of Haraway’s notion of partial 
perspectives their working-class subject positions can be seen to be inflected by other 
critical positions: Livi Michael is a white, working-class, female heterosexual who grew 
up on the council housing estates she writes about; Caeia March is a white, working-class 
lesbian who writes about working-class lesbians; and Joan Riley is a black working-class 
woman, who is also a Jamaican immigrant who writes about the experience of being a 
black female immigrant in Britain. As such, the subjectivities of the three writers are seen 
to be dispersed over several critical positions and, furthermore, their success as novelists 
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indicates that they have escaped transcended their working-class roots in the attainment 
of middle-class material and cultural capital.128 In terms of Haraway, my focus on these 
writers, and their work, as objects of study can be seen as politically enabling as they are 
not only concerned with subjugated standpoints, but they are also seen to inhabit the 
multi-dimensionality and hybridity of subjectivity that transgresses the boundaries of 
class, gender, sexuality and race. Haraway argues that there is no place for women in 
these networks, ‘only geometrics of difference and contradiction crucial to women’s 
cyborg identities. If we learn how to read these webs of power and social life, we might 
learn new couplings, new coalitions’.129 In this way, my readings of the novels by the 
writers in this thesis can be seen to promote diffuse knowledges and diverse meanings in 
the hope of instigating new networks and sources of political alliances, and, ultimately, 
promoting the ‘cyborg heteroglossia’130 that Haraway advocates.131 
 
Women’s historical economic independence in Britain has been aided by a 
change in meanings that has been wrought by feminist battles over basic issues, such as 
what constitutes women’s work and their rights to equal pay, and this shows that 
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challenging meanings can have material effects in changing the world. It is vital that 
feminists should continue to disrupt the inheritance of patriarchal capitalist theory and 
knowledges, and to make their own meanings. In the attainment of these knowledges it is 
important to examine the past to reveal how inequalities have been reproduced, in the 
hope of changing them. Michael’s interest in the past is evident in all of the novels that I 
have discussed in Part I, and it resonates even more strongly through the pages of 
Inheritance, where the narrative structure, which alternates between the last two 
centuries, is literally divided into past and present. At the end of the novel, Louise leaves 
Broadstones to resume her life in London, and the final image is of a young boy, Tom, 
who is playing on the swings in the park, but when Louise turns back for one final 
glimpse he has apparently disappeared into thin air. The overall message seems to be that 
we are haunted by ghosts of the past; whether in the form of spectral visions or personal 
memories. But more importantly is the way that the past impinges on our lives on a more 
political level - the inequalities of the past that are reproduced through the capitalist 
system. While issues of social class continue to be displaced and ignored the suffering of 
the poor goes unnoticed, and for isolated and powerless women perhaps the only means 
of communicating their suffering is through writing, and in a subversive retelling in the 
working-class tradition Michael tells their stories for them. 
 
Michael’s earlier novels with their cast of characters and the portrayal of the 
underclass of society lend support to the notion that political action must be grounded in 
economic struggles, which (because the workings of capitalism inherently produce these 
inequalities) can only be wrought within the Marxist tradition of the revolutionary 
overthrow of the means of production. However, in Inheritance the parallels between past 
and present reveal the extent of social change during the last century, and seem to 
indicate that times are very different for a woman, like Louise, living in contemporary 
Britain. Consequently, whereas in All the Dark Air Michael can be seen to disparage 
poststructuralist concepts, I think in Inheritance through the characterisation of Louise 
and the reconstruction of Martha’s biography, Michael takes on board and effectively 
highlights the significance of the poststructuralist offensive on meanings and 
representation. 
  
 
Part II 
 
Sexuality and Class in the Novels of Caeia March (1946 -*) 
 
Introduction 
 
Caeia March was born in the Isle of Man in 1946, and she grew up in 
industrial South Yorkshire. March attended University in London, and in 1968 she 
graduated in Social Sciences. She got married in the same year and subsequently had two 
sons. In 1980, she left her husband and began living as a lesbian, and she supported 
herself by teaching in adult education and conducting writing classes for women. In 
1990, March settled in Cornwall where she co-founded the West Cornwall Women's 
Land Trust, which is a tree-planting and conservation project for women. March is best 
known for her lesbian feminist novels Three Ply Yarn (1986); The Hide and Seek Files 
(1989); Fire! Fire! (1991); Reflections (1995); Between the Worlds (1996); and Spinsters' 
Rock (1999).132 A feature of March’s novels is that her characters sometimes inhabit 
more than one novel, for example, Lleryn, a young lesbian and a minor character in The 
Hide and Seek Files, makes another appearance and takes a more central role in Between 
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the Worlds, where she is somewhat older and wiser. This extension of one character’s 
individual story reflects an important aspect of March’s fiction where she is concerned 
with the continuum of lesbian identity and experience. All her novels generally have a 
wide ranging chronological structure that often spans more than one century, and this not 
only serves to highlight the historical presence of lesbians, but also illustrates how lesbian 
sexuality is often constrained by the power structures in which women live.  
 
The idea that sexuality is shaped and constrained by power structures is in 
keeping with Sigmund Freud’s idea that sexuality is a process independent of an 
individual’s sex. He argued that the direction sexual desire takes has no necessary 
relationship to inherited sexual characteristics. Instead, he theorised that all children are 
born polymorphously perverse - their sexual desires can be drawn towards any object - 
and it is their childhood experiences that cause their sex drive to be directed towards 
members of the opposite sex.133  
 
In my readings of March’s novels I highlight the work of various feminist 
theorists who have appropriated and developed Freud’s ideas to similarly contend that 
sexual desire is socially constructed. As such lesbianism can be perceived as a natural 
and not a pathological condition, as it has in been labelled in the past. In Chapter 4, I 
draw attention to the work of Adrienne Rich who argues that heterosexuality is not 
innate, but is a political condition that has been politically and historically imposed upon 
women by men. I also draw upon the work of Monique Wittig who highlights the 
important role of language and discourse in this process to contend that lesbianism is 
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prediscursive. In Chaper 5, I draw upon the ideas of Judith Butler who also maintains that 
sexual desire is constructed, but further contends that like gender sex is also socially 
constructed, and that sexed bodies are subject to laws and rules which prescribe certain 
types of behaviour, including sexual behaviour. However, Butler refutes the notion of a 
pre-discursive or innate lesbian identity as for her there can be no outside to discourse. 
Instead, she formulates the idea of the performative subject which although shaped and 
constrained by language and discourse is able to subvert and challenge norms of 
behaviour to make new meanings, and as such identity and sexual desire is fluid and 
changeable. In Chapter 6, I look at the work of Julia Kristeva who, like Wittig, perceives 
lesbian desire as prediscursive, but for Kristeva this signifies the psychotic unravelling of 
identity and, culturally unsustainable, lesbians are relegated to the borders of the 
symbolic community. In all of her novels, March’s lesbian protagonists are subject to 
discrimination and persecution which often prevents them from fulfilling their lesbian 
desires, living their lives as lesbians or even accepting their lesbian identities in the first 
place. The work of the theorists mentioned above gives deeper insight and understanding 
into the problems lesbian’s experience, and also how their problems may be overcome.  
 
March’s first two novels were published in the 1980s and this is significant 
because at the time there was a resurgence of institutionalised homophobia. In some 
respects was due to the spread of AIDS,134 but, as I shall argue, it can also be related to 
the economic recession. Although not overtly political in condemnation of the 
Government March’s narratives do make the occasional disparaging remark towards the 
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places March’s work unmistakeably in its specific socio-historical context of the 1980s. 
However, March’s narratives are by no means confined to the events of this decade as her 
interest in women’s history is far reaching, and encapsulates the experiences of women 
from a variety of bygone eras and cultures, such as the persecution of the German 
Beguines in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, the European witch trials of the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and the militant activities of working-class suffragettes 
and female trade unionists in Britain in the early twentieth century. In her later novels her 
attention turns to female manifestations in Cornish folk law and mythology - all of which 
reflects the feminist practice of the reclamation of ‘herstory’ where history is rewritten 
from a female perspective and emphasises the role of women. 
 
An important aspect of my inclusion of March in this thesis is her specificity 
as a working-class lesbian who writes about working-class lesbians. The brief preface to 
The Hide and Seek Files tells the reader that March was ‘born of white working-class 
parents’,136 and this indicates that March considers her working-class roots to be a 
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significant part of her identity. However, since embarking on this project I have 
discovered that March’s claim to be working class is somewhat dubious as her father was 
a Methodist minister, and her upbringing apparently did not suffer from the deprivation 
that is characteristic of so many working-class childhoods. As I have outlined in the 
General Introduction to this thesis being working class brings with it many negative 
connotations, particularly if you are a woman writer attempting to break into the literary 
world, so it is perhaps quite surprising that anyone should not only readily admit to being 
of working-class origin but virtually advertise the fact to the reader before they even 
embark on reading the novel. However, evidence suggests that March is an educated 
person and one that was familiar with the ideas that were prevalent in the Women’s 
Movement and lesbian feminist theory at the time she was writing (see the introduction to 
Chapter 4), so I think it is safe to assume that her appropriation of a working-class 
identity is a political one. Also, the fact that her novels encapsulate the experiences of 
women from a diverse range of marginalized groups, in that her characters consist of 
lesbians, working-class women and black women illustrates that she is making a 
concerted effort to embrace the many facets of women’s oppression. In some respects this 
fits in with the ethos of my thesis which also endeavours to bring to light the often 
overlooked and seemingly inconsequential experiences of working-class women, and 
afford some credibility to their writing. When all of this is taken into account, March’s 
perhaps fraudulent claim to be working class can be appreciated, and perhaps 
commended.  
 
 
  
Chapter 4 
 
Working-Class Lesbians in Three Ply Yarn (1986) 
 
Three Ply Yarn (1986) is Caeia March’s first novel, and it is the story of three 
working-class lesbians - Lotte and Essie who are sisters, and their friend Dee. Lotte and 
Essie do not embrace their lesbian sexualities easily - Lotte does so after a failed 
marriage; and Essie eventually becomes a lesbian due to her involvement in the Women’s 
Movement during the 1980s. Unlike Dee who is assured of her lesbianism from a young 
age, and later in the novel she has a relationship with Lottie. The structure of the novel 
has an overall chronological movement beginning in the 1940s with Dee’s childhood 
memories of her evacuation from wartime London, and culminating in 1983 when all 
three protagonists are brought together in the context of the present. However, the linear 
movement of the narrative is continually disrupted to incorporate the protagonists’ 
recollections of family, friends and past lovers. Through this digressive technique March 
recreates working-class women’s social history, their friendships and their emotional 
involvements.  
 
In the introduction to What Lesbians do in Books Elaine Hobby highlights the 
need to take on board the different cultural understandings that people have had of 
sexuality and desire if we are to make sense of what they say. In Hobby’s book, March 
attests that the process of writing Three Ply Yarn was very much affected by the socio-
historical context in which she was writing.137 Accordingly, in the novel March can be 
seen to incorporate ideas from lesbian-feminist theory which articulates alternative 
practices, including sexual practices, to the ones thought to be produced by patriarchal 
social relations. Particularly evident is Adrienne Rich’s concept of the ‘Lesbian 
Continuum’,138 Radicalesbians’ concept of ‘Woman-Identified Woman’139, and the 
preoccupation that the Women’s Liberation Movement had with the reclamation of 
‘herstory’. In this chapter, I will examine how these concepts are apparent in both the 
content and form of Three Ply Yarn, and I will argue that March’s application of them is 
enabling in that it highlights the way that gender and sexuality relate to the political and 
social structures in which they exist. Throughout this chapter, I will also draw upon the 
work of Marxist theorists to argue that sexuality and the form sexual desire takes are 
shaped, structured and constrained by the historical forces of production.  
  
The title of the novel Three Ply Yarn while playing upon the traditional 
working-class women’s occupation of weaving, also highlights the fact that the novel is 
composed of three ‘yarns’, meaning the three stories of the protagonists, where their 
lives, loves and experiences are intricately interwoven into the narrative while also 
encapsulating their memories of female friends and relatives from the past. This 
threading together of women-centred living and loving is in consonance with the ideas 
expressed by Adrienne Rich in her classic essay, ‘Compulsory Heterosexuality and 
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Lesbian Existence’. In the essay, Rich argues that heterosexuality rather than being 
natural or innate is a political institution that has been forcibly and subliminally imposed 
on women, and one that is designed to perpetuate male social and economic privilege. 
Rich objects to the term ‘lesbianism’ which she sees as a stigmatized clinical term and 
instead advocates the term lesbian existence. She also develops the concept of lesbian 
continuum which she describes as ‘a range - through each woman’s life and throughout 
history - of woman identified experience’.140 In this way, Rich highlights the historical 
and contemporary presence of lesbians, and she focuses on the emotional and loving 
relationships between women while downplaying the sexual aspect of lesbianism. 
Similarly, in the novel, March’s appropriation of the lesbian continuum enables a 
comparison of three generations of working-class lesbian experience. She not only 
highlights women’s friendships and emotional ties but also illustrates how, throughout 
the last century, women have been subject to similar forces that have shaped their sexual 
identities - compelling them into heterosexual relations with men, while thwarting their 
lesbian relations with other women. In this way, March illuminates the fact that lesbians 
have always existed, although their ability to express their lesbian sexuality has been 
inhibited by the material and discursive constraints in which they live. 
 
In the novel, a recurring theme which prevents women from fulfilling their 
lesbian proclivities is the desire for a family - to such an extent that even when they are in 
a loving sexual relationship with another woman they feel compelled to seek out a man 
and settle down into married life. This is perhaps best illustrated by the surprising 
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revelation that comes right at the end of the novel that Essie and Lotte’s mother, Rene, 
was in fact a lesbian. After their mother’s death the sisters together with Dee, who at this 
point is Lotte’s lover, return to their childhood home in the small mining village of 
Densley. While sorting through their dead mother’s belongings they come across some 
old love letters of correspondence between Rene and her then lesbian lover, Red Heather. 
The emotionally charged letters, dating from the 1940s, describe the pain of separation 
and explain that despite Rene’s deep love for Red Heather ‘The pull of babies and family 
life is like a haunting. It comes at night’ (TPY, p.221). The lure of family life is a spectre 
that also invades the minds of the latter day lesbians where forty years on in the context 
of 1980, in an echo of Red Heather’s complaint, Dee expresses her fear that ‘some new 
man would appear and offer the world and so-called normal family life, bliss as it was 
meant to be’ (TPY, p.19), and take Dora, her lesbian lover, away from her, which in fact 
does happen. In a similar way, Lotte’s lesbian sexuality is deferred by her life plan 
formulated as a young girl to secure a husband and a family. The fact that she did plan it 
suggests that her subsequent marriage to middle-class James was motivated by reasons 
other than love, and her assertion: ‘I decided to marry him because he took me to posh 
places, knew about wine and took vol-au-vents for granted’ (TPY, p.76) conveys the fact 
that her choice of partner was for economic reasons, rather than emotional ones. Indeed, 
conforming to the ideal of family life reaps material rewards for Lotte as marriage to the 
wealthy James permits her escape from her working-class background, and enables her 
acquisition of the material accoutrements of a middle-class lifestyle which is signified in 
the preceding quotation by fine wine and French food.  
 
Another related issue which deters women from fulfilling their lesbian desires 
is the fear of reprisal. For example, in her letters to Red Heather, although Rene attests 
that ‘Our love was true, and good’ (TPY, p.223) she also acknowledges the dangerous 
implications of that love: ‘If I’d stayed and my family had ever realised what was going 
on between us, our own roof would have come crashing down on us both. Like a bomb in 
peacetime’ (TPY, p.223). This quotation articulates Rene’s apprehension of the 
devastating consequences that would ensue if their relationship was discovered, 
particularly in the close knit working-class mining community of Densley where 
traditional family values were cherished. Likewise, in the contemporary narrative, Dee is 
concerned that she will lose her best friend, Nell, if she finds out about her sexuality: ‘I 
wanted her to know ALL about me and still love me (TPY, p.223), which implies that if 
Nell knew that she was a lesbian she would not want to know her. These examples serve 
to articulate the prevailing stigmatization and the negative connotations attached to 
lesbian sexuality, and express the difficulties that women experience in living openly as 
lesbians.  
  
  By illustrating how her female characters are coerced into heterosexual 
relations through economic and social incentives, March questions and undermines 
heterosexuality. The historical parallels between Rene and Dee serve to illustrate the 
ongoing difficulties that lesbians have in the realisation of their sexualities, while Rene’s 
description of the lure of family life as ‘like a haunting’ is a simile that testifies to the 
historical construction of heterosexuality, and the fact that it is deeply embedded in the 
psyche. The women’s seemingly unconscious desire for a man and their compulsions for 
family life can be explained in terms of the theoretical formulations of the French author 
and lesbian feminist, Monique Wittig. Like Rich, Wittig perceives heterosexuality as a 
political regime which operates to oppress and subjugate women, and one that lesbians 
must refuse. In The Straight Mind and Other Essays, Wittig describes how women are 
compelled into heterosexuality, or ‘heterosexualized’ in to the heterosexual economy, as 
she terms it, through a process which is much like how slaves and animals are subjected.  
Wittig argues that the political nature of women’s subjection is hidden because the 
concept of heterosexuality impregnates all levels of discourse and is constantly reinforced 
at all levels of social reality. She describes this process as:  
 
A conglomerate of all kinds of disciplines, theories and current ideas 
that I will call the straight mind, they concern ‘woman’ ‘man’ ‘sex’ 
‘difference’, and all of the series of concepts which bear this mark, 
including such concepts as ‘history’, ‘culture’, and the ‘real’.141  
 
This quotation highlights Wittig’s concept of ‘the straight mind’ which stresses the 
important role of language, and the effect that pervasive discourses have to engender the 
structural unconscious, in such a way that the concept of heterosexuality is totalitarian 
and already present within all social categories, and it is therefore difficult to perceive a 
reality outside of it. The concept of the straight mind helps to explain why the women in 
the novel are attracted by the lure of family life, and why they willing conform to the 
heterosexual matrix even at the prospect of leaving the women they love. The women’s 
reluctance to ‘come out’ to their family and friends, and their sense of trepidation that 
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their lesbian sexualities will be discovered attests to the stigmatism that lesbianism 
affords, and it also demonstrates that the concept of heterosexuality is so pervasive that 
nonconformity is perceived to be abnormal or even psychotic, such that lesbians are 
afraid to admit their sexual deviation and resolve to hide their nonconformity. This is 
articulated in the novel by Dee who says of her relationship with Dora: ‘we were secret 
people. Our loving had to be a secret’ (TPY, p.7). In this way, the prevailing system of 
heterosexuality retains hegemony and power, appearing to be descriptive as well as 
prescriptive, and individuals that do deviate appear to themselves to be few and isolated.  
  
Despite the women’s propensity in the novel to embrace married life their 
expectations of married bliss do not live up to the reality of the lived experience. This is 
exemplified by Lotte’s loveless marriage to James, and is typical of other heterosexual 
unions in the novel. Before their marriage Lotte tells James: ‘we should see ourselves as 
complementary, shouldn’t we? When we’re married, I’m the female and you’re the male 
and we need each other, don’t we?’ (TPY, p.80). It is apparent that Lotte perceives her 
relationship with her prospective husband in terms of the romantic notion of the attraction 
of gender opposites. However, her perception of mutual need is quickly dispelled after 
the marriage, and the relationship degenerates into one of power and subordination as 
Lotte is systematically subjected to her husband’s will. James forbids her from taking a 
job or having any interests outside the home, and he makes it clear that he is in control 
and the head of the family telling her: ‘in the end I’m the breadwinner when we have the 
children (TPY, p.81), thereby, illustrating his position of power which he derives as the 
main wage earner. Without any other means of obtaining an income of her own, Lotte 
becomes dependent on her husband for her very survival. Complaining that she does not 
have the same level of confidence that she had before her marriage, she decides to 
‘concentrate on nest building’ (p.80), and denied any other outlet for her energies or 
interests she willingly embraces her role as wife and mother. However, after failing to get 
pregnant and unable to cope any longer with what she perceives as the futility of her 
existence, Lotte secretly gets a part-time job. When James finds out he severely beats and 
rapes her as punishment for defying him, and consequently Lotte’s illusions of married 
bliss are finally shattered: ‘I was left with the lies and the posh house and empty heart’ 
(TPY, p.87). In her eventual realisation that her marriage is a disaster she is left with the 
material remnants that their relationship was built on. 
 
The portrayal of Lotte’s oppressive and unhappy marriage serves to illustrate 
that contrary to the heterosexual myth that presents the genders as natural and 
complementary opposites, relationships between men and women are in fact fraught with 
antagonism, where man’s desires and needs are met to the detriment of the woman’s.  
This discrepancy between the romantic myth and the harsh reality reflects Wittig’s thesis 
that the oppositions of men and women should be conceived in terms of class conflict. 
Wittig argues that sex is not a natural, pre-existing category or the cause of oppression 
but that the ideology of sexual difference functions in our culture by naturalising the 
social opposition between men and women: ‘For there is no sex. There is but sex that is 
oppressed and sex that oppresses’.142 In the heterosexual equation male and female are 
positioned as distinct and opposite sexes that are naturally attracted to one another, such 
that while men are perceived as clear thinkers, strong and sexually active women are 
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perceived as less rational, weaker and sexually indifferent. Thus, men’s control over 
social resources is secured while women are constrained in their roles as mothers and 
homemakers. 
 
Furthermore, Wittig argues that the categories masculine/ feminine and 
male/female serve to conceal the fact that social differences belong to an economic, 
political and ideological order. By positioning women as subordinate other, gender 
ideologies reproduce the division of labour bringing down the cost of labour power of 
women, thus maximising the extraction of surplus labour and increasing the rate of profit 
for capitalism. Therefore, the way women’s work and women’s bodies - in their 
productive and reproductive capacities - are appropriated by men, is similar to the way 
that the labour of the working class is appropriated and exploited by the ruling class. In 
this way the marriage contract is analogous to the contract between worker and employer. 
In relation to the novel, it is evident how the appropriation of Lotte’s body by her 
husband can be explained in terms of Wittig’s notion of class conflict, where through her 
economic dependency on him she is denied her own identity. This is signified in her 
observation that ‘He wanted a body from the neck down that was silent from the neck up’ 
(TPY, p.88). Thus, March can be seen to expose heterosexual myths of romance and the 
happy family as ideological constructs which serve the patriarchal capitalist system.  
 
In the novel, Lotte and Essie eventually embrace their lesbian sexualities after 
a lengthy and somewhat painful process: Lotte through her personal experience of a bad 
marriage, and Essie through her increasing involvement with the feminist movement. 
This involves a re-education and an ideological shift and suggests that dependent on the 
expulsion of heterosexual norms any woman can be a lesbian, as most of the women in 
the novel turn out to be. This gradual realization of lesbian sexuality reflects Wittig’s 
assertion that heterosexuality is a form of false consciousness, and that in order to 
overcome the opposition of men and women in terms of class conflict the categories of 
gender and sex must be destroyed. Women must refuse the oppressive myth of ‘woman’ 
because what makes a ‘woman’ is a specific social relation to a man, a relation which 
implies personal and psychical obligation, as well as economic obligation – a relation of 
exploitation. According to Wittig, lesbianism provides the only social form in which 
women can live freely: ‘it would be incorrect to say that lesbian’s associate, make love, 
live with women, for 'woman' has meaning only in heterosexual systems of thought and 
heterosexual economic systems. Lesbians are not women’.143 Lesbians reveal that there is 
no natural group ‘women’, and lesbian society reveals that the division from men is 
political, and has been ideologically rebuilt as natural.  
 
In the novel, Essie tells her friend Laura that she has changed since becoming 
a feminist and a lesbian: ‘I’m not the same. Not at all. I’ve become very different. I dress 
differently - as you can tell. I feel different. I react differently to people and places (TPY, 
p.195). The repetition of the word ‘different’ in this quotation expresses the many ways 
that Essie feels that she has changed since embracing her lesbianism, and it is apparent 
that the effects are not just extrinsic in that she dresses differently, but they are also 
profoundly intrinsic. Essie’s change of perception is in consonance with Wittig’s 
assertion that consciousness of oppression is ‘the whole conceptual re-evaluation of the 
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social world, its whole reorganisation with new concepts, from the point of view of 
oppression’.144 In Essie’s case, this means that she has expelled the intrinsic myth of 
‘woman’, thus enabling her changed perception of reality.145 This notion is reinforced 
towards the end of the novel when Essie’s subconscious plays out her psychic change in 
her recurring dreams of ‘Moon Valley’: a women’s community bereft of men. Here, 
March is touching on the concept of separatism (which she is to develop in subsequent 
novels, and which I discuss in more detail in Chapter 6). This is another influence of the 
lesbian continuum formulated by Rich, which led to the belief in a uniquely female 
sphere and vision, and which was articulated by the cultural feminist movement. 
 
Women’s relations with other women are seen to be based on reciprocity and 
equality, unlike women’s relations with men which are secured through economic 
incentives, and consequently based on power and subordination. This is appropriately 
articulated in the novel by Corinne, a lesbian prostitute, who loves women but sells her 
body to men, and asserts that ‘with men you do it for money; with women for love’ (p.6). 
Lotte eventually falls in love with Dee, and comparing her lesbian relationship with her 
marriage to James she considers how ‘I don’t want my sex life now to be like sex with 
James in any way do I? That means everything. Time, caring, loving, keeping promises, 
feeling safe, feeling free, laughing, oh, everything’ (TPY, p.168). March makes it 
apparent that the lesbian relationships in the novel are more than friendships or emotional 
bonds, they are sexual as well, as articulated by Lotte: ‘We were not just friends. I 
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fancied her like crazy and she fancied me. Sexual love was part of our lives’ (TPY, 
p.186).146 Lesbian relationships in the novel are everything that women’s relationships 
with men are not, and women find them fulfilling and personally empowering. This 
exemplifies Radicalesbians’ concept of ‘Woman-Identified Woman’ where ‘only women 
can give to each other a new sense of self’, and where ‘it is the primacy of women 
relating to women, of women creating a new consciousness of and with each other, which 
is at the heart of women’s liberation’.147 This articulates the notion of a shared 
subjectivity, and a sense of political community, and this is conveyed in the novel where 
lesbians draw strength from the knowledge that there are others like themselves. For 
example, Dee reminisces how in 1950 she took her first lesbian lover, Dora, to a pub 
called the ‘The Three Feathers’ where they meet and socialise with other lesbians, and 
Dee realises that, ‘There must’ve been others. Others like me and Dora…Loving Dora 
and knowing that about Corrine made me feel I could face anything’ (TPY, p.7). 
Similarly, later in the novel in the context of the 1980s, Essie expresses her desire to be a 
part of the lesbian feminist movement telling her lover Chris, ‘I know there’s another 
world out there for lesbians and I want to be a part of it’ (TPY, p.183). In this way the 
notion of community is seen to be important, where women are empowered by their 
relationships with other women, and lesbian couples draw strength from the lesbian 
community. 
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The notion of shared oppression and political community is particularly 
important in the face of prevailing discrimination and stigmatism, and is particularly 
relevant to the socio-historical context in which March was writing. The 1980s witnessed 
a resurgence of institutionalized homophobia, and discrimination against the gay 
community was evident in government policies. In 1988, the notorious ‘Section 28’ 
resulted in the withdrawal of funding from help-lines and social centres and led to the 
cancellation of gay cultural events, and it had an adverse effect on lesbian and gay 
teenagers by forbidding the discussion of homosexuality in the classroom.  
 
A related issue which also served to discourage homosexual relationships 
during the 1980s was the re-emergence of Victorian ideology concerning the family. At a 
time of economic recession and high unemployment women were no longer required in 
the workforce, and ideologies such as the cult of the home and the valorisation of 
motherhood were reinforced to encourage women back into family life. Political 
campaigns to promote traditional family values were a covert policy to undermine the 
welfare state that enabled married women to work, and government policies which cut 
social security and welfare benefits attempted to discourage women from reproducing 
outside of the prescribed institution of marriage. While this discouraged lesbian 
relationships it also served to enforce women’s economic dependence on men, and made 
the lives of poverty-stricken single parents miserable.  
 
As previously discussed in Chapter One, the debilitating effects of these 
policies are graphically portrayed in Livi Michael’s novel Under a Thin Moon through 
the tragic demise of the single-parent protagonist, Wanda. In Three Ply Yarn March also 
depicts the adverse effects of government policies in the representation of minor 
characters Mo and Hortense who, like Wanda, are working-class single-parents 
struggling to care for their babies on social security benefits. The hardship of her 
existence causes Hortense to complain ‘I want justice. I want Thatcher to struggle like me 
on an access course. I want the DHSS to lose her bloody file. I want her woken every 
bloody night for months on end’ (TPY, p.152). The allusion to ‘justice’ implies that there 
is something criminal in the government’s treatment of single parents, and the repetition 
of ‘I want’ highlights Hortense’s anger and frustration at the way she is being treated. 
Although, due to her position of powerlessness it is also apparent that her anger is 
ineffectual and that her wants will not be met. This also highlights the fact that the 
experiences of the people who are responsible for instigating these policies are far 
removed from their incapacitating effects.  The apparent aim of these political 
manipulations is the prescription and reinforcement of heterosexuality, and while the 
renewed discrimination of homosexuals and the resurgence of traditional family values 
reveals the precarious nature of being a member of a marginalised group, it also shows 
that ideologies and discourses concerning sexuality, the family and women’s 
reproductive practices can be manipulated to the needs of the economy and capitalism. 
This suggests that sexuality and the form sexual desire takes is shaped, structured and 
constrained by the historical forces of production.  I will now elaborate on this with 
reference to Marxist theory. 
 
Although Marx and Engels recognised the family as a significant institution 
for the oppression of women they did not develop ideas concerning sexuality, in the 
belief that heterosexuality was the ‘natural’ relationship between the sexes, and 
consequently the conflict between the sexes was hidden behind a ‘natural’ division of 
labour.148 A critique of heterosexuality and issues of gender have traditionally been 
considered to be divisive for the collective and the socialist cause, therefore, working-
class women’s problems have been subsumed under the cause of the proletariat, and 
Marxists have reacted against women forming their own groups. In 1919, the Russian 
communist Alexandra Kollontai was one of the earliest Marxist thinkers to address 
sexuality and its relation to the class struggle. In her essay ‘Sexual Relations and the 
Class Struggle’, Kollontai argues that it is inconceivable to ignore relations between the 
sexes when they have a central place in society, and form an integral part of each 
individual’s life. Therefore, an important task in the revolutionary struggle, and in the 
realisation of a new society is to establish a more healthy and joyful relationship between 
the sexes.149 Kollontai argues:  
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The sexual crises cannot be solved unless there is a radical reform of 
the human psyche, and unless man’s potential for loving is 
increased. And a basic transformation of socio-economic 
relationships along communist lines is essential if the psyche is to be 
reformed.150  
  
Kollontai contends that strains in working-class family life were due to the fact that new 
forms of living were evolving, and that ideologies concerning women’s position in 
society must change to accommodate this. She contended that eliminating oppression and 
exploitation in the family and wrenching sexuality away from property relations would be 
conducive to psychic changes, and expand the human potential for loving. However, 
Kollontai received little political support which was a major material barrier that kept her 
from being able to extend her research, and this is perhaps an indication of the 
investments in keeping sexual relations cordoned off from the class struggle. 
 
Latter day Marxist theorists have been more forthcoming in developing ideas 
concerning the relationship between sexuality and capitalism.151 In recent years, Teresa 
Ebert has emerged as a prominent Marxist critic of post-structuralist theories in the 
academy, arguing for a "red feminism" and a "red cultural studies" instead. Like Wittig, 
Ebert is concerned with the material effects of discourse on the body, and in her book 
Ludic Feminism and After: Postmodernism, Desire, and Labor in Late Capitalism, she 
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examines the notion that women’s reproductive practices coincide with the needs of 
capitalism, and she questions the idea that bodily processes are natural grounds for social 
relations: 
 
…are these bodily processes (menstruation, pregnancy, lactation of 
the female body) natural, material grounds for social relations?...or 
are they always already mediated and thus constructed, made 
intelligible, and experienced through the structuring of the symbolic 
order and the operation of the political economy of social relations 
according to the division of labour and demands of the mode of 
production?152  
 
In this way, Ebert argues that the control of women’s bodies and women’s sexuality has 
economic effects which can be manipulated in times of economic recession, usually 
under the appearance of moral and religious excuses. She illustrates how ideologies 
concerning the corporeality of the subjectivity of the mother are reasserted in times of 
considerable unemployment in an effort to recall women from the labour force. She also 
highlights the fact that in advanced capitalist countries, especially among the middle class 
and the working class, lactation and breast feeding are being valorised, where scientific 
studies and media stories proclaim the nutritive and health benefits of mother’s milk and 
breast feeding, such that it is considered unethical not to breast feed, and after giving 
birth the mother is given plenty of time off work in order to do this. In contrast, in Third 
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World poverty-stricken countries, such as Brazil, corporeal practices are often very 
different, where for most women engaged in wage labour whether or not to bottle feed is 
not a matter of choice, but of economic necessity. In this way, Ebert argues, that women 
are provided with knowledges that affirm the practices that capitalism requires. Ebert’s 
ideas are evidently significant to the socio-historical context in which March is writing, 
where the economic recession in Britain coincided with a reaffirmation of the nuclear 
family structure, the valorisation of motherhood, and a proliferation of psychological 
studies which cautioned against the apparent harmful effects of single parenting.  
 
Ebert also contends that sexual desire is a class issue and linked to the 
development of capitalism; arguing that a class analysis is enabling in that it recognises 
that desire is experienced differently according to the subject’s position in the historical 
relations of production, and their social class - a premise which Ebert refers to as the 
parameters of desire:  
  
The parameters of desire and the possibilities for fulfilling them 
are quite different for a woman whose means of sustenance 
depend on her taking up a rigidly gendered position of domestic 
labor and re(production) in a heterosexual marriage, than they 
are for a woman who is able to meet her needs in advanced 
capitalism through access to one of the relatively gender flexible 
positions.153 
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Here, Ebert is expressing the idea that working-class women’s ability to fulfil their sexual 
desires is inhibited by very real material constraints, where their economic dependence 
on men means that they are forced into heterosexual marriage and family life. Whereas, 
middle-class women who have access to better higher-paid jobs enjoy more economic 
freedom and this permits them the opportunity to explore their sexual desires, and 
consequently their sexual identities are not so rigidly defined.154  
 
Marxist theorist and gay activist John D’Emilio explores similar issues in his 
essay ‘Capitalism and Gay Identity’, where he argues that the historical development of 
capitalism has allowed gays and lesbians to see themselves as a community of similar 
men and women, and to organise politically on the basis of that identity. He contends that 
the development of capitalism, in particular the free labour system, has divested the 
family of its economic independence. Consequently, the separation of sexuality from 
reproduction has allowed men and women to organise their lives without the imperatives 
of the heterosexual union, and as such gays and lesbians are ‘a product of history, and 
have come to existence in a specific historical era’.155 D’Emilio also argues that the 
reason heterosexuality is naturalized is historical: societies that need to maintain their 
labour force at a certain level while facing plague, famine, and other natural disasters 
secure heterosexuality as a natural and sacred practice and marginalize other non-
procreative sexualities. In this way, it is the development of the forces of production that 
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makes the naturalization of heterosexuality relatively unnecessary, and not the need of 
the State to control. Therefore, historically, lesbian identifications and cultures have been 
enabled by changes in the division of labour that accompanied industrialization, and have 
allowed women, in urban settings especially, to break out of the circuit of heterosexual 
exchange of traditional kinship alliances.  
 
Both Ebert’s and D’Emilio’s ideas regarding the relationship between the 
historical development of capitalism, sexuality and the family are significant for my 
reading of March’s novel. As I have argued, March’s portrayal of thwarted lesbian love 
shows how women’s entrapment in debilitating relationships with men is ideological and 
grounded in material terms. While the historical comparison between Essie, Lotte and 
their mother, Rene, reveals shared aspects of their oppression, it is also apparent that it is 
easier for March’s latter-day lesbians, Essie and Lotte, to embrace their lesbian identities, 
and to organise their lives around their lesbian partners than it was for their mother in the 
1940s. This can be explained with reference to the idea that sexuality and the form sexual 
desire takes is shaped, structured and constrained by the historical forces of production as 
explicated by Ebert and D’Emilio. Indeed, Rene’s ability to live her life as a lesbian was 
not a viable option due to her position in the extended family structures of the working-
class mining community in Densley, where strict ideological and economic imperatives 
directed her into married life. In contrast, Essie and Lotte, once they have overcome the 
hurdle of accepting their lesbian sexuality, are able to act upon their lesbian desires and 
live openly as lesbian couples with their partners. This can be attributed to their position 
in the historically specific gendered division of labour, where the increased opportunities 
for women to earn a decent income enable their economic independence from the 
patriarchal structures of the family. Essie remarks, with some bitterness, how it has taken 
her years to ‘come out’ and accept her lesbian sexuality, in comparison with Tracey, the 
daughter of a friend, who at the age of sixteen is assured of her own lesbianism: ‘Tracey, 
shocked me with her level of self-awareness, especially when I looked back at myself at 
sixteen. Was she typical of other sixteen-year olds in the eighties?’ (TPY, p.155). 
Tracey’s assurance about her sexuality is seen to be linked to socio-historical context, and 
particularly the advent of the women’s liberation movement: ‘So her birth had coincided 
with the birth of this cycle of the women’s liberation wheel which had been spinning 
round unevenly for centuries. Evolving. Revolving. Evolution and revolution’ (TPY, 
p.155). In this way, the emergence of the Women’s Liberation Movement can also seen 
to be a product of the historical development of capitalism, and one that has been 
fundamental in changing attitudes towards sexuality, which Essie refers to as an 
‘evolution’ of consciousness, making it easier for lesbians to embrace their identities, 
psychically and socially, and enabling them, as D’Emilio contends, to come together and 
form a political community.  
 
Indeed, late capitalism has witnessed the emergence of lesbian feminism as a 
cultural movement and a critical perspective which came to prominence in the 1970s and 
80s,156 giving voice to notable lesbian feminists in the academic establishment, such as 
Adrienne Rich and Monique Wittig, whose work I have briefly touched upon. The 1980s 
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also saw an explosion of lesbian fiction where explorations into identity and literary form 
signified an increasing amount of self-consciousness within the lesbian community; 
partly as a consequence of the Women's Liberation Movement, and also as a positive 
portrayal of lesbian lives in reaction to renewed institutional discrimination.157 
 
The emergence of lesbians and the proliferation of lesbian literature into wider 
culture is a fairly recent phenomenon, and may conceal the fact that lesbians have 
historically been subject to virulent persecution and criminalisation. In 1928, Radclyffe 
Hall’s The Well of Loneliness was famously subjected to an obscenity trial in Britain, 
which resulted in all copies of the novel being ordered to be destroyed.158 The novel 
which deals with the life of Stephen Gordon, a masculine lesbian, although not sexually 
explicit has overt sexual themes, and although Gordon's attitude toward her own sexuality 
is anguished the novel presents lesbianism as natural, and makes a plea for greater 
tolerance. But lesbians have not just been absent in literature. The lesbian feminist 
Bonnie Zimmerman observes that whereas homophile (male) communities of classical 
Greece, ancient Rome, Persia and Renaissance Europe have been written about profusely, 
lesbians have suffered from a lack of genealogy: ‘Our lesbian foremothers and networks 
were not simply lost and forgotten; rather, our past has been “erased”, obliterated by the 
actions of a hostile society’.159 This articulates the view that lesbian genealogy has been 
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suppressed by elite patriarchal historiographic practices, and as a result lesbians have 
been virtually invisible in history.160  
 
In the novel, this problematic of literature and history is raised by Essie who, 
because of her relationship with her black friend Laura, wants to find out about black 
heritage. However, after searching through the history books to no avail she realises that 
history is exclusive, and she wonders what other sources could provide her with 
information on black women’s and working-class women’s lives: 
  
How was I going to find my questions or answers by searching 
through books by white women and men? If I couldn’t find out 
through history, could I search through the poets? Poetry was not 
something for working-class girls in Densley High. It was for poets. 
They were all men. All white. (TPY, p.142) 
  
In this quotation, March brings class into the equation of elitist historiographic and 
literary practices, adding to Virginia Woolf’s observations in her classic essay A Room of 
One’s Own that history and literature has been male dominated, and Alice Walker’s 
development of Woolf’s ideas in In Search of Our Mothers’ Gardens that they have also 
excluded black women. The quotation also articulates the points made in the General 
Introduction to this thesis regarding the fact that historically working-class people and 
other marginalised groups have not had access to the dominant forms of literary 
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production, such that the way experience and reality has been defined and expressed is 
limited to a privileged few. However, despite this, marginalised groups have not been 
silent but have formed their own counter cultures and forms of communication. As Linda 
Anderson argues:  
 
The reclaiming of the past as memory, as oral history - the 
realisation that in order even to ask ‘what our mothers and 
grandmothers were doing, how they were living’ we must turn to 
sources other than written texts.161 
 
In consonance with this notion of having to ‘turn to other sources’ to find out about the 
past, in the novel, Essie realises that she must look to different forms of storytelling, 
rather than white androcentric middle-class texts for the articulation of working-class 
women’s and black women’s lives. Essie recalls how, throughout her working-class 
childhood, she had been told stories by her mother and grandma Clegg about old relatives 
and family friends, and she realises that this storytelling had served in the creation of oral 
history: ‘I, Esther, came from generations of storytellers. It was history by word of 
mouth’ (TPY, p.142). At the end of the novel we discover that the narrative is in fact 
composed of diaries, letters and oral interviews which have been collected and 
transcribed by Essie into a novel - a subversive appropriation of the traditional bourgeois 
form in that it affords credibility to the working-class and lesbian lives it illuminates, as 
opposed to the latter less valued forms.  
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This appropriation of the dominant literary form is part of the revisionary 
process that is going on throughout the novel, where March reclaims the history of lost 
working-class women and lesbians of the past. Strong working-class women who were 
active in the trade union movement are recalled from history. Essie remembers how her 
friend’s mother, Hannah Woods, was known as ‘Hannah wot carries the banner’ (TPY, 
p.61), and she recalls how Hannah was famous for the union work she carried out before 
the war, and how she ‘resented being controlled by machines. She especially hated the 
factory owners, who had the power to set the speeds to which she and the other women 
workers must conform’ (TPY, p.61). Hannah herself used to recount tales from union 
history, and Essie thinks ‘I could imagine Hannah, together with my Grandma Clegg, 
leading an army of Luddite women against the factory owners. Women shouting, waving 
sticks and banners, striding into the factories, hell bent on sabotage’ (TPY, p.61). Apart 
from these activist women recalled from history, it is a woman consciousness-raiser in 
the form of Mrs. Roberts, Essie’s teacher, who reads the work of Lenin, Marx and Engels 
aloud to her pupils in the classroom. In this depiction of reactionary and politically 
inclined women, March achieves a subversion of proletarian fiction where it is women 
not men who are the workers, the revolutionaries and the consciousness-raisers, who have 
been conspicuously absent in literature, and in Marxist theory and practice. The fact that 
these women are also lesbians enables March to not only bring women into the Marxist 
equation, but also sexuality.  
 
In this way, March reclaims working-class women’s and lesbian social 
history. The spinning metaphor, evoked by the title of the novel, is applicable to Essie’s 
particular role as a writer, the educated one of the three protagonists who transcribes or 
metaphorically threads the women’s different stories together with her craft with words to 
create a tapestry of their history and, thus, articulating the feminist practice of reclaiming 
‘herstory’: ‘Then and now. The shuttle moves. Threading across time, through herstory’ 
(TPY, p.111). Essie’s comment, ‘I shall become a spinner of words…Life lines. Ready to 
be woven into the future’ (TPY, p.191) acknowledges the significance of her task. The 
phrase ‘Life lines’ indicates the fundamental importance that history has in the realisation 
of a sense of culture and community and, consequently, on a fundamental sense of 
identity. It also highlights the importance of filling in the gaps and silences of working-
class women’s and lesbian history that has been overlooked (and rebuked) by elitist 
critical practices.  
 
Laura Doan and Sarah Waters attest that this method of self-conscious 
reclaiming of ‘herstory’ is a feature of lesbian historical fiction:  
 
This is lesbian historiography as exemplary feminist practice, a 
collaboration in which historical subjects are aware of their own 
significance for lesbian scholarship to the extent of organising the 
material remnants of their lives in anticipation of subsequent 
recuperation.162  
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This self-conscious awareness that they are ‘historical subjects’ suggests that the current 
freedom that lesbians are experiencing in the representation of their lives, and in the 
expression of their sexualities, is precarious and may change. As previously discussed, 
freedom of expression of sexual identity is evidently at the mercy of the vicissitudes of 
capitalism, and in the event of another economic recession it is possible that sexuality 
may revert back to the strict policing of the past. Therefore, it is important that lesbians, 
and indeed other marginalised groups, should leave an account of their lives lest they 
should once again become lost to history.  
 
This is perhaps the rationale behind March’s urging of working-class women 
and lesbians to write their own histories - a sentiment which is highlighted at the 
beginning and at the end of the novel. In the brief preface, March asserts: ‘Three Ply Yarn 
is a fiction. I hope that its publication will encourage many other working-class women 
and lesbians to create our literature from our lives’,163 and in the ‘afterwords’ the fictional 
character Dee echoes a similar opinion: ‘I’m hoping other working-class lesbians will do 
the same. The more the better I think’.164 This encouragement of working-class women 
and lesbians to write is also an indication of the growing recognition in the Women’s 
Movement that feminist theory and lesbian theory has been elitist - as articulated by 
Zimmerman: ‘We have written and acted as if lesbian experience - which is perceived as 
that of a contemporary white middle-class feminist – is universal and unchanging’.165 
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Neither women nor lesbians are homogenous and so literature and theory needs to 
incorporate the voices and the experiences of the marginalized groups of working-class 
and black women if a real perspective on contemporary life is to be achieved. In her 
portrayal of working-class lesbians in Three Ply Yarn, March is instrumental in this task. 
  
Chapter 5 
 
Biff’s Subversive Performance in The Hide and Seek Files (1988) 
 ‘She thought back through all the years in Herton when it had taken a woman to be a gentle-man’  
(HSF, p.175)166  
 
The Hide and Seek Files (1988) is the second of Caeia March’s novels to be 
published, and like Three Ply Yarn (1986) the narrative has a historical chronological 
structure ranging from the early twentieth century up to the present day of the 1980s, 
enabling an analysis of sexuality and gender in its socio-historical context. However, 
whereas in Three Ply Yarn March employs the strategy of multi-narratives to suggest a 
community of women that share similar experiences of oppression, the univocal narrative 
of The Hide and Seek Files focuses on the particular lesbian relationship of Moss and 
Biff, and their isolated existence in the small mining village of Herton, in Yorkshire. 
Forced to hide their lesbian sexualities Biff takes on a male disguise and they live out 
their lives as a heterosexual couple, respected and well-liked by the close knit working-
class community.  
 
In this chapter, I argue that March’s portrayal of Biff challenges gender norms 
and leads to a subversive rethinking of the categories of sex, gender and sexuality. In 
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terms of theory, I suggest that Biff’s behaviour is exemplary of parodic performance, 
which highlights the disjuncture between sex and gender, and I closely draw upon Judith 
Butler’s concept of performativity to propose that Biff’s unconscious gender enactments 
as a female encroaches on her male performance. In this way, I argue that although Biff’s 
subversion is discrete she does ‘do’ gender differently, and her unorthodox ‘male’ 
behaviour which is evident in her words, actions and deeds provokes the displacement 
and redefinition of gender norms, and that this has radical material effects in altering the 
expectations and behaviour of others. 
 
Judith Butler’s theoretical formulations of the performative subject pose a 
radical challenge to the feminist concepts that were appropriated by March in the writing 
of Three Ply Yarn, where concepts such as ‘Woman-identified Woman’ and the ‘Lesbian 
Continuum’ assume the coherence and unity of the category woman, and focus on the 
commitment to female friendships and emotional attachments, while downplaying the 
sexual aspects of lesbianism. In Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of 
Identity, Butler questions the category of ‘woman’ and its universalistic implications on 
which these common features of female experience and identity are based. Butler 
contests foundationalist and essentialist notions of the subject as a fixed and coherent 
entity from which emanates the origins of gender, the truth of female desire or authentic 
sexual identity. Instead, she supports and extends Simone De Beauvoir’s notion that, 
‘One is not a born, but rather becomes a woman’,167 to suggest that ‘woman’ is 
something we ‘do’, rather than something we are. Butler also challenges what she 
perceives to be the heterosexism of feminist theory, although she refutes the notion of an 
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intrinsic lesbian identity, and the radical lesbian understanding that lesbianism equates 
with the feminist political ideal: ‘Lesbianism is not the erotic consummation of a set of 
political beliefs’.168 Through a deployment of Michel Foucault’s genealogical 
methodology Butler examines the complex forces that render any identity inherently 
unstable.169 In her formulation of performative identity she reads psychoanalytic accounts 
of identity formation and the law through Foucault’s work on power, to contend that 
since the subject is constructed in language and discourse and since there is no reality 
outside of discourse, subversion must take place within the structures of language and the 
law itself.  
 
The impact of power and the law on sexual identity is made apparent within 
the first few pages of The Hide and Seek Files, where both Moss and Biff (at this point in 
the narrative young women and living separate lives) are forced to leave their respective 
homes as a consequence of their lesbian sexualities. The novel begins in the early 
twentieth century, and is set in the North of England. Moss lives in Darlington, a small 
rural village in Yorkshire, where she is employed as a maid at the Hall. One day she is 
discovered by the Lord and his brother in the bushes with her lesbian lover, and they are 
violently beaten and raped. Subsequently, Moss finds herself pregnant, and not wanting 
to bring disgrace on her family she runs away from home. Around the same time, Biff is 
also experiencing difficulties. She lives in the industrial town of Manchester with her 
widowed mother and her two sisters, where they all employed in the cotton mills and are 
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active in the Trade Union Movement. As a consequence of their militant activities one of 
Biff’s sisters is killed through police brutality and, fearing for her own life, Biff disguises 
herself as a man and, like Moss, she runs away from home. Subsequently, Biff arrives in 
the small mining village of Herton, where she gets a job working as a grocery boy at the 
local store. Coincidently, Moss also finds her way into Herton where, on the verge of 
exhaustion, she is found by Biff. The owner of the store, Frank, permits Moss to help out 
in the store and perform domestic chores in return for board and lodging. Moss is 
surprised to find that she is increasingly attracted to Biff (surprised because of her usual 
preference for women) and she eventually expresses her feelings. Biff regretfully tells her 
that it is impossible for them have a relationship, and she reveals her secret; that she is 
really a woman. However, Moss is overjoyed and they begin a secret lesbian affair. 
Moss’s pregnancy soon becomes apparent, and she is forced to explain her circumstances 
to Frank, but omitting the details about her sexuality. Subsequently, because she is a hard 
worker, and because he is eager to find a replacement for his recently deceased mother, 
Frank offers to marry Moss, who reluctantly accepts but continues her affair with Biff. 
When Frank dies, Moss and Biff eventually make their intimate relationship, as a 
heterosexual couple, known to the town and they live out the rest of their lives in this 
manner, as the proprietors of the grocery store, respected and well-liked by the 
community. The beginning of the novel is significant because it illustrates the violent and 
sometimes fatal consequences of being a lesbian, and in terms of the plot it is important 
to appreciate why Moss and Biff have to keep their lesbian relationship a secret, and why 
they live out their lives as a heterosexual couple, and why Biff has to maintain her male 
disguise for nearly sixty years.  
 For Biff’s male disguise to be effective she not only has to don male clothing 
but appropriate male behaviour, so that she not only looks like a man but also acts like 
one too. In the beginning this façade of maleness requires great effort and concentration: 
‘She told herself not to over drink, to watch her words, her gestures, her small 
mannerisms’ (HSF, p.59). Biff has to mind her behaviour, and this requires that she is 
vigilant of her actions and words, so not to give herself away by any demonstration of 
femininity. At times Biff’s efforts to be mannish have a comic effect, for example, on one 
occasion she is accosted by her male neighbours into going to the pub for Henry’s stag 
party, whose imminent marriage was the talk of the town. In the pub Biff sits self-
consciously on the bar stool, with her knees bent and legs wide open because it is the way 
men sit, and she reluctantly downs numerous pints of beer and double-brandy chasers that 
are forced on her: ‘for quite clearly she had to be a man and drink up, and not be churlish 
or half-hearted about it’ (HSF, p.61). Unable to use the men’s toilet for fear of giving her 
sex away, she desperately sits crossed legged. After being carried home and left in a 
drunken stupor by her friends, Moss warily places a saucepan under the unconscious Biff, 
so that she can finally relieve herself. The name Biff signifies a comedic, cartoon effect 
and in these comic interludes, and in her general appropriation and dramatisation of the 
signifiers of maleness, I think Biff can be said to be giving a parodic performance. 
  
For Butler, parody and drag are important in that they reveal the constructed 
and performative dimension of gender and the arbitrary connection between sex and 
gender:  
The performance of drag plays upon the distinction between the 
anatomy of the performer and the gender that is being performed…in 
imitating gender, drag implicitly reveals the imitative structure of 
gender itself - as well as its contingency.170 
 
This distinction between sex and gender shows that gender is neither the causal result of 
sex nor as seemingly fixed as sex, and as such suggests that gender can be grafted onto 
any body - a male body can have a female gender and a woman’s body can have a male 
gender, as Biff attempts to simulate in the novel. Butler suggests that part of the pleasure 
of the parodic performance is in the recognition of a radical contingency in the relation 
between sex and gender, which is usually assumed to be natural and indispensable. She 
also argues that although parody highlights the disjuncture of sex and gender it is not 
necessarily subversive, in fact it often supports existing gender norms, men dressed as 
women enact women in their traditional roles, thereby reinforcing cultural stereotypes 
and expectations. She gives the examples of Robin Williams as Mrs. Doubtfire, and 
Dustin Hoffman as Tootsie, in the films of the same names, where their parodic 
performances reinforce women’s traditional gender roles as, for example, mothers and 
homemakers.  
 
It is important to note that in the context of The Hide and Seek Files the 
recognition of Biff’s parodic performance is only available to Moss and the reader, who 
are aware of Biff’s disguise, and it is imperative that the other characters in the novel 
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remain unaware of it. Indeed, Biff’s gender performance is in earnest as her and Moss’s 
very survival depends on her being recognised as a man. To all intents and purposes, to 
the outside world Moss and Biff are just another heterosexual couple, and in this respect 
Biff’s parodic male performance does not appear to challenge gender norms or the 
heterosexual matrix within which it is situated, and actually appears to reinforce them. 
However, later in the chapter, I will argue that Biff’s parodic performance is subversive 
in that her appropriation of maleness fails in some respects, and that this is due to her 
unconscious reflexive female performatives that impinge on her male performance, with 
the resultant effect that it is this aspect of her behaviour which challenges gender norms.  
 
Biff’s disguise turns out to be very convincing and she is accepted as a man 
by the community of Herton. Even Moss, who lives in close proximity to Biff, is 
genuinely shocked, though pleasantly, when Biff reveals her real gender to her. However, 
there is one person who sees through Biff’s disguise and realises her true identity, and 
that is Llerryn, an artist and a lesbian herself, who comes to Herton in search of her 
childhood friend, Lindsey (Lindsey is Moss’s grand-daughter, who comes to live with 
Moss and Biff, and she thinks that Biff is her grandfather). From the moment Lleryn first 
walks into the grocery store she realises there is something odd about Moss and Biff, and 
subsequently an image of them keeps recurring in her mind which she finds troubling: ‘A 
moment of recognition had taken place. She must let their faces become clear in her 
memory. She must understand each line, angle; none must be blurred’ (HSF, p.205). 
Lerryn’s initial perceptions of Moss and Biff are provoked by her basic notions about 
sex, she recognises them both as women by the shape of their faces, but after taking in 
Biff’s clothes and closely cropped hair it becomes apparent that one of them is a man. It 
is this discrepancy between sex and gender which is subconsciously troubling Lerryn: 
‘Whenever she visited Moss and Biff she felt she was being given double messages’ 
(HSF, p.206). To see if she can work out what is intriguing her Lerryn repeatedly draws 
sketches of Biff and, having previously drawn cross-dressers and pictures of the 
Suffragettes and of Radclyffe Hall in her women’s artists group, she soon makes the 
connection with the image of Biff. Apart from the incongruity of Biff’s appearance and 
her sex there are other instances of mistaken identity in the novel. Both Lindsey and 
Lleryn remark that they have occasionally been mistaken for men, in fact, the only one it 
does not seem to happen to is their friend, Rosie: ‘On account of the eyeliner and lipstick. 
Not to mention the crown jewels she hangs on her ears’ (HSF, p.263). These examples 
serve to illustrate how the anatomy/sex of a person is presumed from the visible signifiers 
that cover the body, such as clothes, make-up, and jewellery, and also from the gestures 
that articulate the body.  
 
These assumptions of gender are based on cultural signifiers and can be 
theoretically explained in terms of Butler’s notion that they are in fact naturalised 
knowledge, which are founded on cultural expectations. Butler’s ideas are influenced by 
the work of Michel Foucault, who theorised that society is organised in terms of 
‘discursive practices’, ways of knowing which include language and forms of 
representation, as well as systems of belief, styles of dress, regimes of health and 
cleanliness, and so on. In keeping with Foucault, Butler argues that culture produces 
ontological (ways of being) and epistemological (ways of knowing) frames of reference 
which are so powerful that they give the appearance of material reality. This helps to 
explain why in the novel, in their adornment of the cultural signifiers of gender, Biff and 
Rosie are respectively perceived to be a man and a woman. However, Butler also refutes 
the actuality of biological sex that explains various social and political discriminations. 
Instead, she contends that sex is given meaning through cultural processes and 
constrained by the power structures within which it is located, particularly through the 
workings of language and discourse. Therefore, even ‘seeing’ the body is dubious 
because sex is as culturally constructed as gender. Lleryn’s astute perception that Biff is a 
woman, despite her shortly cropped hair and men’s clothing, is based on the shape of 
Biff’s face and her jaw line, which according to Butler is also a cultural effect. By 
making the connection between Biff’s morphology and her sex Lleryn can be seen to be 
merely fulfilling her expectations of what a woman’s body should look like.  
 
The effect of language on our perception of the material body is evident in 
other instances in the novel. For example, as a child, Lindsey makes a vivarium in the 
back yard, and she wants to name the newts that she puts in there but she has difficulties 
in sexing one of them: ‘Could he possibly be a she? Could I have made a silly mistake? I 
know he hasn’t a frill down his back and he’s sort of in between to look at. I don’t think 
he’s ugly enough for a he, even for a newt’ (HSF, p.119).  Lindsey reads the ‘corporeal 
signs’ on the newt’s body: the frill on its back and its perceived aesthetic qualities, which 
she understands to denote the sex of the newt, and as it does not conform to the strict 
binary of sex her notions of its sex are thrown into question. This serves to illustrate how 
the human body is categorized into the strict binary of male/female in a similar way, 
where the discrimination of body parts that signify sex are in fact culturally and 
discursively defined. Subsequently, sexed bodies are subject to ideal morphological 
constraints where they are assigned certain gender identities, and are required to display 
certain types of appropriate behaviour and specific forms of sexual desire. This also 
serves to explain why near the end of the novel, after Biff has peacefully died in her 
sleep, Moss is so concerned that her dead body will not be examined by the doctor, and 
why she insists in keeping the coffin at home until after the funeral.  
 
Although Moss is deeply in love with Biff she agrees to marry Frank - being 
pregnant, and with no other means of material support. Moss dreads having sex with him 
and the consummation of their marriage lives up to her misgivings, and she lies back 
impatiently thinking of Biff in the next room while Frank performs the sexual act. 
However, it is apparent that Frank does not relish the prospect of having sexual 
intercourse with Moss either, as he approaches the task with less than romantic ardour: 
‘He didn’t usually feel terribly interested, in fact it was quite difficult to summon up 
much enthusiasm for it at all. But that was what married people did, he assumed, even if 
not all that often’ (HSF, p.57). Both Moss and Frank’s attitudes indicate that they regard 
sexual intercourse as a requirement of marriage, and something that must be endured 
rather than enjoyed. While Moss wishes she were in bed with her lesbian lover, Biff, 
Frank wishes his mother were still alive because ‘She hadn’t needed sex like his wife did’ 
(HSF, p.57). Frank regards Moss as a prospective replacement for his dead mother 
someone to keep house for him, iron his shirts and work in the shop when required. The 
fact that Frank thinks Moss needs sex from him, when she in fact dreads it, illustrates the 
extent to which his notions are based on cultural prescriptions of heterosexuality, and the 
romantic myth that men and women are complementary opposites, and where through the 
sexual union the two become one whole. Neither Moss nor Frank experiences sexual 
desire for one another’s bodies, nor derives any pleasure from sexual intercourse, and this 
refutes the idea that sexual desire and pleasure is an interior essence that originates from 
specific manifestations of sex.  
 
Butler claims that compulsory heterosexuality enlists the body’s diverse 
pleasures and erotic impulses in the reproduction of the heterosexual social order, where 
in the structuring of desire in the gendered body language names and imbues body parts 
with particular discriminating (heterosexist) functions. She exemplifies the penis, the 
vagina and the breasts as designated sexual and erogenous parts of the body to show how 
the focus of sexual pleasure corresponds to the normative ideal of the gendered body:  
 
Which pleasures shall live and which shall die is often a matter of 
which serve the legitimating practices of identity formation that take 
place within the matrix of gender norms.171  
 
In this way, sexual desire and the means for sexual fulfilment are directed towards the 
heterosexual ideal, and sexism and heterosexism operate to regulate the norms of sexual 
practice. In the novel, Frank’s sexual organ, his penis, affords Moss no pleasure, she 
refers to it with disdain as if it were a disembodied implement: ‘with crudeness formed 
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from despair, she formed the words in her mind: “In out shake about take it out and wipe 
it.” That was as much as Frank would ever understand about pleasure, his or hers’ (HSF, 
p.41). Although Moss and Frank do not derive any sexual pleasure from their union it is 
productive in other ways: Frank’s business flourishes and profits increase, and Moss 
provides Frank with a male heir. In this way, sex and gender can be seen as discursive 
constructs which direct sexual desire and sexual fulfilment into the heterosexual 
relationship.  
 
 In the novel, lesbians and lesbian desire are associated with things of nature 
and lesbian intimacies are usually instigated in ‘natural’ surroundings, such as in the 
countryside or by the sea. The young Moss has a romantic rendezvous with her lover, 
Florence, in the bushes in the grounds of The Hall where they work as chambermaids, 
and Lerryn, who is brought up by the Cornish coast, seems to be an integral part of the 
natural landscape as she overhands the cliffs in order to catch a glimpse of the sea: ‘Head 
and neck in wild salt-smelling air, shoulders, arms, body and legs splayed on the firm 
turf’ (HSF, p.106). Later in the novel, Lindsey tells Lerryn she wants to be her lover 
while they are walking on Southend pier, where they are surrounded by sea, sky and 
birds. This alignment of lesbians with nature suggests that lesbian desire is prediscursive 
and prior to acculturation. This is supported by the fact that in the novel lesbian desire 
often comes to fruition outside of the signifying practices of conventional culture and its 
power structures. Indeed, March’s young lesbians do not perceive anything wrong or 
‘unnatural’ in their relations with other women until they come into contact with 
mainstream society and heterosexist culture. When Moss is discovered in the bushes with 
her lesbian lover by the Lord of The Hall they are brutally beaten and raped. In her 
distress Moss alarmingly perceives that ‘suddenly the softness was gone’ (HSF, p.5), and 
she is acutely aware of:  
 
The hardness of the ground, that before had not seemed hard, the 
hardness of the male bodies that cracked her young body open, so 
that she thought her hips would split in two, the hardness of their 
words, of their hatred. The hardness of learning that hard lesson. 
(HSF, p.5) 
 
This scenario is reminiscent of melancholic heterosexual gender formation, where due to 
the prohibitions against incest and homosexuality the desiring girl child is torn away from 
the maternal body (signified in the quotation as ‘softness’) by the patriarchal law 
(signified in the quotation as ‘hardness’) and forced into the heterosexual matrix. These 
laws are consistently relearnt by reinforcement and punishment throughout the child’s 
whole life (signified in the quotation by the repetition of ‘hardness’). Sixty years on, in 
the context of the 1980s, Moss realises that these sexual prohibitions are still in existence, 
although perhaps more covertly, when she observes that: ‘In this town the rules are 
hidden until somebody breaks them, or steps outside them’ (HSF, p.140). In the small 
mining town of Herton the traditional division of labour is still in operation, and 
homophobia can be seen as a strategy that ensures that gender roles are maintained and 
reinforced. Rita, who is an indigenous inhabitant of Herton, and an otherwise kind and 
generous person, is the voice of discrimination, and she draws the line in her charitable 
acts when it comes to homosexuals: ‘Human rights is one thing. So all right, I say live 
and let live. But this town hasn’t room for gay people, it never has had’ (HSF, p.251), 
thereby articulating the threat of social repercussion for those that do not adhere to the 
laws that define and constrain sexuality and gender. Rita’s comments also serve as a 
timely reminder for Biff and Moss of the necessity in maintaining their façade as a 
heterosexual couple, and act within the discursive structures of Herton. In this way they 
can survive, whereas as a lesbian couple they would be rejected, at the least. 
 
At the time of Biff’s youth in the 1920s the laws regarding sexuality are seen 
in correlation with a virulent policing of gender. It is the time of the emerging suffragette 
movement, and as in Three Ply Yarn March alludes to strong working-class female 
militants who are involved in the Women’s Social and Political Movement, including 
Biff, her mother and her sisters. Politically active women are treated like criminals. Biff’s 
mother dies of pneumonia which she contracts after being force fed while in police 
custody, and Biff’s sisters keep an account of the women’s mistreatment by the police 
which they hide away from the authorities: ‘The written records filed and stored were 
hidden in the cellars and attics of some of the less well-known houses in Manchester’ 
(p.16). These written records are meant to give a true account of the violence done to 
women, as opposed to the official version of events where circumstances would be 
altered, or not recorded at all. The records are also subversive in that they reveal alternate 
versions of the truth and realities are possible, other than those proscribed by official 
discourses. The title of the novel is also suggestive of such subversive recorded 
documentation, and The Hide and Seek Files can be read as a case study of a lesbian 
relationship. March’s version of events is contrary to official reports where lesbianism is 
invariably regarded as pathological - it is sympathetically told and offers an account of 
lesbian love that spans over fifty years, love which must be necessarily hidden from 
public view for self-preservation. The truth regarding lesbian sexuality and the 
discrimination it suffers is to be found in the novel, in the story of Moss and Biff, but the 
truth like the evidence in the hidden files, has to be sought after, deciphered and 
understood.  
 
The idea that lesbians are outside of discourse is in consonance with Monique 
Wittig’s contention that in their refusal of heterosexuality ‘lesbians are not women’,172 
and are beyond the categories of sex. However, Butler critiques this notion in that it 
purports that the freedom of the human subject pre-exists regulatory regimes, instead 
Butler contends: 
 
To enter into the repetitive practices of this terrain of signification is 
not a choice, for the ‘I’ that might enter is always already inside: 
there is no possibility of agency or reality outside of the discursive 
practices that give those terms the intelligibility that they have.173  
 
This quotation articulates the notion that the discursively constructed body cannot be 
separated from the linguistics acts that name and constitute it. As there is no ‘I’ outside 
language, and since identity is a signifying practice, language and discourse ‘do’ gender, 
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and culturally intelligible subjects are the effects, rather than the cause of discourses, that 
conceal their workings. It is in this sense that gender is performative.174  
 
Since there is no recourse to an outside of discourse, Butler argues that the 
potential for agency and subversion must be located within the existing structures of 
linguistic signification, wherein the performative subject is constituted, and she asserts 
that it is the inherent instability of language, and the plurality of power that renders the 
subject incoherent and open to resignification. Following Foucault, Butler contends that 
sexuality and power are coextensive, and since sexuality is always constructed within 
historical practice and discourse, the law must be constantly reiterated and repeated in the 
myriad and pervasive structures of power in order to stabilize existing norms:   
  
In a sense, all signification takes place within the orbit of the 
compulsion to repeat: ‘agency’, then, is to be located within the 
possibility of a variation on that repetition. The rules governing 
significance not only restrict, but enable the assertion of alternative 
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domains of cultural intelligibility, i.e. new possibilities for gender 
that contest the rigid codes of hierarchical binarisms.175  
 
In this way, because the law is generative and plural, the law itself provides opportunities 
for the ‘staging’ of subversive identities that it simultaneously suppresses and produces. 
Thus, the subject is constructed by discourse but not absolutely determined by it, and it is 
the very nature of language that precludes the impossibility of the ontologically coherent 
subject, and it is the variations and contradictions of the repetition of rule-governed 
operations of language that agency and the subversion of identity become possible. 
  
In Bodies that Matter Butler rethinks performativity in terms of Jacques 
Derrida’s concept of citationality, which is enabling in her discussion of subversive 
gender performance. Derrida asserts that linguistic signs cannot be contained or enclosed 
by any context, convention, or authorial intention and that they are vulnerable to 
appropriation, reiteration and re-citation. This means that signs can be transplanted into 
unforeseen contexts and cited in unexpected ways; an appropriation and relocation that he 
calls ‘grafting’. Following this notion, Butler refers to practices such as parody and drag 
where gender performatives are cited/grafted onto other contexts, and where such parodic 
repetition will achieve a subversive displacement of gender norms. 
 
The concept of citationality is useful for understanding why, in the novel, 
Biff’s parodic performance is subversive. Despite her conscientious efforts to appropriate 
male behaviour Biff fails in some respects, and this does not go unnoticed. She slips up 
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on superficial things like not leaving the toilet seat up, which provokes Lindsey to ask: 
‘Nanan, how did you get Biff always to put the seat down? Rita wants to know, ‘cos 
she’s so fed up with her dad and her brothers’ (HSF, p.64). Biff’s difference from other 
men shows through in more meaningful ways, such as the way she talks about women 
and the suffragettes, which prompts Lerryn to consider how other men: ‘didn’t have the 
turns of phrase that Biff had: a deep respect for women that showed through Biff’s words 
time and time again’ (HSF, p.206). It is apparent to the women who know her that Biff 
differs from other men in her words, actions and deeds.  In this way, throughout the 
novel, Biff fails in her re-citation of masculine performance, and this can be explained by 
the intrusion of her unconscious female enactments on what is perceived as a male body.  
Biff’s name is actually an acronym of her female name, Barbara Imogen Farley, and this 
is analogous to the way that her male performance is encroached upon by her female 
performativity. It is also important to point out that Moss as the other half, the female 
half, of the heterosexual partnership, is also to an extent playing a role or giving a 
performance, and the fact that she shares her name with a rootless plant suggests that, like 
Biff, her identity is only skin deep and not an essential part of her. 
 
Biff’s unorthodox behaviour changes expectations and norms about how men 
should behave. For example, Biff transgresses the traditional division of labour in the 
home and is seen to perform ‘women’s’ work when she helps Moss out with the domestic 
chores. Lindsey observes Biff ‘shopping, cooking and cleaning, changing the beds and 
comforting her when she was upset’ (HSF, p.154), and this provokes her to think that Biff 
had been more like a grandmother than a granddad. Similarly, Sadie (Moss’s child who 
was conceived from the rape) is also effected by Biff, and she makes a comparison 
between having Frank as a father and having Biff as a father: ‘It was growing up with a 
dad like Biff, after having a dad like Frank, that gave Sadie her definite opinions on the 
sort of man she wanted as a father for her children, a husband for herself’ (HSF, p.78). 
This illustrates that Biff’s behaviour has changed Sadie’s conceptions of what men 
should be like, and when she is grown up Sadie’s choice of husband is motivated by her 
desire for a man with similar character traits to Biff. 
  
Evidence suggests that by the end of the novel Biff herself has changed: ‘I’ve 
been questioning and, well, agonising really, about whether that is really me, or 
something I’ve let happen. I don’t know’ (HSF, p.197), which implies that she is puzzled 
by her own identity. Biff plays out her male role over a span of sixty years, up to her 
death at the end of novel, and the constant re-enactment and repetition of maleness 
instigates the change that Biff finds confusing. This process is similar to what Butler 
describes as an ‘internal subversion in which the binary is both presupposed and 
proliferated to the point where it no longer makes sense’.176 In terms of Biff, this means 
that in the constant re-citation of male behaviour she not only does gender differently, but 
in the proliferation of gender norms she eventually ‘becomes’ a being that is not strictly 
male or female. 
 
Throughout the novel, Biff’s real identity as a woman remains unknown to the 
community of Herton. Ironically, Biff gains a reputation for being an exemplary man, 
and in her old age Biff ‘thinks back through all the years in Herton when it had taken a 
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woman to be a gentle-man’ (HSF, p.176). Biff’s kindness, considerateness and sensitivity 
are something to be admired and set her apart from other men, and in this way she is seen 
to be instrumental in the displacement of gender norms.  
 
Similarly, in all her novels, in her sympathetic portrayal of lesbian love March 
contests norms and expectations concerning lesbian sexuality which has historically been 
subject to discrimination and persecution, and is particularly relevant to the socio-
historical context in which March was writing. Whereas the historical perspective of 
Three Ply Yarn is enabling in that it shows how sexuality is linked to historical context 
and is particularly subject to economic forces, the story of Moss and Biff in The Hide and 
Seek Files shows how language and meaning are also important and can instigate a 
radical rethinking of sexuality and gender.  
   
  
Chapter 6 
 
Deviant Women in Between the Worlds (1996) 
‘When, striving for access to the word and to time, she identifies with the father, she becomes a support for 
transcendence. But when she is inspired by that which the symbolic order represses, isn’t a woman the most 
radical atheist? The most committed anarchist?’177  
 
Between the Worlds (1996) was published ten years after Caeia March’s first 
novel Three Ply Yarn (1986), and it is the sequel to her second novel The Hide and Seek 
Files (1988). In Between the Worlds March continues the story of Lerryn who, after being 
deserted by her lesbian lover, Lindsey, whom she met in The Hide and Seek Files, now 
finds life lacking in hope and meaning, and has returned to her birthplace in Cornwall in 
order to kill herself. Lerryn’s suicide attempt which is described at the beginning of 
Chapter Two sets the precedent for female suffering that permeates the entire novel. As 
in Three Ply Yarn, March evokes Adrienne Rich’s concept of the lesbian continuum in 
her treatment of women’s oppression by drawing analogies between characters and 
events from different historical eras and cultures. In Between the Worlds, March 
specifically highlights the persecution of the German Beguines178 in the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries and the European witch trials179 of the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries, and this is linked to the experiences of the women in the contemporary 
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narrative of the 1980s, who are suddenly evicted from their home at Eastfield Farm, a 
lesbian feminist commune, which is situated in the South-West of England.  
 
In my reading of Between of the Worlds I develop the focus on post-
structuralist theory to examine the effects of language and discourse on the individual 
subject. This chapter is divided into two separate sections. In the first section entitled 
‘Heretical Sisters’, I argue that March’s historical portrayal reveals the instrumental role 
that the Christian religion has had in the control and criminalisation of deviant women 
who have presented a threat to the symbolic community and to the economy. In the 
second section entitled ‘Psychotic Lesbians’, my focus is on the psychological suffering 
of March’s lesbian protagonists in the contemporary narrative of the 1980s. Here, I draw 
upon Julia Kristeva’s 180 psychoanalytic discourse to explore how the stability of the 
protagonists’ identity and the coherence of the narrative are rendered unstable by the 
intrusion of the female elements of the psyche. I finally evaluate March’s depiction of 
lesbian sexuality and the community of women in Between the Worlds in terms of its 
political effectiveness.  
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poverty of left-leaning political groupings and their purely materialist explanations of the world, especially 
in what she saw as their omission of individual subjects from their political analysis. She turned to 
psychoanytic theory so that she could place the speaking subject into political and linguistic analysis. She 
became interested in the ways in which the speaking subject disrupts explanations of cause and effect, and 
undoes the very structures of totalising explanation. The speaking subject is therefore always a political and 
politicised subject (Ruth Robbins, Literary Feminisms (Basingstoke: Palgrave MacMillan, 2000), p.122. 
 
Heretical Sisters 
 
In ‘About Chinese Women’, Julia Kristeva highlights the relevance of 
monotheistic patriarchal religion to contemporary society, which she cites along with 
capitalism and patriarchy as a primary force in the oppression of women: 
 
At best one is guilty of naivety if one considers our modern societies 
as simply patrilinear or, class structured, or capitalist-monopolist 
societies, and omits the fact that they are at the same time (and never 
one without the other) governed by a monotheism whose essence is 
best expressed in the Bible: the paternal word sustained by a fight to 
the death between the two races (men/women).181 
 
Thus, Kristeva asserts that the foundation of the symbolic order and the structures of 
society are dependent on and are maintained by a radical separation of the sexes, and that 
religion has been instrumental in this process, and in the construction of women’s identity 
of otherness. She argues that in the development of monotheistic Judaism maternal 
fertility cults were overcome resulting in women’s excommunication as main participants 
in religion. Consequently, while revered and respected traits, such as self-control and 
intelligence, were displaced into the One Law that is manifest in the phallic Christian 
God, the encapsulation of denigrating traits, such as intemperance and sexual 
lasciviousness, were assigned to the female. Kristeva also highlights the significance of 
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the forces of production in the formulation of maligned female sexuality. At a time when 
the religious community was developing the propagation of the species was imperative, 
and the sexual instinct was perceived to be a threat to the community, and therefore must 
be controlled:  
 
In the sphere of reproductive relations, at that time inseparably 
linked to relations of production, it would have been impossible to 
ensure the propagation of the species simply by turning it into the 
highest premium of pleasure.182 
 
While women’s reproductive role is acknowledged, all social value is removed from it as 
the function of procreation is strictly subordinated to the rule of the father’s name through 
patrilinear descent. This transmission of the name of the father centralizes eroticism, 
giving sex the single goal of procreation, and even then women are denied their maternal 
traits which are confiscated and placed in the symbolic God the Father.  
 
Women’s sexual pleasure has been systematically denied within the Christian 
symbolic community by limiting their access in their roles as virgin and mother, the ideal 
of which is exemplified in the figure of the Virgin Mother Mary where, in the myth of the 
virgin impregnated by the word of God, women’s sexual pleasure is even denied in the 
act of procreation. In this way, woman becomes a mere vessel, a procreative capsule for 
the nurturing and resurrection of man. In the Bible women are wives, mothers and sisters 
(when they are mentioned at all) but they rarely have a name, in contrast, men’s roles are 
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multitudinous; they are kings, prophets, carpenters and so on. Thus, the separation of the 
sexes ensures that the monotheistic community is able to develop its productive forces by 
the participation of all men and women in the symbolic efforts (technical as well as 
ideological) to perfect the means of production. The economy of the system requires that 
women be excluded from the legislating principle, namely the Word, as well as from the 
paternal element that gives procreation a social value. In this way women are excluded 
from knowledge and power.  
 
Thus, religion sets the historical precedent for the exclusion and 
disempowerment of women, and the Bible serves as the discursive vehicle for the 
transmission and perpetuation of sexist ideology, which not only serves to justify 
women’s oppression, but also claims that it is divinely ordained.183 As such, many 
feminists reject the Christian faith in the belief that it not only distorts the relationship 
between the sexes and operates to subjugate woman, but that it also serves to perpetuate 
these distinctions in contemporary society. Like Kristeva, the post-Christian feminist 
Mary Daly also highlights the economic incentives of patriarchal religion, and she argues 
that God has been used to legitimate the existing social and political structures in which 
women and other victimized groups are subordinate, and that crimes against women have 
been silenced and justified within its discursive mechanics. Daly urges that women must 
have the courage to name themselves in what she describes as the ‘profanity of female 
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myth-breaking and myth-making’,184 through stories which convey messages of their 
own history and about female identified power.  
 
Literature is an effective vehicle through which to do this, and feminists have 
appropriated androcentric stories and myths which displace men as the leading 
characters, and instead highlight women’s perspective and experience. For example, in 
the novel The Wild Girl (1999) Michelle Roberts offers a feminist interpretation of 
traditional biblical structures that is inclusive of the female, and this is seen to have 
liberating effects on the protagonist, Mary Magdalen, and the community of women 
disciples, where they are able to live out their full potential as women and experience life 
in all its richness. Similarly, in Between the Worlds March puts into practice a feminist 
revisionary storytelling, where she not only brings to light the atrocities done to women 
in the name of God, but also highlights the close connection between the Church and the 
State to reveal the economic interests in the persecution of women. Through this 
subversive storytelling March contests Christian notions of female ordained roles and 
women’s maligned sexuality, in what Daly would articulate as a ‘profane’ appropriation 
of the word.  
 
In Between the Worlds one of the lesbian protagonists, Tarn, works as a part-
time relief teacher at one of the local schools in Cornwall, where she also lives. She is 
interested in the witch hunts of the fourteenth century, and is carrying out research into 
the witches of Cornwall and the Isle of Man, from where she originates. Tarn has a 
German friend, Leisle, who is a librarian at the University of Cologne, and she plays an 
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instrumental role in translating the Beguine tiles (which are inscribed in Latin) that are 
unearthed while excavating the site for a new supermarket that is to be built in Cologne. 
It is through Tarn’s research, and Tarn’s letters of correspondence with Leisle, that the 
European witch hunts and the persecution of the German Beguines are brought to light. 
The lives and persecution of the witches and the Beguines are connected with the 
experiences of the lesbian feminists in the present day narrative who, like their historical 
sisters, are self-sufficient and independent women and who are also subject to 
discrimination by mainstream society, and similarly find themselves homeless when they 
are evicted from Eastfield Farm. This chronological connection provokes Tarn to observe 
that: ‘There seemed to be no boundary between then and now. As if the two worlds met 
and blended perfectly in that instant’ (BW, p.134),185 a comment which serves to illustrate 
that the persecution of deviant women who stray from the symbolic structures of society 
has a long and violent history. The historical subtext of the narrative reveals the 
conspicuous presence of the Christian Church,186 and this remains significantly in 
evidence in the present day narrative, as observed by Lerryn as she surveys the Cornish 
landscape: ‘to my left was Sennen Church. I let my gaze sweep across the skyline to the 
north until it came to rest on the tower of Buryan Church, a quarter of a circle round the 
horizon’ (BW, p.58). Christianity has been an instrumental force in the historical 
oppression of women and the presence of the churches on the landscape is symbolic of 
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the fact that the legacy of the Christian tradition is deeply ingrained in the modern 
psyche, and continues to have an influence in the modern world.  
 
In the novel, Tarn is interested in discovering more about the witch trials on 
her birth place of the Isle of Man, and her research into the archives at the Manx Museum 
uncovers the fact that no women has ever been involved in making and interpreting the 
law since the very first parliament was established there by the Viking King in 979 AD. 
This makes her think of the discriminatory and biased nature of the justice that was 
imparted to the women accused of witchcraft: ‘the trial of witches by judges and juries 
[was] made up entirely of men from the Church and parliament’ (BW, p.207). This 
quotation reflects Kristeva’s assertion that women have been historically barred from the 
power structures in society. Consequently, women have been subject to male rules where 
the prerogative to name and imbue meaning has been the privilege of men, and where 
concepts of crime and even the construction of good and evil has been in the hands of 
what Daly calls, ‘the myth masters’.187 It also highlights the significant power that was 
invested in the Church, and the close connection that the Church had with the State at the 
time.  
 
Throughout the novel, March contests androcentric meanings and myths. This 
is perhaps best illustrated in Tarn’s retelling of the fairytale of Cinderella, where Anna 
Pappenheimer is a poor, wandering women victimised by the King, Maximilian, who is 
in control of the courts and the legal system. Anna’s family are devout Lutherans in a 
strict Catholic land, and they are consequently accused of heresy. Under torture, Anna 
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confesses to be in league with the devil and she is subsequently burned as a witch. The 
other members of her family are similarly publicly humiliated and violently executed, 
while in the meantime ‘Church bells were ringing to demonstrate the power of 
Christianity over the devil. The crowd sang hymns; and pamphlets were for sale 
describing the sins of the Pappenheimer family’ (BW, p.86). Anna’s terrible fate serves as 
an example to other poor and unfortunate women, and anyone else who challenged 
authority and, consequently, there was less unrest in the province. The apparent didactic 
aim of this story is to illustrate how the King, who is imbued with the power of the State, 
is able to define good and evil and discriminate between life and death. The story of 
Anna serves as exemplar of the tens of thousands of other women who were similarly 
executed as witches.188 March’s subversive storytelling questions notions of good and 
evil, and absolves the witches of their sins through the revelation that the men of God 
were the evil ones in their mass slaughter of innocent women.  
 
The feminist practice of the appropriation of androcentric stories and myths is 
expanded in the novel to also encompass the appropriation of male symbolism and 
naming. For example, when Tarn and her lesbian friends spend a day on the beach they 
come across a cave known as ‘The Celtic Cross’, and one of the women observes that it 
does not look like a cross at all, and she asks, ‘Who has the power to name this cave?’ 
(BW, p.150), subsequently, the friends appropriate the cave as a female icon and rename 
it ‘Raven Woman’. Similarly, in the novel March makes a positive appropriation of the 
word ‘witch’ which generally has negative connotations, such as this dictionary definition 
which describes the witch as ‘an ugly or unpleasant old woman’, who is ‘deemed to have 
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evil magical powers’.189 One of the lesbian residents of Eastfield Farm, Molly, tells 
Lleryn: ‘I am a modern witch, and I need to work our land’ (BW, p.138), and while the 
lesbian residents of the farm are seen to be witch-like in that they live in close harmony 
with nature and dabble with herbs, they are also portrayed as hard working and kind and 
caring women (it is they who find Lleryn on the cliff tops in an abject state and take her 
back to the farm), and their cultivation of the land and self-sufficient life-style should be 
commended. Lerryn receives a letter from her aged ex-lesbian lover, Anna, telling of her 
imminent death. When Lleryn visits Anna she perceives, ‘A woman of depth and loving. 
Someone who, by touching me, could pass something worthwhile on to me. That’s what I 
mean when I say that on looking at Anna the word witch came to my mind’ (BW, p.109). 
This positive appropriation of the witch in the novel reflects the radical feminist notion of 
the witch as a signifier of female rebellion and empowerment that is associated with 
resistance to marriage, independence and women’s community and contests the 
derogatory labelling that is perpetrating by mainstream society. 
  
The lives of the lesbians of Eastfield Farm are a testament to the possibility of 
alternative truths, and to ways of living that are proscribed by the symbolic order. 
Similarly, the Beguine tiles, which are literally dug up out of the ground, emerge as a 
subversive memory of the dead, giving voice to women’s past that would have otherwise 
been silenced, and testify to a different way of living. Inscribed on one of the tiles is the 
message: ‘We make our protest. We are old women now. Writing to you people of the 
future. Read our tiles and know our power’ (BW, p.45). Lerryn gains strength from the 
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knowledge that the Beguines existed: ‘the power of the tiles shone through the glass, 
undiminished. Empowering me through the life of Helga of Cologne’ (BW, p.75). As a 
young girl Helga refutes her destiny as a wife and mother in the patriarchal community of 
the small village in which she lived and ran away from home, and she was subsequently 
responsible for founding the first Beguine community in Cologne.  Inspired by the story 
of Helga Lerryn decides to write her own story: ‘I made a vow that I would try to 
transform my silences into language’ (BW, p.153). In a subversive articulation of her own 
personal history, Lleryn positively tells about lesbian sexuality and love which in the past 
has suffered from derogatory labelling, and where many women afraid of being perceived 
as evil and depraved have modified their behaviour and have repressed their feelings of 
love for other women. In the same way, all of March’s novels positively depict women’s 
sexuality and lesbian relationships which not only contest prevailing discriminatory 
discourses, but also serve as exemplar to other lesbians who, like the character of Lleryn, 
are able to draw strength from the knowledge that there are others like themselves.  
 
The Beguine tiles not only serve to illustrate the possibility of other forms of 
reality and different ways of living, they also testify to the nature of the women’s 
190transgression. On one of the tiles is inscribed the words: ‘We are women with land, 
time, money, and imagination. Old skills. New knowledge. Old wisdom. New ways of 
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being. So the Church of Rome hates us, one and all’ (BW, p.45). The juxtaposition of 
‘new’ with ‘old’ in this quotation highlights the innovative way of life that the Beguines 
represented, as opposed to the long established precepts of the Church. The Beguines 
were not bound by vows and were not subject to papal enclosure, and as such they led a 
self-sufficient and unrestricted existence as independent women-only communities. 
Consisting of multi-skilled craftswomen, the Beguines did not adhere to the traditional 
division of labour, and the fact that they appropriated men’s jobs showed disregard for 
their divinely ordained roles of otherness, and this incurred the wrath of the Church.  
 
Each tile is colourfully inscribed with illustrations of the Beguines carrying 
out their different tasks and demonstrating their various skills: 
  
They wove and spun, producing a good amount, but perhaps more 
dangerously, as far as the guilds were concerned, their work was of a 
very fine quality…They were brewers, fortune tellers, healers, 
midwives, pharmacists, milliners, seamstresses, spinners, tavern 
keepers, thatchers, road workers, lace makers, caterers, wet nurses, 
weavers and sellers of their surplus on the market - oh, and receivers 
of stolen goods. (BW, p.77) 
 
It is apparent from this quotation that the Beguine community not only transgressed the 
relations of production by producing and selling their own goods, but the goods that they 
produced were of superior quality to the ones being produced by the professional male 
centred guilds. In this respect, the Beguines represented a threat to the economy, and 
particularly because at the time the Beguineages were becoming established Europe was 
in transition from rural feudalism to a money economy centred in towns. The Beguines 
flourished in Europe until they were recognised as threat, they were then subsequently 
labelled as heretics by the Church and evicted from the safety of their homes of the 
Beguineages, and forced into marriage or else were doomed to roam the streets. The role 
of the Church in their persecution reveals the connection between the Church and the 
State, and the investments that the Church had in the economy.  
 
In the novel, the persecution of the Beguines is aligned with the 
criminalisation of the witches, who were similarly accused of heretical transgressions 
from the dominant ethos of the Church. Once again, March’s subversive storytelling 
absolves the unfortunate women of their crimes in revealing the true nature of their 
transgression: ‘They died because they were women, poor women, beggar women who 
would formerly have been village healers’ (BW, p.81). This reference to their former 
occupation as ‘village healers’ suggests that, like the Beguines, the witches were women 
in possession of knowledge and skills. Indeed, in her study of the witch hunts Mary Daly 
maintains that the witch burnings were perpetrated by an aspiring intellectual elite class 
of professional men, whose legitimated and officially recognised knowledge was 
threatened and undermined by a cross-section of the female population of Europe, who 
were in possession of higher illegitimate learning of spirituality and healing. Daly asserts 
that male professions such as the clergy, the medical and the law were resentful of 
women’s power and knowledge of nature where they could control fertility, raise their 
young and heal the sick. As such, the witches were perceived to be a threat to the prestige 
and economic power of the rising professionals: ‘This primal battle of principalities and 
powers was at heart concerned with the process of knowing, which the professionals 
wanted to possess and control as their own body of knowledge’.191  
 
Similarly, in Woman, State and the Church, Matilda Gage argues that the 
earliest doctors in Europe were common women who had learnt the virtues and use of 
herbs:  
 
For many hundred years the knowledge of medicine, and its practice 
among the poorer classes, was almost entirely in the hands of women 
and many discoveries in science are due to them, yet an acquaintance 
of herbs soothing to pain, or healing in their qualities, was then 
looked upon as having been acquired through diabolical agency.192  
 
Gage maintains that these women who had the power to heal were erased not only by 
killing them, but by denying that they healed of their own power. It was surmised that 
they were in league with the devil, and in this way any credibility for their knowledge 
and skills was diminished. In the most important medieval work on the subject of the 
witch hunts the Malleus Maleficarum (written by two Dominican priests, Sprenger and 
Kramer, in the fifteenth century) once again women’s wanton sexuality is aligned with 
evil: ‘it is women who are chiefly addicted to evil superstitions. This is, after all, only to 
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be expected for all witchcraft comes from carnal lust, which is in women insatiable’.193 
Thus, the persecution of the Beguines and the witches can be seen as the structural 
control of women by the State, and the Church has evidently had an instrumental role in 
the criminalisation of deviant women that were a threat to the economy and the purity of 
the symbolic community.  
  
In the novel, Tarn’s research into the witch hunts reveals that although the 
witch hunts were rife all over Europe in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, witches 
were not subject to the same treatment everywhere:  
 
What they meant by ‘witchcraft’ seems to have varied widely, been 
amended and added to at will. The crucial issue in all cases seems to 
have been whether the authorities, whatever they were, actually felt 
threatened or not. (BW, p.201) 
 
In a reading of the Between the Worlds as lesbian gothic, Paulina Palmer asserts that this 
examination of the disparate forms that the witch hunts took in different periods and eras 
foregrounds Michel Foucault’s concept of difference, which relates the persecution of the 
witches to the historical context and discursive formation in which they existed. 194 
The disparate persecution of the witches is particularly connected with economic factors, 
because when read in correlation with the experiences of the Beguines it becomes 
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apparent that the persecution of women is most rife in periods and regions of economic 
change or economic recession.  
 
This notion is compounded in the context of the present day narrative of the 
novel in the 1980s, where there is the suggestion that the witch hunts have re-emerged 
once again:   
 
There are some women of our age for whom the future feels closed. 
There’s much disillusionment everywhere – in politics, of course, 
but also in everyday life. Years and years of Thatcher, then Major, 
have done that. Nothing is safe or secure. No job is safe. No 
government benefit is safe. No retirement plan is safe. Nothing. (BW, 
p.206) 
 
This quotation, which is articulated near the end of the novel in one of Tarn’s letters to 
Lleryn, makes reference to Margaret Thatcher. This places the novel in its socio-
historical context of the 1980s, and brings to mind the controversial policies that were 
implemented during Thatcher’s time as Prime Minister which had detrimental effects on 
the position of women in society. Thatcher was instrumental in the propagation of 
ideologies concerning the cult of the home and the valorisation of motherhood, and the 
introduction of government policies which undermined the welfare state - curbing 
benefits that enabled married women to work and to reproduce outside of the 
heterosexual family structure.195 The similarity between Thatcherite discourse and 
Christian discourse is apparent, and the implications are that once again women were 
being victimised by the State and coerced back into their naturally ordained roles as 
wives and mothers. The repetition of the word ‘unsafe’ in the above quotation emphasises 
the precarious position of women in contemporary society, and it also underlines the 
historical parallels with the Beguines and the witches, who were similarly persecuted for 
their deviation from women’s prescribed roles in the relations of production as wives and 
mothers.  
 
The analogy between Thatcherite discourse and Christian discourse is made 
more evident in an address that Thatcher made to the General Assembly of the Church of 
Scotland on 21 May 1988, which the Scottish Press named ‘The Sermon on the 
Mound’.196 In the address, Thatcher offers theological justifications for her ideas on 
capitalism and the market economy, and on her ethic of individualism, by directly 
quoting from the Bible. She claims that, ‘Christianity is about spiritual redemption, not 
social reform’,197 and she quotes Saint Paul: ‘If a man will not work he shall not eat’.198 
While this comment serves to displace the governments responsibility in the support of 
the unemployed (of which there were over three million) and the less fortunate members 
of society, it also serves to exemplify yet another instance of the State’s appropriation of 
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Christianity as a discursive means through which to justify its economic policies in what 
is also significant as a period of severe economic recession.  
 
Thatcher, herself, acknowledges the historical connection between the Church 
and the State, and she also attests to the importance of Christianity to modern society: 
 
The Christian religion - which, of course, embodies many of the 
great spiritual and moral truths of Judaism - is a fundamental part of 
our national heritage. And I believe it is the wish of the 
overwhelming majority of people that this heritage should be 
preserved and fostered. For centuries it has been our very life blood. 
And indeed we are a nation whose ideals are founded on the Bible.199 
 
Here, Thatcher is in effect echoing the ideas of Julia Kristeva, who was quoted at the 
beginning of this chapter, in highlighting the relevance of patriarchal monotheism to 
modern society, and in the assertion that modern society is founded on biblical precepts. 
However, the apparent difference is that while Kristeva’s critique of patriarchal religion 
effectively denounces Christianity in that it operates to distort the relationship between 
the sexes and subjugate women, Thatcher is actually endorsing and promoting 
Christianity. Moreover, Thatcher claims that in her support of Christianity she is 
articulating the beliefs of the majority of the population of Britain, and that she herself is 
speaking as a Christian, as well as a politician - an identification which implies that her 
policies have a divine righteousness about them. Thatcher also promotes the teaching of 
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the Christian faith in the school curriculum: ‘I believe strongly that politicians must see 
that religious education has a proper place in the school curriculum’200 - with the aim, one 
assumes, that its discursive effects will be instilled in the population at a young age, such 
that, women will blindly accept their gender roles in the perception that they are natural 
and God-given.201  
 
In view of March’s portrayal of the historical suffering of millions of women 
at the hands of the Christian faith, Thatcher’s alignment with Christianity and her 
political appropriation of Christian discourse has worrying implications. In this way, I 
think March achieves a covert political critique and condemnation of Thatcherism, which 
can be seen as another attempt by the State to once again subjugate deviant women to the 
symbolic structures of society in a time of economic crisis.  
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Psychotic Lesbians 
 
In the contemporary narrative of Between the Worlds, the lesbian protagonists, 
Lerryn and Tarn, demonstrate their propensity for psychotic behaviour throughout the 
novel as they are beset by suicidal tendencies, visions and hallucinations and episodic 
madness. In this section, I will argue that March’s portrayal of her protagonists’ unstable 
psychological states illustrates the precarious and provisional nature of identity, and 
demonstrates that the fulfilment of lesbian sexuality is not easily accommodated within 
the symbolic structures of society. In order to elucidate on this I will draw closely upon 
Julia Kristeva’s psychoanalytic discourse of exile and estrangement, and particularly her 
notion of lesbian sexuality as a psychotic and culturally unintelligible practice. I will also 
explore the psychotic nature of March’s text where the interweaving of reality with myth, 
and realism with poetic language, reveals the polyvalent and unstable nature of language 
and ultimately the instability of the subject. In conclusion, I will argue that March’s 
depiction of lesbian experience in Between the Worlds is somewhat problematic, where 
the community of women, which in Three Ply Yarn showed political promise in the 
attainment of social transformation, is now relegated to a self-contained and marginal 
existence located on the borders of society. In one respect this is personally empowering 
but in a revolutionary context it can be perceived as ineffectual.  
        
Following Jacques Lacan’s psychoanalytic description of the discursive 
construction of the individual in language, Kristeva maintains that the subject is a 
stranger to identity since it is endlessly generated and negated within discourse, and has 
no access to the authentic self or to reality. In a reworking of Lacan’s Symbolic and 
Imaginary phases of identity formation Kristeva identifies two modalities of speech - the 
symbolic and the semiotic - whereas the symbolic is the rational signifying order of rules 
and codes by which we communicate, the semiotic is the realm of the instinctive and 
maternal, consisting of all that cannot be encoded within the symbolic: 
 
The symbolic order functions in the monotheistic West on a system 
of speech that involves an increasingly logical, simple, positive and 
‘scientific’ form of communication that is stripped of all stylistic, 
rhythmic and ‘poetic’ ambiguities. The role of the ‘mother’ (the 
repressed element) includes not only the drives (of which the most 
basic is that of aggressive rejection) but also, through the education 
of the sphincters, the first training of these drives in the oral/anal 
phase, marked by rhythms, intonations and gestures which as yet 
have no significance.202 
 
Although Kristeva maintains that the subject is discursively constructed in language, she 
also embodies the subject in material practice by linking it with the Freudian psychic 
drives. She identifies the auto-erotic, pre-Oedipal, pre-linguistic body which she calls the 
semiotic body. This is where the drive processes are produced and where, in the 
structuring of innate drives, the female elements of the psyche are repressed into the 
unconscious. Thus, the subject is divided between unconscious and conscious and is seen 
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to inhabit both culture and nature, where cultural forces constrain and inhibit the natural 
drive processes of the body. However, Kristeva argues that these semiotic drives are not 
permanently repressed but constantly verge on the borders of identity, threatening the 
stability of the subject and the symbolic order.  
 
Thus, for Kristeva identity is precarious and unstable. Her notion of the 
‘subject-in-process’ encapsulates the idea that identity is not fixed but constantly 
developing, and the coherence of the subject is constantly on trial being tested against the 
various contexts in which it exists. Furthermore, Kristeva asserts that although the 
semiotic is not consciously available to the subject it can be expressed through aesthetic 
practice and creativity. The semiotic can be particularly expressed through poetic 
language which disrupts the relationship between words and meanings, where literary 
devices such as metaphor, imagery and alliteration recreate maternal rhythms and the 
heterogeneity of the pre-oedipal, pre-linguistic body. Throughout this section, I will 
explore how the stability of March’s protagonists, and the coherence of the narrative, are 
rendered unstable by the intrusion of the female elements of the psyche.  
 
The opening chapter of Between the Worlds focuses on Tarn who is at home 
going about her daily tasks of tidying the house, reading her mail and answering the 
telephone. She lives in a small terraced cottage, which is situated in Cornwall, not far 
from the coast and the lesbian feminist commune of Eastfield Farm. Tarn lives alone, she 
is divorced from her husband and her two daughters are grown-up and have left home 
(later in the novel Tarn embarks on a lesbian relationship with Lleryn who rents a cottage 
nearby). Within the first few pages of the novel the reader learns that Tarn was uprooted 
from her birth place of the Isle of Man when she was fifteen years old, when her parents 
moved to Cornwall. We also learn that Tarn’s daughters are currently living abroad: 
Helen, her elder daughter, has recently settled in Cologne; while Joss, her younger 
daughter, is currently living in Hong Kong but is about to return to London. Tarn’s 
granddaughter, Yuki, was born in Hong Kong, and is half-English and half-Japanese, and 
although aged only eight she can already speak three languages. Tarn herself is a 
language teacher and is also fluent in three different languages: French, German and 
Japanese, not counting her native language of English.  
 
For the purposes of my reading of the novel, which draws closely on 
Kristeva’s ideas, the opening chapter is important because it creates a sense of crossing 
and blurring of linguistic and cultural boundaries, and a sense of women’s alienation and 
exile. I think this is analogous to Kristeva’s notion of female travellers who are never at 
rest in the symbolic realm: ‘All women are female voyagers in perpetual transit over 
foreign lands in which they never quite feel at home’.203 Although Kristeva maintains that 
the discursively constructed subject has no access to the authentic self or reality, she also 
argues that women experience a more profound estrangement than men. Firstly, within 
the symbolic order meaning is attributed to visible sexual difference, in the presence or 
absence of the penis, so that women are always defined as lack or as other, and as such all 
women are subjects of loss inside language. Secondly, women are also in some measure 
exiles on the edge of language where they have been alienated from the world of thought, 
knowledge and culture in which they have rarely had an active part.  
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In the novel, the image of travelling women of no fixed abode is further 
compounded in the subtext with the historical references to the Beguines and the witches, 
who were literally rendered homeless and forced to wander the streets. Later in this 
section, I will discuss the lesbian commune of Eastfield Farm, otherwise known as 
Woman’s Land, as exemplar of the radical lesbian feminist concept of a separate female 
space, where unconstrained by the presence of men or the laws of the symbolic women 
are able to cast off their socially sanctioned roles and identities and are empowered 
through communion with the female, and therefore can be said to be at home.  
  
Throughout the novel, lesbian protagonists, Lerryn and Tarn, are individually 
subjected to some kind of ordeal where they are consequently seen to struggle to maintain 
a grip on their sanity. Early in the novel, Lerryn is introduced to the reader in an acutely 
depressed state and on the brink of suicide; where six years on from being jilted by her 
long-term lesbian lover she is unable to find purpose or meaning in life. She complains 
‘there was nothing left to do’ (BW, p.13), and that despite her close friendship with Jules 
and Tessa, who had families of their own ‘there was nothing they could say that would 
give me back sense of self’ (BW, p.16). Lleryn returns to her birth place, Cornwall, and 
seated on her favourite rock overlooking the sea she gets drunk on brandy, fills her 
pockets with rocks and is resolved to drown herself.  
 
Lleryn’s depressed condition can be explained in terms of Kristeva’s notion 
that melancholia and depression acknowledge that at the heart of human experience lies 
an inconsolable grief over the estranged nature of existence. This is caused by the 
irredeemable separation from the mother and the authentic self that prefigures our access 
to language: ‘We are all melancholy mourners, witness to the death that marks our 
psychic inception’.204 This refers to the process that we undergo in order to become full 
subjects and participate in the symbolic community, where the child needs to expel the 
maternal body through what Kristeva calls abjection. Abjection is pre-identity, pre-
subject and pre-object and marks the transition between dependence and independence of 
the maternal body. Separation from the mother signifies the loss of maternal space and 
polymorphous pleasure and enables language acquisition. Along with the semiotic, 
Kristeva identifies the abject as a repressed female element of the psyche; however, the 
abject arouses horror and disgust, as it constitutes all that is reviled by society. Like the 
semiotic, the abject is not permanently excluded and requires constant reinforcement of 
the paternal law to prevent it from threatening the stability of the subject and the 
symbolic.  
 
Elizabeth Grosz maintains that abjection illustrates the extent to which 
identity is socially constructed: 
 
Abjection is the body’s acknowledgement that the boundaries and 
limits imposed on it are really social projections - effects of design, 
not nature. It testifies to the precarious grasp of the subject on its 
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own identity, an assertion that the subject may slide back into the 
impure chaos out of which it was formed.205 
 
In the novel, evidence suggests that Lerryn is suffering from abjection in that she has lost 
her ‘sense of self’ and reason for being. The effect of being drunk is analogous to the 
psychical chaos of abjection in the perceptual blurring of boundaries, slurring of words 
and the incoherence of structured thought. The sea has a conspicuous presence in the 
novel, where the rhythmic sound of the ocean dashing against the rocks is never far from 
hearing, and the landscape is riddled with fast-flowing streams leading to the ocean, all of 
which is reminiscent of the sounds in the maternal womb, and signifies the proximity of 
the abject. Also, the women’s homes are scattered along the coastline, and their 
precarious position on the cliff tops serves as a metaphorical reminder of the abyss of 
abjection that the subject can fall back into.  
 
Apart from Lerryn’s intended suicide there are several other references to 
death by drowning in the novel. For example, Tarn has a dream about a woman called 
Ellan Vannin, who lived in the fourteenth century. Ellan is accused of witchcraft, and her 
distraught lesbian lover consequently fills her skirt pockets with rocks and walks into the 
sea. There is also an allusion to Virginia Woolf, whose famous tragic fate of the watery 
grave this emulates. As a modernist writer Woolf is of particular interest to Kristeva.206 
Kristeva exemplifies Woolf who ‘sank wordlessly into the river’ as another of ‘those 
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women disillusioned with meanings and words’.207 Kristeva argues that subjects who 
suffer from abjection are either estranged from language or live in a precarious existence 
on its margins. Abjection signifies a return to a state prior to signification, and a return to 
the maternal body where self-seeking and destructive drives take over, specifically when 
there is no symbolic system to repress them:  
 
Once the moorings of the word, the ego, the superego, begin to slip, 
life itself can’t hang on: death quietly moves in. Suicide without a 
cause, or sacrifice without fuss…as though it were simply a matter 
of making an inevitable, irresistible and self-evident transition.208  
 
Lleryn as an artist and a lesbian demonstrates this estrangement from language and the 
symbolic order, and as she contemplates her impending departure from this world she 
repeats the words, ‘From the sea and to the sea return me’ (BW, p.11). This suggests a 
return to the pre-Oedipal archaic state where the boundaries between subject and object 
are fluid, and where Lleryn’s detachment from the symbolic and this world will be 
complete.  
 
As in previous novels March makes the connection between lesbian desire and 
nature where lesbian intimacies are usually instigated in the countryside, or at least in 
some measure apart from mainstream society and its symbolic structures. In Between the 
Worlds the sexual aspect of the lesbian relationship is made more apparent, rather than 
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the emotional bonding between women that was the focus of Three Ply Yarn. However, 
lesbian eroticism is described indirectly through the symbolism and metaphors of nature. 
This is exemplified in this description of Tarn and Lerryn’s lovemaking: ‘she was the 
height of summer, there in my arms and I in hers, round and sunlit and full and flowing. 
And our harvest was plenty, plenty’ (BW, p.149). This analogy between lesbian desire 
and nature suggests that lesbian sexuality is prediscursive, and this is in consonance with 
Kristeva’s notion that lesbian desire is prior to acculturisation. However, for Kristeva, if 
lesbian desire is pre-discursive then the consummation of lesbian desire leads to the 
psychotic unravelling of identity, and she describes lesbian experience as a regressive 
libidinal state and a site of an irretrievable self-loss. In this way, lesbian sexuality is 
intrinsically unintelligible: 
 
The homosexual - maternal facet is a whirl of words, a complete 
absence of meaning and seeing; it is feeling, displacement, rhythm, 
sound, flashes, and fantasied clinging to the maternal body as a 
screen against the plunge…for woman, a paradise lost but seemingly 
close at hand.209 
 
This disturbance of meaning is evident in the novel in the descriptions of Tarn and 
Lerryn’s lovemaking, and can be seen as the emergence of the semiotic impinging on the 
logocentric structures of the main text where, in a subversion of the paternal law, 
metaphor, rhythm and symbolism of the poetic recalls the original libidinal multiplicity 
of the maternal body. For Kristeva, female homosexuality is the most violent rejection of 
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the paternal law and the symbolic since it breaks the incest taboo in an unmediated way. 
Intrinsically unintelligible lesbian sexuality is culturally unsustainable and constituted as 
other lesbians are exiled to the borders of the symbolic. 
 
In the novel, this exile of lesbian sexuality from the realm of the symbolic is 
conveyed by the geographical location of the lesbian feminist commune of Eastfield 
Farm, which is literally located on the borders of society, at Land’s End in Cornwall. 
Among the women’s community Eastfield Farm was known as Women’s Land. This 
name reflects its status as a physical and psychological female space that has not been 
colonized by man and where, unrestricted, women are free to be themselves (whatever 
that may be), and where they are empowered through communion with the female. 
Women’s Land is described as an ‘elemental place of strange boggy energies which 
could suck you in if you weren’t careful so that you would never want to leave’ (BW, 
p.25). The ‘boggy energies’ in this quotation are suggestive of the emergence of the 
semiotic and a return to maternal terrain.  
 
Lerryn’s attempted suicide is thwarted by the timely interruption of the three 
women friends from Eastfield Farm; Cherry, Beech and Molly (appropriate names for 
lesbians which reflect their affinity to nature - Cherry and Beech are the names of trees, 
and Molly is the name of a fish) who, while scouring the cliff tops taking photographs of 
plants, come across Lerryn’s unconscious body and take her back to the farm. The farm 
provides womb-like comfort and protection for Lleryn that is reminiscent of the first 
home in the maternal body, enabling her to undergo a healing process and regain her 
health and strength. Lleryn refers to the farm as a ‘Healing Sanctuary’ (BW, p.60). This 
reflects Kristeva’s assertion that although rejection of the mother is crucial for identity 
formation, the suffering speaking subject also finds comfort in the mother where a return 
to the wholeness of the pre-oedipal state heals the psychic separation inflicted through the 
acquisition of language.  
 
Reunion with the mother is paradise regained. This is recreated in the 
narrative of the novel through picturesque scenes of rural idyll which is characterised by 
hidden woodlands, babbling brooks and cascading waterfalls, and Lerryn wanders 
through it all experiencing a kind of polymorphous pleasure in being at one with her 
natural surroundings: ‘I was part of everything and everything was part of me. I was 
home’ (BW, p.60). The mother is also resurrected in the symbolism that describes the 
landscape of Women’s Land. The image of Lerryn standing astride the land admiring the 
view has erotic lesbian connotations: ‘I was in a wide and undulating valley, its lines and 
shapes sensuously female, with well-placed soft, hairy areas, luxuriously erotic, 
tantalisingly available, resting there in the sunlight’ (BW, p.58). Lerryn admits to the 
urges of her inner drives: ‘Yes, I’m feeling the need to touch the land’ (p.57) and 
unrestricted, she responds with a kind of ecstatic joy: ‘above me were blue skies, bright 
and clear with the translucent light…Great surges of delight rose through me like a song’ 
(p.59). This description is again reminiscent of an ecstatic (re-) union with nature and a 
return to the pre-oedipal state. 
 
Although situated on the borders of mainstream society and the symbolic the 
self-sufficient community of Women’s Land is not totally isolated or protected from the 
intrusion of the symbolic law, and this is illustrated when the women suddenly receive a 
letter of notice of eviction from the owner’s solicitors. The news has a devastating effect 
on the women which is symbolically enacted in Lerryn’s vision of the unborn baby 
calves: ‘there was blood everywhere, as if the calves were being evicted from their safe, 
womb-like existence’ (BW, p.93). The violent ejection of the baby calves from the cow’s 
bodies is analogous to the women’s eviction from the farm, and by implication their 
separation from the protection and comfort of the mother. When the farm is nearly burnt 
down by a mysterious fire the women are suspected, and they hastily hide their lesbian 
literature and any evidence of their sexualities in case the house is searched by the police. 
Cherry’s comment, ‘We had every reason, all of us, to have no trust for the straight world 
of the police, anywhere on earth’ (BW, p.143), serves as a reminder of their status as 
other and their subjection to the symbolic and the paternal law.  
 
Both Tarn and Lerryn were born and grew up on the edge of the symbolic 
community: Tarn was born on the Isle of Man, and Llerryn was born and grew up by the 
Cornish coast. They also both have jobs where their relationship to language is estranged: 
Tarn is multi-lingual and a language teacher, and Lerryn is an artist. This physical 
separation and linguistic estrangement from the symbolic structures of society indicate 
that their identities are not so strictly defined, and this is also signified in the full version 
of their respective names,‘Taarnagh’ and ‘Lerryn Trevonnian’ which have a poetic and 
otherworldly quality about them. The two women’s personal histories are in consonance 
with psychoanalytic explanations of psychosis. Kristeva argues that psychosis is 
characterised by the foreclosure of the name of the father, where foreclosure denotes a 
primordial expulsion of the fundamental signifier (the phallus) from the subject’s 
symbolic universe. Having foreclosed the castrating phallus, the psychotic subject can 
thus be said never to have entered the symbolic order. Unlike repressed signifiers, 
foreclosed signifiers do not return from the ‘inside’, they re-emerge in the real, 
particularly through the phenomenon of hallucination.210 Like Lleryn, who has the vision 
of the baby calves, Tarn is also subject to visions and hallucinations. For example, she 
imaginatively conjures up the female form of Ellan Vannin in a subversive renaming of 
the Isle of Man: ‘It was as if the Isle of Man itself was a sort of mother or grandmother to 
me…She became very real in my imagination. At night before I slept I’d say, “Good 
night Ellan Vannin” as if she was a real person who could really hear me’ (BW, p.7). Tarn 
frequently complains that she feels the desire to return to the Isle where she was born: 
‘Something is calling me back there’ (BW, p.49), which can be understood as the call of 
the mother, and is also symptomatic of her estrangement from the symbolic.  
 
Tarn’s most violent and disturbing psychotic episode is triggered by the shock 
of the death of her granddaughter, Vorrie, who dies from cot death while Tarn is 
babysitting. On finding the dead baby Tarn cries out: ‘This…is…my grandchild’s…dead 
body. No spirit. No child. No grandchild. Nothing. How is it that the descent to hell 
begins with…Nothing’ (BW, p.173). Tarn’s discovery of Vorrie’s dead body begins a 
horrific encounter with the abject where she nearly loses her grip on sanity and reality 
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forever.211 In emotional turmoil wracked by sorrow and guilt and blamed by her daughter 
for Vorrie’s death, Tarn flees to the Isle of Man, telling Lerryn, ‘I am on a long journey 
to the centre of the self. When I at last arrive, I will be able to return to you with love and 
beauty to offer once again’ (BW, p.179). Tarn’s journey home to the Isle of Man is 
analogous to the psychical journey she undertakes to commune with the repressed 
elements of her psyche: the semiotic and the abject mother.  
 
Tarn rents a secluded cottage on the cliff tops, and the relentless sound of the 
rhythm of the ocean waves that she can hear pounding the shores of the Island is 
evocative of the sounds of the womb, and signifies a return to the maternal body and the 
encroaching abyss of abjection which threatens to immerse her. The sound prompts Tarn 
to take stock of her identity: ‘In the valley here, when I stand in the dark and listen to the 
beat of the sea, I hear a rhythm: M. Mother. Other. M. Mother. Other. M. Mother. M. 
Mother. M. Mother. Other. The Other is the one I might have been if I hadn’t become a 
mother. But I did, and then became Vorries’ mother’s mother’ (BW, p.183). This means 
that in becoming a mother Tarn fulfilled her social role, and through this acceptance of 
the paternal law she took her place in the symbolic realm and attained subjectivity. 
However, if she had not become a mother she would have been rendered a non-entity in 
the symbolic, a derogatory spinster, which is her realisation when she cries, ‘No 
child…nothing’ (BW, p.173) on finding Vorrie’s dead body. The loss of her grandchild, 
and the subsequent rejection by her own child, who blames her for Vorrie’s death, means 
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that Tarn, no longer mother or grandmother, has lost her socially sanctioned identity and 
as such she no longer figures in the symbolic community. 
  
Kristeva argues that motherhood is significant in that the satisfaction of 
homosexual desire is displaced in the incorporation of maternal identity. Childbirth, like 
poetic language, is a form of the semiotic which permits a non-psychotic experience of 
the heterogeneity and dependency that is characteristic of the maternal body, and one 
which can be sustained within the terms of the symbolic. Whereas Sigmund Freud 
equates women’s desire for a child with her desire for a penis (or rather access to the 
symbolic power with which the penis equates), Kristeva argues that the maternal instinct 
is present in women because it brings on natural psychosis: 
 
By giving birth, the woman enters into contact with her mother, she 
becomes, she is her own mother; they are the same continuity 
differentiating itself. She thus actualises the homosexual facet of 
motherhood, through which a woman is simultaneously closer to her 
instinctual memory, more open to her psychosis, and consequently 
more nugatory of the social, symbolic bond.212 
 
Therefore, in the novel, bereft of her grandchild and rejected by her own child Tarn has 
lost her maternal identity, and is now solely defined by her lesbian sexuality. In 
Kristeva’s terms this is the unmediated cathexis of homosexual desire and, consequently, 
Tarn is hurled into the abyss of abjection.  
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Tarn’s encounter with the abject is metaphorically enacted when she loses 
consciousness and enters the psyche of Ellan Vannin, and where she imaginatively 
reconstructs Ellan Vannin’s torturous death (Ellan Vannin lived in the fourteenth century. 
She was married with a child but she had an affair with another woman.  The child died, 
and when her husband found out about her lesbianism Ellan was accused of witchcraft, 
and, consequently, as punishment she was imprisoned in a spiked barrel and rolled down 
a hill to her death). Tarn’s crimes against the symbolic order reflect Ellan Vannin’s - the 
death of her baby and her lesbian sexuality - and Tarn considers how she could have met 
with the same fate as Ellan a few hundred years ago. Tarn experiences the pain of Ellan’s 
suffering and actually feels the spikes puncture her own body, and she is on the verge of 
losing her sanity altogether when the voice of Ellan commands her to remove the spikes 
and to, ‘Face it, face it now’ (BW, p.216). This means that Tarn has to come to terms with 
the loss of her grandchild. Furthermore, Tarn must come to terms with the suffering that 
permeates all women’s lives, and particularly the pain and alienation that female 
homosexuality brings, where lesbians are constituted as other and persecuted for their 
deviance from the paternal law. In her realisation and acceptance of this Tarn emerges 
from her abject state ready to face the world, and ready to resume her lesbian relationship 
with Lerryn. 
 
Tarn describes her nightmarish visions and frightening encounter with Ellan 
Vannin in her daily letters to Lerryn, which she attests help to keep her sane: ‘Writing to 
you at this hour is what keeps me from falling into oblivion’ (BW, p.174). Significantly, 
Tarn’s letters comprise the final three chapters of the novel; they are written in the first 
person and contain the fictional reconstruction of Ellan Vannin’s death. In terms of 
Kristeva, this verbalisation of Tarn’s psychotic experiences in writing can be understood 
as the displacement of the semiotic and the abject mother into language:  
 
Once however one allows for the passage of the body (visions, 
archaic memories, jouissance) into language, the human condition of 
uprootedness is eased. Thus when writing and thought draws on the 
infinite capacities of language for renewal through recognising the 
presence of the drives in speech; it finds another mother tongue.213 
 
In her letters Tarn constitutes herself as an ‘I’, a speaking subject within language, and 
she confirms that, ‘I am able to maintain my boundaries between sanity and the other 
worlds beyond’ (BW, p.212). As such, in terms of the above quotation, her identity can be 
seen to be stabilized through her identification with the symbolic, and by conferring to 
the paternal law.  
 
Similarly, Lleryn also emerges from her abject state to maintain some sort of 
coherent identity and she considers how, ‘I am still Lerryn Trevonnian, with meaning, 
structure and purpose, even though waves and waves of events and incidents had been 
impinging on me since the day I had been born’ (BW, p.60). Like Tarn, Lerryn’s 
enunciation of her own name signifies her position within the symbolic order as a 
speaking subject, although both their names which retain a poetic and an otherworldly 
quality indicate their precarious existence. As Lleryn and Tarn struggle to come to terms 
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with suffering and the loss of their loved ones, their identities are seen to be severely 
tested, and they teeter on the boundaries of sanity and madness and life and death. In this 
way, Lerryn and Tarn can be seen to be exemplary of Kristeva’s ‘subject-in-process’. 
Their unstable identities are seen to negotiate between the boundaries of the semiotic and 
the symbolic, where their psychotic propensities can be explained by their affinity to the 
mother which is, to an extent, wrought by the unmediated fulfilment of homosexual 
desire through their lesbian sexualities. The unstable nature of their identities illustrates 
the tenuous grip that the symbolic has on its subject, where the emergence of the semiotic 
constantly threatens its power. However, the semiotic is seen to be always accompanied 
by a loss of identity and, ultimately, the women’s coherent identities and their ability to 
function in the world depends on their acquiescence to the symbolic order. 
 
A Kristevan reading of Between the Worlds reveals how the symbolic is 
constructed on repressed maternal terrain, and where the emergence of the semiotic and 
the abject, as the expression of original multiplicity of the maternal body, has the 
potential to disrupt and challenge the hegemony of the paternal law. Kristeva’s focus on 
the individual speaking subject which she sees as intrinsically unstable, harbours the 
potential for revolution in the disruption of meaning and thought: ‘By recognising the 
unspoken in all discourse, however revolutionary, by emphasising at each point whatever 
remains unsatisfied, repressed, new, eccentric, incomprehensible, that which disturbs the 
mutual understanding of the established powers’.214 In the novel, the emergence of the 
semiotic disrupts the signifying process of the text, and the stability of the protagonist’s 
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precarious mental states to reveal the tenuous grip that the symbolic has on its subject, 
and thus opens space for subversion. However, the emergence of the semiotic is also seen 
to be accompanied by a loss of coherence and identity and is therefore culturally 
unsustainable. Nevertheless, the encounter with the maternal is productive in that it 
results in a renewal of meaning and thought. This is conveyed in the symbolism of rebirth 
when Lerryn and Tarn emerge from their psychotic experiences, for example, Lerryn 
attests, ‘I was standing on firm earth. Breathing water as if through gills, as if I were the 
first creature to emerge from the sea, crawling on the earth, adapting to the changes’ (BW, 
p.36). Through their encounter with the hidden part of their psyches the women’s 
perspectives on their own identities and the world is radically altered. Similarly, through 
their encounter with March’s novels, the reader is also provoked to think about the 
hidden part of themselves and the possibilities it may harbour for their own sexualities. 
 
In conclusion, I would like to argue that March’s depiction of lesbian 
experience in Between the World’s is problematic. In Three Ply Yarn the lesbian 
community was evoked in both the content and the form of the novel and held the 
promise of political unity and cultural reform, but in Between the Worlds the community 
of lesbians has retreated into the microcosmic feminist space of Women’s Land. This 
self-sufficient community of women has positive implications for its individual residents, 
in that freed of restrictive gender roles they are permitted to discover their full potential 
in a safe and protective environment. However, its potential as a revolutionary force in 
the women’s movement is questionable as they remain separate and isolated from 
mainstream society. Kristeva critiques radical feminist notions of women’s difference 
from men as the basis for the need for a female society, which is usually imagined as the 
attainment of some idyllic existence because of its situation outside of androcentrism: 
‘this counter society is imagined as harmonious, without prohibitions, free and fulfilling 
since it is precisely an a-topia, a place outside the law, utopia’s floodgate’.215 In her 
representation of Women’s Land, March similarly creates a feminist idyll where women 
lovingly nurture the land and are nurtured by it in return, and where they can live and 
love together without constraint or fear of reprisal. However, March seems to share 
Kristeva’s contention that the lesbian community, although separate from mainstream 
society is not outside its laws, as exemplified in the women’s sudden and unexpected 
eviction from the farm.  
 
In the epilogue to the novel, Tarn and Lerryn have acquired a new stretch of 
land for the women’s community, and in surveying the new Women’s Land they rest 
assured of its perpetuity as it is to be safeguarded in Land Trust. However, Tarn’s enquiry 
of, ‘Where are the boundaries?’ (BW, p.225) indicates that theirs is only a minority space. 
This puts into question the future security of the land and its women residents as it is 
evident that they will remain subject to the wider symbolic community and the 
vicissitudes of the economy, and when one takes into account women’s past history there 
can be no guarantee that they will not be rendered homeless again. 
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Part III 
 
Race and Class in the Novels of Joan Riley (1958 -*) 
 
Introduction 
 
Joan Riley was born in 1958 into a working-class family in Saint Mary, 
Jamaica, where she was the youngest of eight children, and where she experienced at first 
hand the dire effects of poverty and the debilitating consequences of being situated at the 
bottom of the Jamaican social system. While at school in Jamaica Riley received a 
classical education where she studied William Shakespeare and the English canon, and 
because at the time more writers from the Black diaspora were being published she was 
also exposed to other Caribbean, African and African-American writers. In 1976 she left 
Jamaica to live in Britain where she attended the University of Sussex and the University 
of London, and she subsequently obtained a position working in the social services. In 
1985 Riley’s first novel The Unbelonging was published in Britain, and this was shortly 
followed by the publication of her other novels: Waiting in the Twilight (1987), Romance 
(1988), A Kindness to the Children (1992), and also an anthology of short stories Leave 
to Stay: Stories of Exile and Estrangement (1996) which she co-edited with the New 
Zealand poet Briar Wood.  
Riley’s novels depict the experiences of poor Jamaican immigrant women in 
Britain, where subject to blatant racism from a hostile white society, and also subject to a 
vicious sexism within their own families they are prevented from attaining a sense of self, 
and making a decent life for themselves. Riley’s novels fit into the tradition of exile 
novels that were written in Britain during the 1940s and 1950s, such as George 
Lamming’s The Emigrants (1950) and Sam Selvon’s The Lonely Londoners (1956). This 
is a notable period in British history when black immigrants first began to enter the 
country on a mass scale, and is marked by the arrival of the SS. Empire Windrush on 22 
June 1948, which deposited 492 black immigrants onto British shores. Riley novels were 
unprecedented as for the first time they documented the experience of diaspora from a 
female perspective.  
 
Riley believes that she occupies a special position as a writer in that she is 
depicting a reality that has never before been represented, in either Jamaican or British 
fiction. Previously, Jamaican writers have derived from the rich middle-class elite, and 
consequently, portrayals of the poor tend to reproduce that perspective and are distorted. 
As such, Riley claims that she has never before read any fiction that she can personally 
identify with: ‘There’s never been a voice that’s a poor voice, and I’ve never, ever seen 
myself reflected in Jamaican fiction’.216 Riley asserts that her own subjective experiences 
of her socio-economic background and her observations as a social worker, where she 
witnessed at first hand the consequences of the endemic racism in British society, enables 
her to identify with and accurately depict her black working-class characters: ‘I have 
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credibility. I know the masses’.217 The authenticity of Riley’s writing is also maintained 
by her use of Jamaican dialect which she considers very important, and by the social 
realist narrative she employs.  
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Chapter 7 
 
Writing Race in The Unbelonging (1985) 
‘A sudden longing to be with black people surged within her’. 218 
 
The Unbelonging is Joan Riley’s first novel and the story focuses on the 
experiences of Hyacinth, an eleven year old black immigrant girl who is unexpectedly 
summoned by her father to leave her home in Jamaica to come to live with him in Britain. 
The narrative of the novel traces the progression of Hyacinth’s life from her arrival at the 
airport in England, up to her attending university and finally returning to where she 
considers she belongs - her home in Jamaica. Hyacinth’s journey through the novel is one 
of physical and psychological suffering from which there is no respite. She is subjected to 
blatant racist attacks at school, and also in her father’s house she is subjected to a violent 
abuse that almost culminates in her incestuous rape, an experience which is to leave her 
mentally scarred. In order to escape from her unbearable existence the young Hyacinth 
imaginatively recreates a fantasy land based on her memories of her home in Jamaica, 
where she is loved and secure. In the hope of returning there one day, Hyacinth 
concentrates all her energies into passing her exams which she believes will enable her to 
get a good job, and thus permit her return. At the end of the novel, Hyacinth does return 
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to Jamaica, however, once there, she is shocked and disgusted by the appalling poverty in 
which she once lived and she realises that her dreams have been an illusion and that 
Jamaica, like Britain, is a country wracked by class inequality and racist structures. 
Hyacinth is rejected by her childhood friend, Florence, on the basis that she no longer 
belongs there, and the novel ends as it begins with Hyacinth alone and afraid, seeking 
imaginative refuge in the little green cave of undergrowth that she remembers from her 
childhood. This cyclical narrative structure signifies that, ultimately, Hyacinth remains 
entrapped in the discourses of race, gender and class that have defined her whole life.  
 
In this chapter, I will examine the debilitating effects of racism and sexism on 
Hyacinth’s identity, and I will argue that Riley’s depiction of her personal suffering 
highlights the need for strategies of resistance that focus on the idea of culture, history 
and community which play an important part in the formation of identity, and provide a 
sense of empowerment and belonging. In this respect, I will assert that the novel itself is 
an important contribution to the record of black women’s experience in the articulation of 
a reality that has previously not been visible, and in the subversive act of writing race into 
the discourses of gender and class.  
 
The harmful effects of racism are central themes in all of Riley’s fiction and 
are never more disturbing than in the relentlessly hard-hitting narrative of The 
Unbelonging. As a young girl of eleven Hyacinth is summoned by her previously 
unknown father to leave her home and friends in Jamaica to live with him in Britain. On 
arrival at the airport she stands alone waiting for her father to collect her, and the 
conspicuousness of her skin colour is seen to attract the hostility of the white crowd: 
‘There had been a sea of white faces everywhere, all hostile. She had known they hated 
her, and she had felt small, lost and afraid’ (U, p.13). This quotation gives an impression 
of Hyacinth’s difference from the majority of the white people who surround her, and it is 
also apparent that Hyacinth herself is aware of her difference and the people’s dislike of 
her, which has the adverse psychological effect of making her feel lost and afraid. It also 
affords a sense of Hyacinth’s vulnerability and fragility as young girl in the midst of a 
hostile environment, and this is compounded by her name, where the Hyacinth is a 
fragrant and delicate beautiful flower which is native to western Asia.219 However, the 
mere sight of Hyacinth provokes undisguised malevolence on the part of the white 
observer, such that any notion of her beauty is precluded by the colour of her skin within 
the discourse of racism.  
 
The feelings of fear and alienation that Hyacinth experiences on arrival in 
Britain are to permeate her young life, particularly at school where she is in the minority 
of only one in eight black children in the whole school, and where because of her 
physical appearance ‘[S]he had become the butt of many jokes, taunts and cruel tricks’  
(U, p.12). Hyacinth is subjected to an onslaught of verbal abuse from the white children 
and these verbal attacks often turn into physical assaults. For example, on one occasion a 
fellow pupil, Margaret White (a name which is symbolic of the fact that her racist 
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behaviour is exemplary of the white population) jumps on Hyacinth in the playground for 
no apparent reason and is egged on by the onlookers with cries of ‘Kill the wog!’  
(U, p.16). Consequently, Hyacinth usually spends her break times hiding in a distant 
corner of the playground hopefully avoiding the unprovoked attacks, such that she spends 
‘four years of huddling against a wall shivering with cold and without friends, the only 
black girl in her year’ (U, p.15). This quotation, like the previous description of Hyacinth 
at the airport, conveys an impression of her isolation and a sense of the loneliness that she 
must feel. Furthermore, the teachers turn a blind eye to the attacks on Hyacinth, and seem 
to be unconcerned, ‘The teacher on duty shook her head in amused tolerance, before 
turning briskly back to the inviting warmth of the school buildings. She was still smiling 
her amusement as she opened the door’ (U, p.16). In their total disregard for the young 
girl’s suffering the teachers are seen to be complicit in the racist attacks. At a later date, 
after Hyacinth has run away from home, she is re-housed at a reception centre run by the 
social services, and events seem to be repeating themselves when she is physically 
attacked by fellow housemate, the white girl Sylvia Bell, and where the house supervisor, 
Mr. Cluft, openly refers to her as ‘nigger’ and ‘wog’. The recurrence of Hyacinth’s abuse 
illustrates that it is not confined to a single institution, and reflects the endemic and 
acceptable nature of racism in British society during the period in which Riley was 
writing, and is seen to be part of the social fabric.  
 
It is important that Riley’s novels are read in this context of pervasive and 
institutionalised racism that was typical of the social climate in Britain during the 1970s 
and 80s. At this time there was a notable intensification of racism that was headed by a 
political backlash against the hordes of immigrants that were perceived to be invading the 
country. In 1971 the Conservative Government introduced tighter immigration 
restrictions, and the ideologies of the Tory Right from Enoch Powell to Norman Tebbit 
institutionalised xenophobic feelings which were amplified by the growth of right-wing 
and racist groups such as the National Front. A new kind of racism emerged highlighting 
the cultural differences among ‘ethnic’ groups (as opposed to the old concept of the 
biological superiority of some races to others). This new concept was used to promote the 
idea that the cultural differences between European and non-European people make it 
impossible for them to live together in the same society, and to justify tighter 
immigration controls and even the repatriation of black people. This variant of racism is 
exemplified by Margaret Thatcher’s remark during a television interview on World in 
Action on 30 January 1978: ‘People are really afraid that this country might be rather 
swamped by people with a different culture’.220 Thus, racist sentiments and overt 
discrimination were politically endorsed, and therefore deemed to be acceptable and 
justifiable.  
 
This highly charged social climate was considered to have lead to the race 
riots of 1981,221 although in Race and Class Alex Callinicos argues that they were not 
race riots but class rebellions, in that the black and white youth were brought together 
rebelling against a common experience of economic recession and high unemployment. 
This links the intensified racism of the time with the corresponding economic crisis, and 
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supports Callinicos’s argument that racism is inextricably bound up with the vagaries of 
capitalism. In a Marxist analysis, Callinicos asserts:  
 
Racism is a historical novelty, characteristic of modern capitalist 
societies…Racial differences are invented - they emerge as part of a 
historically specific relationship of oppression in order to justify the 
existence of that relationship.222 
 
In tracing the historical construction of racism, Callinicos argues that it first developed in 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in order to justify the systematic use of African 
slave labour in the great plantations of the New World which were central to the 
emergence of capitalism as a world system. During a critical phase in its development 
from colonial slavery, capitalism benefited enormously from racism in the exploitation 
and oppression of colonial labour. This relationship continued well into the era of the 
Industrial Revolution as the textile factories of northern England imported their main raw 
material from the slave plantations of the American South. Racism thus developed in 
order to justify the denial of equal rights to the colonial oppressed. Classic racist ideology 
held that humankind was divided into biologically distinct races, and the characteristics 
which are held to be inherent in the oppressed racial group, such as savagery, inferior 
intellect and an uncontrollable sexuality were used to justify the seemingly natural 
superiority of western civilisation and justified Westerners domination over the rest of the 
world.  
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Since the second half of the twentieth century reliance on immigrant labour 
has been a structural feature of advanced capitalism. Immigrant workers bring economic 
benefits for the capitalists as they contribute to the flexibility of labour supply, and they 
are often unable to refuse employment in low paid, dirty jobs that frequently involve shift 
work. Racial ideology which justifies discrimination lives on today, and is perpetuated in 
the media where myths of racism typically focus on issues of black sexuality and 
criminality. Black people suffer worse from unemployment during economic recession as 
they are the most expendable, and white people now want the low status and badly paid 
jobs previously assigned to blacks. In the introduction to Charting the Journey the editors 
argue that, in effect, during the 1980s blacks became the scapegoats of the economic 
recession: ‘The struggles of this period have taken place against the background of 
profound and rapidly deepening economic, political and social crisis in which Blacks 
have become the ‘bearers, the signifiers of the crisis’.223 In terms of the novel, the 
prejudice that Hyacinth experiences, therefore, can be seen as a product of the historical 
construction of racial mythologies and stereotypes rather than actual or real personal 
characteristics, such that when she arrives in Britain Hyacinth already occupies that 
racialised space, and she is already marked with otherness. This explains why she is hated 
so much, and the fact that her arrival coincides with the deepening economic crisis serves 
to exacerbate racist sentiments towards her.  
 
Apart from the apparent issues of racism that Riley’s novels address, sexism is 
also a prevalent theme in all of her novels and troubled relations between the sexes figure 
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predominantly. In particular, the sexual abuse of children is a problem which concerns 
Riley. In Romance, fourteen year old Verona is raped by her sister’s boyfriend, and in A 
Kindness to the Children, the protagonist is sexually assaulted as a child by a Pastor in 
Jamaica. Moreover, sexual abuse is seen to have damaging and lasting consequences for 
the female victims - Verona consequently has personal issues surrounding her confidence 
and physical appearance, resulting in her seeking solace in food and the relentless reading 
of romance novels in which she imagines herself as the white heroine; while the 
protagonist of A Kindness to the Children is haunted by memories of her assault, and 
eventually goes insane and kills herself.  
 
Similarly, in The Unbelonging Hyacinth is also subjected to an abuse that has 
lasting repercussions. Her father’s house affords Hyacinth no sanctuary from the abuse at 
school where, if anything, the violence is even more brutal. On her arrival in Britain 
Hyacinth is put at the mercy of a callous and cruel father who, far from protecting and 
caring for his young daughter exploits her for her labour, takes perverse pleasure in 
humiliating her and beating her, and finally attempts to rape her. The house is also 
occupied by Maureen, who is Lawrence’s (Hyacinth’s father) lover, and her two young 
boys, but Maureen does not offer Hyacinth any emotional support; in fact she is relieved 
that there is someone else on whom Lawrence can vent his wrath. Hyacinth is evidently 
distressed at having to leave her home and family in Jamaica as she habitually wets the 
bed, and her father makes matters worse by punishing her for it in a vicious and brutal 
manner, ‘Her body still smarted from the stinging blows of the belt buckle, remembered 
the ice-cold bath, and the shaking, a mingling of cold and fear, as he had watched her 
sitting in the water’ (U, p.11). Moreover, Hyacinth’s father takes perverse pleasure in 
dealing out the punishment, which is indicated by the noticeable erection in his trousers 
when he beats her. 
  
When Hyacinth starts to menstruate it arouses her father’s sexual interest, and 
for the first time Maureen becomes concerned for Hyacinth and gives her a copy of the 
novel Cider with Rosie with the lines ‘Incest flourished where the roads were bad’ (U, 
p.49) tellingly underlined to warn her of the imminent danger. Maureen tries to persuade 
Lawrence to leave Hyacinth alone but his reaction is so violent that she flees the house in 
fear of her life, taking her sons with her, and leaving Hyacinth to live with her father 
alone. It is not long before he does try to rape her but, in terror, Hyacinth manages to 
escape. Consequently, Hyacinth associates a man’s penis with rage and pain, and 
whenever a man tries to get intimate with her memories of her violent father emerge, and 
she is unable to physically consummate a relationship with any man: ‘Yet always for her 
the image of her father would intrude, loom big and threatening above her; sick reality in 
the lump, exposed and obscenely menacing’ (U, p.77). At the end of the novel, Hyacinth 
finally returns to her home in Jamaica in the hope that she will find the family, love and 
security that she has been denied in Britain. However, once there, amongst the 
devastating reality of poverty and corruption, she sees that the place is not as she 
imagined, and realising that she does not belong there either Hyacinth remains lost and 
alone in the world. Hyacinth tries to make sense of her life, and when she thinks about all 
the things that have happened to her the shadow of her father looms over the ending of 
her personal narrative. In despair, with tears running down her face, she figures: ‘She 
would never be free until that child had healed’ (U, p.143). This suggests that Hyacinth’s 
traumatic experiences at the hands of her father ultimately override considerations of 
racism. 
 
Riley has come under criticism for her negative portrayal of black men, and 
particularly for raising the contentious issue of incest as this is perceived to reinforce 
racial stereotypes of the rampant and uncontrollable sexuality of the black male. Also, 
focusing on women’s issues, such as male violence and rape is thought divisive in the 
political need to present a picture of racial unity. In a reading of the novel, Jana Gohrisch 
describes the self-destructive sexist behaviour exhibited by Lawrence as a reaction to 
demeaning living conditions, and that he is to be seen to be as much as, if not more, of a 
victim of racism and classism as Hyacinth: ‘a pathetic and broken man, friendless, who 
drinks a lot and takes it out on the women in the house.’224 While this is not meant to 
relieve the male character of his moral guilt it does give a reason for his actions. In 
Crossing the Boundary: Black Women Survive Incest, Melba Wilson discusses the issue 
of incest and its effect on women as reflected in literature about black women.225 She 
believes that incest, as well as child sexual abuse, has been silenced and ignored in black 
communities, although its pervasiveness is apparent in black women’s novels, like Alice 
Walker’s The Color Purple. It is apparent that Riley does not shirk in making sexual 
abuse visible, and since it is a re-occurring and central theme in her fiction she is 
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highlighting it as a pervasive problem in the West Indian community which needs to be 
addressed. 
 
As I have shown, Hyacinth is a victim of racist and sexist abuse and her body 
bears the brunt of her suffering, where she is physically beaten by her white 
contemporaries at school for being black, and where she also has to endure the physical 
abuse that is inflicted on her by her father at home. In a reading of The Unbelonging 
Gabriele Griffin argues, ‘the body dominates this novel’226 and that as the victim of 
perpetual abuse Hyacinth’s body is, ‘the site of subjugation, upon which others 
demonstrate - through aggression - the power they have over her…her body is the visual 
representation of the sexual and racial identity for which she is victimised’.227 A parallel 
between racism and sexism is sometimes drawn, and it can be argued that as processes 
racism and sexism are similar in that as ideological social constructions both refer to 
visible ‘natural’ and ‘biological’ differences. However, as working-class black women 
are subjected to the simultaneous oppression of patriarchy, class and race it is generally 
agreed that their experiences are not parallel to those of white working-class women. 
Many black women in Britain identify ‘race’ as the starting point of any definition, where 
a shared history of racial oppression, imperialism and colonialism is experienced by both 
black men and women, such that their class and gender are considered to be of secondary 
importance in the determination of their structural and social position.  
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Black feminists therefore contend that black women cannot speak of their 
struggles outside of the context of racism and resistance, and that this requires a distinct 
body of theory and practice. Black women have traditionally organised outside of the 
white women’s movement in the belief that feminism is against men, which is divisive 
and counter-productive for the Black political movement. In the 1980s this breach was 
further widened by a reaction to the reductionism inherent within white feminist theory in 
that it did not address the issues of black women: 
 
The failure of white feminists seriously to address women’s issues 
which are to do with race and class has been a barrier which 
relatively few Black women have been prepared to cross. I think if 
you’re a Black woman, you’ve got to begin with racism. It’s not a 
choice, it’s a necessity.228 
 
Hazel V. Carby’s, ‘White woman listen! Black feminism and the Boundaries of 
Sisterhood’ is representative of the classic Black British feminist response to exclusion 
and white feminist authority.229 Carby identifies the three central concepts of feminist 
theory as being the family, patriarchy and reproduction and in each of these concepts she 
argues that, ‘the way the gender of black women is constructed differs from constructions 
of white women because it is also subject to racism’.230 Racism operates structurally to 
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maintain black people in a state of relative powerlessness and, in comparison with white 
people, most blacks are working class. Moreover, Tracey Reynolds argues that ‘To be a 
black working-class woman in Britain is construed as meaning something entirely 
different to being a white working-class woman in Britain. In particular, the latter does 
not have attached to it so many negative connotations’.231 Thus, because of racism, black 
women’s experience is fundamentally different from white women’s, and therefore any 
parallel between gender and race is deemed inappropriate.  
 
As a reaction to the racist onslaught in the early 1980s black women organised 
to protect their rights in the workplace. A central issue of Black feminism was to combat 
stereotypical representations of black women and to challenge the image of them as 
passive victims:  
 
The project of Black feminism asserts and reclaims our agency in the 
telling of who we are. Our voice, our being and our very presence 
within the patriarchal imperial project of sexualised racialisation is to 
actively contest the system of which we form a part.232 
 
Black feminists embarked on a critique of dominant discourses through drawing on 
knowledges and ways of thinking that are marginalized, and often invisible inside the 
hegemony of dominant white discourse, and which are instrumental in the structure of 
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identity and subjectivity. Consequently, a plethora of studies, research and a number of 
anthologies were conducted by Black feminists documenting the collective elements of 
black women’s experience, and revealing the hidden world of migrant and black British 
women. 233 
  
The 1980s also witnessed an increase in the publication of fiction, short 
stories and poetry by black women writers in Britain,234 to such an extent that Black 
feminists believed they were witnessing the emergence of a new canon - as testified by 
Laura Ngcobo, editor of the anthology Let it be Told: ‘We count ourselves fortunate to be 
present at the dramatic moment of the creation of a new tradition’.235 This influx of 
British black women’s writing can in part be attributed to the success and popularity of 
the fiction of African-American writers, such as Alice Walker’s Pulitzer Prize winner The 
Color Purple (1983), and Maya Angelou’s I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings (1984), 
which were reprinted four times in Britain in 1984.236 The increase in black women’s 
writing can also be attributed to a reaction against the prevailing and damaging racism 
which characterised British society at the time. Literature is considered to play an 
important role in the retrieval of history and culture and, ultimately, the creation of 
subjectivity: 
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A literary contribution is vital to the development of any culture for 
it is the embodiment of a people’s heritage. In it is coded the 
compressed experience of the whole society, its beliefs, its progress 
and its values; in short the universal truth. And where social forces 
splinter society into cultural enclaves, it is essential that all facets of 
reality are reflected in the universal truth.237 
 
Thus, the literary community is seen to be vital for the construction of a shared identity of 
oppression based on skin colour, but also in the recognition that black women’s 
experience is heterogeneous and affords a multifaceted reality.  
 
In this way, literature is an effective subversive strategy through which to 
challenge hegemonic representations of black women’s lives. The critic, David Ellis 
argues that Riley’s novels have a social function in that they provide both a point of 
identification for a black women’s readership in Britain, and that they explore the effects 
of being the subject of representation in a differing order of otherness. Ellis also points 
out that Riley’s work has not achieved the popularity or the acclaim that African-
American writers have received in Britain, which he explains in terms of a sense of 
narrative entrapment in Riley’s texts that clearly distinguishes her work and its reception 
from that of the black American writers. Ellis argues that in African-American fiction 
there is the tendency for magic or utopian endings which evoke a sense of salvation or 
redemption for the female protagonists, whereas in The Unbelonging, ‘Hyacinth…is 
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every bit as dispossessed at the end of the novel as she was at the start’,238 thereby 
offering no sense of hope. Indeed, The Unbelonging has been criticised for its incessantly 
negative portrayal of black women’s experience which seems to uphold their status as 
victims. For example, Maud Sulter expresses concern that it is the first female African-
Caribbean book to go out into the world, ‘It’s very depressing… perhaps it would be 
better to have something more strengthening for black women themselves to read’.239  
 
Riley addresses critiques such as these in her article, ‘Writing in a Hostile 
Environment’ to reveal a political purpose and subversive aim to her novels. She 
describes how her writing was motivated by anger at the social injustice inflicted on 
black people. Riley says that she is aware that her fiction may induce hostile reactions, 
and that white readers may find it uncomfortable reading about their own prejudices and 
discriminations and the suffering they cause. However, Riley also asserts that she does 
not intend the reading of her work to be a comfortable experience, ‘To allow my readers 
to retreat into their comfortable world and not accept their part in resolving the issues that 
did not go away with the final full stop - this would be to have failed in achieving the 
purpose of the work’.240 This statement illustrates a didactic aim to Riley’s fiction and a 
prerogative of her work that is to make the miserable experiences of black women in 
Britain known. In this respect, Isabel C. Anievas Garnello describes the novel as ‘a 
powerful anti-Bildungsroman which denounces the racialist discourse and practices of 
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contemporary England’.241 This refers to the traditional bourgeois realist novel where the 
young hero goes out into the world, and spends his formative years meeting and 
overcoming challenges in the eventual attainment of full subjectivity before returning 
home. In contrast, in The Unbelonging Hyacinth’s childhood is in effect stolen from her, 
and she is denied the opportunity of personal growth. In a similar denouncement of racist 
British society, Isabel Carrera Suarez argues that Riley’s protagonists are paradigmatic of 
the experience of West Indian immigrant women in Britain.242 Glenn Jordan and Chris 
Weedon assert that in the past fiction has been employed as a medium through which 
marginalised groups have articulated the misery of their lives: ‘Fiction, whether poetry or 
prose, is better able to communicate what oppression feels like and its effects on 
subjectivity…For readers not subject to racism, it offers insight into what racism means - 
or, rather how it feels’.243 Likewise, bell hooks, an ardent admirer of Toni Morrison’s 
slave narrative, Beloved (1987) also celebrates this emotive aspect of fiction: ‘What 
fiction can do, and do well, is evoke, hint at, so to speak, that which may have been 
experienced in concrete reality’244 It is this ability to convey emotional suffering and 
anguish which sociological reports or historical accounts cannot achieve, and in The 
Unbelonging Hyacinth’s intense suffering evokes such an emotional response from the 
reader. 
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Hyacinth’s situation is made worse by the fact that she is lacking any support 
network or any form of positive identification, and throughout the novel the reader gets 
an overwhelming sense of her isolation. In a reading of the novel, Suarez notes the 
significance of the fact that Hyacinth is motherless, and this is seen to have a detrimental 
effect on her personal development. In the absence of the mother and the matrilineal line 
Hyacinth is deprived of a female world which provides physical warmth, protection, 
sexual knowledge and a sense of culture and history.245 Throughout the novel the linear 
progress of the narrative is interspersed with Hyacinth’s memories and dreams of her life 
in Jamaica which she imagines as a paradise lost, and where she conjures up images of 
her loving Aunt Joyce and her friends, Cynthia and Florence. This can be seen as an 
imaginative recreation of the mother/land which fulfils Hyacinth’s need for love and 
security: a place where she belongs. Although, as the novel progresses it becomes 
apparent that this is a distorted image and that Hyacinth is falsifying her memories. 
Patricia Duncker describes this process as a common feature of the experience of 
immigrants where, ‘[t]here is always a danger that the Homeland, the remembered, 
imagined or reconstructed country of origin - Africa, India or the Caribbean - can become 
an ideal dream, untouched by history, conflict, poverty or corruption.’246 This is precisely 
what happens to Hyacinth, although her self-delusion is to be understood as an escape 
mechanism which provides an imaginative alternative from an unbearable reality. It also 
articulates the need for integration and community which is seen to be lacking in 
Hyacinth’s life in England. 
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In the novel, Hyacinth comes into contact with the Black community for the 
first time at University, and she is introduced to Black politics through her friendships 
with fellow student Parlene, who like herself is a Jamaican immigrant, and Charles, a 
postgraduate student from Rhodesia, who has been forced to leave the country because of 
his political activities. Hyacinth finds an affinity with Charles, as he shares her feelings of 
homesickness and not belonging. However, Hyacinth’s attraction to him is also fuelled by 
her sense of superiority over him because he is an African, ‘She felt safe with him, secure 
in the knowledge that she was West Indian, he a mere African. It made her feel good, 
important’ (U, p.125). When Parlene asks if they are romantically involved Hyacinth 
denies it on the grounds that he comes from a different place, but Parlene objects to this 
on the grounds that they are ‘the same people’ (U, p.129). These quotations serve to 
illustrate Hyacinth’s total lack of political identification. In contrast, Parlene has no 
delusions about Jamaica, and she tries to enlighten Hyacinth on the true state of affairs in 
a country that is wracked by internal conflict, and which is itself beset by racism and 
classism. Parlene tries to evoke a sense of political Black consciousness in Hyacinth and 
takes her to a lecture given by Walter Rodney, a political activist and a renowned scholar 
on Jamaican history. Hyacinth recognises the racial discrimination he denounces: 
 
She found herself sitting forward as he talked about discrimination in 
schools and housing, remembering the squalor of her father’s house 
with fresh understanding. It bought back other memories too. The 
teacher’s turning a blind eye to her misery, the abuse and assaults at 
the children’s home. (U, p.116) 
Thus, Hyacinth’s suffering takes on political meaning as her personal experiences are 
articulated within the framework of racism and classism.  
 
Despite what she is told, Hyacinth refuses to relinquish her idealistic dreams 
of Jamaica and she remains intent on returning home in the belief that, ‘One day I will be 
back where I belong’ (U, p.77). Hyacinth’s desire to return to Jamaica is motivated by the 
need to recover the emotional security and the sense of belonging that she once felt. After 
graduating, Hyacinth finally does return to Jamaica, however, once there she is faced 
with the devastating realisation that Parlene was right all along and that her dreams were 
an illusion after all. Confronted by the appalling reality, Hyacinth is sickened by the 
stinking hovel that she once called home, and she rejects the emaciated and corrupt form 
of her once beloved Aunt Joyce. In turn, Hyacinth is rejected by Florence who recognises 
that Hyacinth is not the same person as the eleven year girl who was once her friend: ‘Yu 
is a different person wid yu speakey spokey ways. Yu noh belang ya soh…Go back whey 
u come fram. We noh like farigners ina J.A’ (U, pp.141-142). Florence perceives that 
Hyacinth no longer belongs among the members of the underclass of Jamaican society, 
she has become westernised and bears the signifiers of middle-class affluence - she has 
an educated accent, she is well-dressed and she carries expensive gifts - which, despite 
the similarity of the colour of her skin makes her conspicuous amongst the dire poverty 
of her own people. Hyacinth is faced with the ultimate rejection: she has become an 
outcast amongst her own kind. Having not found the home she dreamt of or the 
community she had longed for, Hyacinth remains alone and isolated and, in a mirroring 
of the beginning of the novel, she fearfully retreats back into the imaginative security of 
the little green cave of her childhood.  
 
Although the cyclical structure of the narrative conveys a sense of entrapment, 
there is evidence to suggest that positive aspects can be drawn from the protagonist’s 
journey through the novel, and that as a character Hyacinth has evolved. For instance, 
critics have highlighted the few occasions in the novel when Hyacinth revolts and fight 
back. This is evident at school and the reception centre when she retaliates against the 
unprovoked assaults of Margaret White and Sylvia Bell:  
 
She hated these white people, feared them, envied them, and the three 
emotions emerged into a frustrated burst of feeling…Hyacinth wasted no 
time scrambling on top of her, pounding at her, banging her head, trying to 
destroy her and the torment that she caused. (U, p.75)  
 
Hyacinth is surprised at her own strength and is amazed when she is victorious in these 
skirmishes, and she feels momentarily empowered (although typically Hyacinth is 
blamed and punished). Hyacinth also resists her father in that she runs away from his 
attempted sexual assault on her, and although her escape is motivated out of sheer terror 
she is seen to revolt against her abuse. Also, the fact that she does well in her exams, 
attends University and achieves a degree is also a form of resistance in a society that does 
not value or support the academic achievement of blacks.  
 
The content and structure of the narrative indicates that her resistance does not 
solve anything in the long-term. However, the fact that she does resist is potentially 
subversive and herein lies the seeds of her personal growth towards political identity and 
subjectivity. In her eventual realisation of the true state of things and the knowledge that 
Parlene was right about Jamaica all along, Hyacinth achieves a sense of critical 
consciousness. This is evident in the quotation, ‘What justice said that to be black was 
inferior…She had run back to where black people ruled, only to find that it was all a 
dream. They were all still slaves, still poor, still trodden down’ (U, p.143). Hyacinth had 
to find out the truth for herself and it has been a painful but valuable lesson, and the 
reader recognises her political potential. For example, Emilia Ippollito argues that, at the 
end of the novel, by deciding to stay on in Jamaica but refusing to join the tourists in the 
hotel, Hyacinth is rejecting the role of external observer in her own country, and that her 
‘subjectivity which will further develop, has just acknowledged her true self and 
reality’.247 Indeed, evidence suggests that through her experiences Hyacinth has gained 
perspective on her personal oppression in the wider context of racism and sexism. In the 
attainment of political consciousness and Black subjectivity it becomes possible to resist 
oppression and invent new ways of being, and in this sense Hyacinth has earned the 
‘street cred’ that Riley attributes to herself.248  
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The Unbelonging is important in the articulation of a different and previously 
unseen reality that contests hegemonic prescriptions, not only in highlighting the 
damaging personal effects of racism that white people might not be aware of, but also in 
providing a literary community through which black women can achieve an identify and 
be empowered.249  
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Chapter 8 
 
Adella’s Half-Life in Waiting in the Twilight (1987) 
‘In the twilight because they can’t really live. What kind of life is that?’250 
 
Waiting in the Twilight is the second of Riley’s novels, and in it she further 
develops the representation of the diasporic Jamaican female which was the subject of 
her first novel The Unbelonging. This time the protagonist of the novel is Adella Johnson, 
an elderly immigrant woman of fifty-eight, who is made old before her time by a lifetime 
spent battling against the debilitating effects of sexism and racism. The contemporary 
narrative, set in England in the 1980s, is also structured around Adella’s memories of her 
whole life which encompasses her childhood spent in the rural Jamaican village of 
Beaumont in Jamaica; her time spent as a young woman in Kingston, Jamaica; and the 
bulk of her adult life as an immigrant in England, where like many other Jamaican 
women Adella followed her husband in the hope of making a better life for herself and 
her family. However, as Adella’s mind drifts and jumps through the years the enormous 
structural and social barriers that have thwarted her dreams of having a decent life are 
made evident.  
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In this chapter, I will focus on Riley’s portrayal of the black migrant worker, 
where I will argue that Adella is paradigmatic of black women’s experience in Britain, 
and that her physical demise and eventual death illustrates the profound debilitating 
effects of the structural entrapment of black people. In terms of theory, I will discuss 
Black feminist attempts to combat racism and discriminatory practices as experienced by 
Adella in the novel, and I will also consider the concept of hybridity and evaluate its 
usefulness in reading Riley’s novel.  
 
In the 1940s and 50s, during the post-war economic boom in Europe, Britain 
recruited labour from its former colonies in order to fill the acute labour shortages. At the 
time immigration was made easier because there were no restrictions for citizens living in 
one part of the British Empire who wanted to move to another part. Advertisements were 
placed in Jamaican newspapers offering cheap transport on a ship for anybody who 
wanted to come and work in Britain. On 22 June 1948 the SS Empire Windrush arrived at 
Tilbury, near London, carrying 492 passengers from Jamaica, most of whom were males, 
with the prospect that their wives would join them at a later date. This immigration 
process was considered to be of reciprocal benefit both to the nation and to the immigrant 
individual, as this quotation from Laura Ngcobo, the editor of the black anthology Let it 
be Told, testifies: ‘They came because they were strong, if poor. They came, after WWII, 
to help a country in need of their services and so to meet their own needs’.251 However, 
regardless of the skills and qualifications the immigrants brought with them black labour 
was allocated by market specific purposes and deployed in low-paid, low-status, 
unskilled and semi-skilled occupations, areas of employment that were defined as 
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traditional working-class occupations. After the initial wave of black migration, two 
decades later, due to racial discrimination, this labour was still concentrated in the same 
occupations. Thus, black people became entrapped at the lowest end of the social 
structure.  
 
Riley’s novels reflect this experience of black people who came to Britain in 
search of employment and a better life, but instead found themselves entrapped in low 
paid and unrewarding jobs. In The Unbelonging, at the age of nine, Hyacinth is 
summoned to join her immigrant father in England - as a diasporic subject, uprooted from 
her home and community in Jamaica, Hyacinth has no choice in the matter. However, in 
Waiting in the Twilight Riley gives an impression of why black people, like Hyacinth’s 
father, willingly came to this country in the first place. Adella’s husband, Stanton, is one 
of the immigrants who were lured to England in the expectation of making a fortune, and 
Adella recalls how they had heard that ‘the country was so rich you could pick money off 
the street’ (WT, p.118).252 Similarly, Adella’s Jamaican lodgers, the Westons, came to 
this country because ‘Mr. Weston had seen England as a chance to escape; a way to make 
the money they would never earn in Jamaica’ (WT, p.126). However, the immigrants’ 
high expectations are quickly thwarted and they soon become disillusioned as they find 
themselves trapped in low-status, low-paid jobs with no hope of betterment. For example, 
although Stanton is a skilled carpenter he ends up working on the buses: ‘Stanton was 
bright, he had been a carpenter in Jamaica and it was only because there were no jobs like 
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that for black men in England that he had to work on the buses’ (WT, p.23). Similarly, in 
The Unbelonging, Hyacinth’s father becomes entrapped in an occupation from which he 
derives no satisfaction - he works as a train driver on the London underground, and his 
discontentment with his life is reflected in his habitual smoking of cannabis, in his 
broody drinking of barley wine every evening after work, and in his brutality against 
Hyacinth. Likewise, in another of Riley’s novels, Romance John, is a skilled electrical 
engineer, and despite the fact that he has been with the company for many years he is 
continually turned down for promotion: ‘Always he had been passed over, usually for a 
younger, less qualified, less experienced man - someone white’ 253. It is apparent that the 
structural entrapment of the black male worker is a recurring theme in Riley’s novels 
where the advancement of the black male is thwarted by racist structures, and this is seen 
to have demoralising and damaging effects on the individual. 
 
The structural entrapment of the black male is also seen to have adverse 
effects on relations between the sexes and black family life. For example, Adella recalls 
how, in Jamaica, Stanton used to be a caring father and a loving husband but now, in 
England, he squanders his money on fine clothes and womanising, while Adella struggles 
to feed and clothe the family on the wages she earns from her cleaning job. Adella saves 
hard to buy a house to provide a home for her family, and she eventually secures a 
mortgage and purchases a house (although Adella’s choice of home is limited as the 
estate agent will only show her run down houses in a select area of the city, where there 
are no white people). When Stanton starts to neglect the children and mistreat her, Adella 
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blames the hostile English environment for the breakdown of their relationship: ‘She saw 
what it was doing to Stanton, the way the white people treated him and sometimes she 
wished there was something she could do’ (WT, p.12). Like Hyacinth’s father in The 
Unbelonging, Stanton can be perceived as the emasculated male in a racist society, where 
it is hard for men to fulfil their role and to exercise authority and responsibility within the 
family. Due to Stanton’s squandering ways Adella becomes the main breadwinner and 
her meagre hard-earned wage is seen to be necessary to the well-being of her family, and 
after Stanton leaves her to move in with his young lover, Gladys, Adella’s wage becomes 
crucial to the survival of her five children.  
 
The significance of Adella as a working woman takes precedence in the 
opening of the novel where she is described carrying out her duties at the offices where 
she works as a cleaner: ‘She stared into the murky depth of the scum-ringed bucket, 
thinking half-heartedly that she ought to change the water’ (WT, p1). The reference to the 
‘scum-ring’ in this opening line is a characteristic image in working-class fiction and is 
used to denote impoverishment and decay, such that immediately Adella is placed in the 
framework of her socio-economic position. Adella is not happy in her work. It is a 
physically demanding and a monotonous job, and it is apparent how tired she is by the 
way she drags her bad foot around, and the way she collapses in exhaustion when she 
gets home from work. Adella was formerly a skilled seamstress and earning good money, 
but she was forced to give the job up when she was partially crippled by a stroke. Not 
really expecting ever to work again because of her disability, she is extremely grateful 
when she gets the job as an office cleaner. She is also amazed because at the interview 
she notices there are others, white able-bodied people, who might be more suitable for the 
job. However, she is subsequently surprised to find that the majority of the cleaning staff 
are black.  
 
Adella’s work experience is typical of black women’s employment in Britain, 
where in accordance with gender divisions in society, black women tend to be employed 
in particular industries and in the lower echelons of all the institutions. Furthermore, they 
are also concentrated in jobs that have the least economic status: ‘they are employed 
where the work is often physically heavy, the pay is the lowest, and the hours the longest 
and most anti-social’.254 The structural discrimination against black men means that black 
women are more likely to have unemployed menfolk, and when this is not the case black 
male wage levels are usually low, therefore black women’s status as a worker is 
particularly important because they are more often the main breadwinner. During the 
economic recession of the 1980s, black unemployment was high compared to the rest of 
the population, and black women workers were particularly vulnerable and easily 
exploitable because they often desperately needed the money and were willing to work 
long hours. Adella’s situation in the novel reflects this, where ‘with the five children, she 
had to work overtime just to keep them clothed and fed’ (WT, p.51). Adella has learnt 
from previous experience that black women are easily expendable as she was instantly 
dismissed from a previous job for being an hour late. Adella hates the cleaning job and 
imagines the angry reaction she would get if she told her employers exactly what she 
thought of them and the job, but she reconsiders that ‘she would never dare to tell them 
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anything. Where else would she work?’ (WT, p.1). Thus, articulating the fear that 
prevents black women from protesting at low wages or bad working conditions lest they 
should lose their jobs when so much depends on their pay.  
 
Apart from the hard and monotonous work Adella has to do, she also has to 
contend with attitudes of open hostility from the white people she comes into contact 
with. On one occasion, Adella is angered and upset by the lack of respect shown to her by 
a young seventeen-year-old white girl, who is her supervisor, who sharply summons her 
by her surname: ‘Johnson!’ (WT, p.2). The girl orders her to empty the ashtrays, 
provoking Adella to murmur that slavery is not dead. At other times Adella is oblivious 
to the disdain that her mere presence incites in white people, for instance, when she goes 
for the job interview, ‘she did not even notice the contempt on the receptionist’s face, and 
the way the porter let the door swing back at her’ (WT, p.87). 
 
These racist political and social structures prevent Adella from earning a 
decent living and ensure that she remains entrapped in a cycle of severe material 
deprivation, which is seen to have adverse effects on her psychological and physical well-
being. She fears for her children’s welfare and recalls that at least when she was a child in 
Jamaica she never went hungry, unlike her children in England: ‘She had wanted so 
much for her children. Wanted them to have a better life. Wanted to protect them from 
the life she had had. Yet all of them suffered hardship, gone hungry, as she never had as a 
child’ (WT, p.163). Adella fights back for the sake of her children, working harder than 
ever, and doing split shifts despite being wracked with exhaustion and pain. The novel is 
permeated with images of Adella’s physical suffering and discomfort which evidently 
emanates from all the hard work and the poverty of her existence. Her thin canvas coat 
has holes and patches in it and affords little protection from the biting wind, and her 
plastic shoes have split. Even the climate seems to conspire against her well-being: ‘Days 
like today when the gloom and the cold were pierced through with icy winds. It stung her 
cheeks, made her eyes water behind her glasses and burned the fingers of her good hand’ 
(WT, p.8), in this way, the hostile weather is seen to be like a physical assault and literally 
harms her body. Adella has her first stroke at the age of thirty-four, which is probably 
brought about through a combination of the hard physical labour of her job, and the 
anxieties of not having enough money to feed her hungry children and pay the bills. She 
also suffers from a bad back, and when she complains, ‘If ongly de bone dem inna me 
body would stop hurt’ (WT, p.137) there is the sense that her whole body is wracked with 
pain.  
 
As in Riley’s portrayal of Hyacinth in The Unbelonging, the body is the 
significant sight of suffering. Indeed, the physical demise of Adella frames the novel - 
from the beginning where she is somehow managing to laboriously mop the floor despite 
her limp and her crippled hand, to the end of the novel where she is pictured dying in the 
corridor of the hospital where she has been left all day waiting to receive medical 
attention: ‘She was going to lie here and die, waiting for a bed’ (WT, p.163). In an 
interview, Riley explains how this final image and the title of the novel metaphorically 
encapsulates the experience of black women: 
 
…so many people die waiting for a bed in King’s College Hospital. 
It’s so ironic because for so many of these women, their whole life is 
waiting. It’s all they ever do: waiting to do the cooking, shift 
cleaning, waiting to retire, waiting for the husband to come home, 
always in the twilight because they have to save electricity. But also 
in the twilight because they can’t really live.255  
 
In this way, Adella’s personal suffering takes on political meaning as it is seen to be 
paradigmatic of black women’s experience in Britain, where structural and social racist 
discrimination deny them the opportunity of achieving a decent life.  
 
In a reaction to intensified discrimination and marginalisation in the 1970s 
and 80s in Britain, black women began to organise on the basis of a political analysis of 
their common economic and social oppression. For example, OWAAD (The Organisation 
of Women of Africa and Asian Descent 1978-1983) highlighted the historical oppression 
of black women as underpinned by capitalism and imperialism, and asserted the notion of 
Black identity and the Black community as a form of resistance, which is seen to be 
strengthening and empowering: ‘In naming the shared space of marginalization as 
‘black’, postcolonial migrants of different languages, religions, cultures and classes 
consciously constructed a political identity shaped by the shared experience of 
racialisation and its consequences.’256 In this way, black women tried to assert a sense of 
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self that is rooted in particular histories, culture, and language which had previously been 
invisible. However, attempts such as this to unite African-Caribbean and Asian women 
under the heading ‘Black’ have been fraught with difficulty, as many of them identify 
Black with African descent, and the situations and experiences of African-Caribbean 
women and Asians in Britain are often quite different.  
 
In the same way that Hazel Carby’s critique of white feminism illustrates that 
the signifier ‘women’ becomes problematic when it is called upon to stand for diverse 
experience, black women’s experience of oppression is also not identical. 257 In particular, 
the notion of Black community is seen to undermine difference and lead to the notion of 
an ‘authentic black experience’. This can be seen to support notions of ethnicity and the 
justification of discrimination, as it can be construed to promote the belief that black 
people are somehow intrinsically different from white people. This is in line with 
postmodernist thought which asserts that the notion of identity as a static and unitary trait 
is no longer viable, and that instead the focus of critique should be on uncovering the 
material and ideological specificities that constitute a particular group of women as 
‘powerless’ in a particular context. While women are seen to be subordinated across 
cultures where, for example, they are economically dependent on men, have sole 
responsibility for child care and are victims of male violence, these factors are 
inextricably linked with their position in the social structure and cannot be understood 
without a consideration of race and class.  
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The knowledge that black women inhabit highly differentiated and complex 
identities, which are modulated by factors such as education and material privilege, make 
it impossible to make alliances predicated solely on race. Therefore, racial identity was 
rethought to encapsulate difference:  
 
Being women together was not enough. We were different. Being 
gay-girls together was not enough. We were different…It was a 
while before we came to realise that our place was the very house of 
difference rather than the security of any one particular difference.258  
 
Audre Lorde's ‘house of difference’ addresses the different ways that women are 
oppressed as blacks, as lesbian, and in different social circumstances. However, a 
consequence of this assertion of difference is the splintering of identity into smaller and 
smaller units, so that political identity is weakened, and it is imperative that minority 
groups maintain a consciousness of collective identity. This tension between political 
Black identity and individual difference is reflected in the introduction to the black 
anthology Charting the Journey, where the editor states: ‘Indeed, though our starting 
point has been to stress the historical link between us of colonialism and imperialism, we 
have also been concerned to reflect the divisions and contradictions among us’.259 This 
tension between collective identity and individual difference is also evident in Riley’s 
fiction, and is an issue that was made apparent in my reading of The Unbelonging, where, 
at the end of the novel, Hyacinth, on returning to her childhood home in Jamaica, the 
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place she believes she belongs, is painfully rejected by her old friend, Florence, on the 
grounds that: ‘Yu noh belang ya soh…Go back whey u come fram. We noh like farigners 
ina J.A’ (WT, pp.141-142). The contrast between the absolute poverty of her friend’s 
existence and Hyacinth’s recently acquired affluence highlights issues of class difference 
and global difference in the Black community. Also, when Hyacinth attends college in 
England, the tension in the relations between the West Indian and Asian students 
highlights the cultural differences between the two groups and illustrates how the notion 
of Black identity can be problematic. 
 
One possible way to overcome this dialectic of a homogenous shared political 
Black identity on the one hand and the recognition of individual, heterogeneous 
difference on the other is through an appropriation of the concept of hybridity. Homi K. 
Bhabha, a leading figure in contemporary cultural discourse, developed the concept of 
hybridity from literary and cultural theory. In the 1980s a series of Bhabha’s essays were 
published, and in 1994 the majority were brought together in one volume: The Location 
of Culture. In his later work Bhabha focuses on postcolonial identity where he contends 
that from the interweaving elements of the coloniser and the colonised a new subject 
position or hybrid identity emerges. Central to Bhabha’s approach to the importance of 
diaspora is the tension that arises when two languages clash not only the spoken formal 
language but also the metaphorical basis of language. For Bhabha, the interstices at 
which cultural difference is translated are sites of radical and dangerous possibility: 
‘discursive sites or conditions that ensure that the meaning and symbols of culture have 
no primordial unity or fixity; that even the same signs can be appropriated, translated, and 
rehistoricised anew’.260 Crucial to Bhabha’s idea is the notion of a border area or liminal 
space which represents a passage between subject positions and fixed identifications, 
which he terms the ‘third space’. The third space is an ambivalent site that is associated 
with the criticism of essentialist positions of identity and conceptualisations of original or 
originary culture. Thus, the notion of the third space opens up possibilities for new 
structures of authority and for new interpretations of identity as contingent, temporary 
and fluid. 
 
The concept of hybridity has been appropriated and developed extensively in 
postcolonial discourse, and has come to signify mixing and combination in the moment 
of cultural exchange. It is mainly articulated in terms of the subversion of naturalized 
forms of identity centred on the nation, and can challenge the fixity of identity invoked 
by ethnicity. Peter Childs and Patrick Williams assert that Bhabhba’s concept of 
hybridity allows:  
 
The monolithic categories of race, class, and gender to be resituated 
in terms of borderlines, crossings, in-between spaces, interstices, 
splits, and joins…[which] are part of a concern with finding the 
location of numerous and shifting subject-positions produced in the 
articulation of cultural differences.261 
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One of the advantages of hybridity is that it rethinks assumptions about culture and 
identity from an ‘us-them’ dualism to a mutual sense of ‘both/and’, and thus, must 
acknowledge and negotiate not only difference but also affinity. Feminists who want to 
challenge notions of gender and difference also find the concept productive. For example, 
Rita Felski argues that metaphors of hybridity: 
 
…not only recognise differences within the subject, fracturing and 
complicating holistic notions of identity, but also address 
connections between subjects by recognising affiliations, cross-
pollinations, echoes and repetitions, thereby unseating difference 
from a position of absolute privilege.262  
 
This allows the conception of multiple, interconnecting axes of affiliation and 
differentiation, and it also avoids the splintering of identities into smaller and smaller 
units.  
 
In a study of what she calls ‘contemporary women’s novels of hybridity’,263 
Christine Wick-Sizemore utilises the concept in reading a selection of novels by female 
postcolonial writers, in the understanding that hybridity is useful as a concept of a space 
that can promote difference without hierarchy: 
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The English postcolonial novels in this study reveal the stories that 
are told from the hybrid spaces between cultures where multicultural 
differences can play with and against each other. Women’s issues 
from various cultures overlap, and the narratives reveal both the 
similarities between and the varieties of ways that women solve 
problems.264  
 
Wick-Sizemore asserts that in Waiting in the Twilight Riley is specifically writing about 
old age, 265and in a reading of the novel in parallel with Doris Lessing’s The Diary of a 
Good Neighbour, she argues that some old people gain what she calls transcendance: 
‘Transcendance may be a regaining of lost skills, including play, activity, joy, and song, 
and above all, a major leap above and beyond the fear of death…’.266 However, Wick-
Sizemore also argues that the trials of old age (physical and emotional) are exacerbated 
by cultural ones, and transcendance may be a joy only the aged of the white middle-class 
can afford: ‘the physical deterioration of approaching death is made all the more difficult 
by issues of class, race and poverty’.267 Indeed, the images of Adella’s old age defy any 
notion of transcendance where she is seen to be weighed down by her worries, and at the 
end of the novel approaching death bears down on Adella like a tremendous weight: ‘It 
was hard to breathe, the sound of her labouring lungs was loud and ugly in her ears. She 
tried to move her arm, but it was heavy, aching with pain. Her whole body felt heavy, and 
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something was pressing down on her chest’ (WT, p.155). It is evident from all that has 
gone before that Adella’s ailment is not merely old age but being black.  
 
 Whereas Wick-Sizemore’s study utilises the concept of hybridity in reading a 
selection of postcolonial novels in parallel, I think that it is productive to employ the 
concept in a reading of Waiting in the Twilight by itself. The title of the novel has hybrid 
implications where ‘twilight’ is neither a state of light or dark but a merging of both. This 
sets up a precedent of cultural ambivalence which is apparent throughout the novel. The 
narrative of the novel is hybrid in both content and form where Adella’s memories of her 
life in Jamaica intermingle with the present day narrative of her life in England; and the 
Standard English of the main text intermingles with the Jamaican patois of Adella’s 
speech. To appropriate Wick-Sizemore’s methodology, this presents ‘a framework of 
hybridity that is enabling in that it provides a context in which to see similarities, 
differences, and relationships between stories’.268 Adella’s memories structure the novel 
and her mind inadvertently slips from the present into the past, thus interweaving three 
distinct episodes of her life: her childhood in the rural Jamaican village of Beaumont; her 
experience as a young woman in Kingston, Jamaica; and the bulk of her adult life, up to 
her death, spent as an immigrant in England. This allows the reader to compare and 
contrast her experiences as a woman in her own country and as a black immigrant woman 
in England.  
 
Adella fondly recalls the matriarchs of the small village where she grew up: 
her aunts, Granny Dee, and her mother all protecting, loving and caring for her. In fact, 
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black women provide an essential source of emotional and economic support throughout 
her life, both in Jamaica and in England, where her friend Lisa helps with her children 
and even secretly feeds them when Adella is short of money. In contrast to the love and 
help Adella gets from black women the men in her life present a recurring problem and 
Adella’s memories reveal successive mistreatment by them. As in The Unbelonging, 
Riley does not shirk in her scathing attack on black men who are seen to be womanising 
sexual predators. When Adella was a young girl she was forced her to leave her 
childhood home in Beaumont, by her mother to go to live in Kingston with some relatives 
because she was in danger of being sexually molested by the local pastor. Then, while 
living in Kingston, she is earning a decent living working as a seamstress and living an 
independent life until she is seduced and made pregnant by Beresford, who is actually 
married and, consequently, having to rely on him for money, Adella is forced to live as 
his concubine. She then meets Stanton, who rescues her from the situation by offering to 
marry her, and she subsequently follows him to England but only to be eventually 
deserted by him because, as he cruelly informs her, ‘Yu get ole and ugly’ (WT, p.92), and 
he moves in with his young lover, Gladys, leaving Adella with a mortgage to pay and five 
children to support on her own. In the comparison between her life in Jamaica and her 
life in England it is evident that Adella suffers at the hands of men regardless of her 
location, and that she is subjected to a sexism that permeates her whole life.  
 
However, Adella suffers most as a marginalised black woman in England, 
where she is subject to a virulent crippling racism that proves to be fatal. The imagery of 
Adella’s life in Britain affords a sense of hostility and not belonging. For example, the air 
of her home is scented by the repugnant smell of mould which incessantly grows out of 
the walls of the house, and she is treated with disdain by white people that prompts her to 
remark that ‘they don’t like foreigners over here’ (WT, p.38). This provides a stark 
contrast to the images that describe Adella’s childhood in Jamaica which are colourful 
and sensual. For example, the rain bounces off the tin roof of the hut where she lives 
making a joyful musical sound, and the pleasant smells of cooking and damp earth 
pervade the air. The reader gets the impression that Adella’s childhood was a happy and 
secure one, where ‘everybody knew who she was and she could not walk anywhere 
without having to stop and pass a few words in greeting and respect’ (WT, p.37), which 
expresses the sense of warmth and belonging that she experienced as a child in Jamaica. 
In England, Adella’s health deteriorates badly, and her friend, Lisa, tries to persuade her 
to go back to Jamaica on the grounds that ‘Adella, dis country killing yu’ (WT, p.47), a 
statement which not only refers to the inhospitable climate, but also articulates a 
condemnation of the structural racism that prevents Adella from having a decent life.  
 
In the brief introduction at the beginning of the novel Riley commends the 
bravery of immigrant women, such as Adella, for leaving their homes in Jamaica in the 
hope of making better lives for their families:  
 
This book was written to celebrate the courage and the loyalty of one 
woman and a whole generation of women, who took ship and sailed 
into the unknown to build a better future for their children…the 
tremendous act of bravery in leaving their home countries and 
stepping into a society of alien values will not readily be 
forgotten.269 
 
Throughout the novel, Adella’s personal values are seen to be good: she works hard and 
sacrifices everything for her children, and she remains loyal to her husband to the end, 
refusing to blame him for his mistreatment of her even though he abuses and deserts her. 
Adella thinks back to her life in Jamaica and recalls the respect that was afforded to the 
old matriarch in the village, Mada Beck, where ‘everyone had looked up to that woman, 
loved her for her age’, and Adella wonders about ‘All dat respect’ (WT, p.8 ). In England, 
Adella is neither valued nor respected, and even when she is old and disabled she is still 
treated with hostility causing her to complain that ‘this was how they all behaved: 
everybody knew white people were like that’ (WT, p.41). In this way, Riley valorises 
Adella, and African-Caribbean women like her, while at the same time critiquing racist 
English society.  
 
Riley’s use of language is also an important subversive strategy through 
which she is able to critique British culture. Dialect is central in Riley’s work and in an 
interview she explains that this is to give texture to her character’s lives: ‘When you meet 
somebody, the second thing you notice about them is their voice. That shapes that person 
so much in your mind because everybody is oral’.270 In the novel, this is exemplified 
when Adella, suffering with a bad back, visits the doctor and she attempts to 
communicate the nature of her illness to him, but he is unable to understand her Jamaican 
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patois and moreover he seems to be affronted by her accent: ‘The man looked put out, 
almost as though he thought her rude’ (WT, p.71). When she can, Adella relies on her 
daughters to communicate for her when dealing with the white authorities because ‘Carol 
knew how to speak their language’ (WT, p.77). As Adella’s daughters were brought up 
and educated in England their voices are not inflected with the Jamaican accent and, as 
such, their voices do not inspire the ridicule that Adella’s does.  
 
The view that dialect is a kind of inferior language dates back to slavery 
where people of different nationalities were thrown together, and produced an 
amalgamation of various African languages in order to communicate: 
 
Out of the violence of slavery there emerged a number of new 
languages which were classified in a derogatory mode called pidgin 
and, more locally, patois provided for the development of the idea of 
hybrid languages, which consisted crudely of one language’s 
vocabulary imposed on the grammar of another.271 
 
As exemplified in the doctor’s adverse reaction to Adella’s accent the use of patois in 
English society still carries with it denigrating connotations. In The Empire Writes Back, 
Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin describe how language is related to power and class 
relations, where they argue that one of the main features of imperial oppression is control 
over language: ‘Language becomes the medium through which a hierarchical structure of 
power is perpetuated, and the medium through which conceptions of “truth”, “order”, and 
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“reality” become established’.272 The imperial education system installs a ‘standard’ 
version of the metropolitan language as the norm, and marginalises all ‘variants’ as 
impurities. One of the textual strategies in postcolonial writing that relates to the function 
of language as a medium of power is ‘the appropriation and reconstitution of the 
language of the centre, the process of capturing and remoulding the language to new 
usages, [which] marks a separation from the site of colonial privilege’.273 Riley’s use of 
language therefore can be seen as typical of the subversive strategies employed by 
postcolonial writers. In an appropriation of Standard Literary English Riley relates a 
narrative that does not conform to hegemonic representations about black women and 
their families. Furthermore, she highlights the true cause of their problems to be 
structural racism, and not personal incapacity or ethnic inferiority. Also, in the writing of 
patois, what is primarily a verbal language, Riley subversively gives voice and credibility 
to the marginalised and denigrated. 
   
Riley’s political perspective is productive. A central critique of hybridity 
theory is that it diverts attention away from institutional structures to cultural matters, and 
as such it is questionable as to whether it can be effective as a site of resistance, or is able 
to challenge structures of exploitation. Naz Rassol argues that cultural hybridity cannot 
be addressed outside of societal racism and the experience this has on black people’s 
lives: 
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The notions of cultural hybridity and cultural differences then cannot 
be addressed in a politically meaningful way outside an analysis of 
societal racism and the impact of this on the everyday experiences of 
different generations of black people living in Britain.274 
  
Riley’s novels are in valuable in this respect. As my reading of Waiting in the Twilight 
shows, Riley deals with the experience of diaspora that is inclusive of political 
relationships, and this encapsulates a materialist and social critique to illustrate that 
diaspora is not free from state apparatus. One of the common assumptions of the notion 
of cultural hybridity is that it not only refers to the sense that in order to ‘belong’ black 
people continually have to adapt and change in order to identify with the dominant 
culture but, conversely, at the same time, by their presence this minority culture 
challenges the socially constructed homogeneity of national cultures from within. For 
example, in the introduction to his study of postcolonial novels Narratives for a New 
Belonging, Roger Bromley argues that, ‘Migrants have not been merely passive but have 
actively transformed the worlds into which they have entered’,275 and furthermore, ‘urban 
centres have been transformed by the process of a ‘local-global dialectic’. 276 Bromley 
primarily addresses diaspora as a liberating process where cultural mixing has led to ‘a 
complex process of identity building in an active engagement with a series of 
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dialogues’,277 although he does mention that ‘impoverishment and racism can lead to 
excessive boundedness and local confines’.278  
 
In Riley’s novels, for the diasporic subject hybridity is a painful and 
dislocating force associated with suffering and oppression, and not liberating in any way. 
On the contrary, her protagonists remain disempowered, and, moreover, their journey 
through the novel equates with a progressive demise of the individual. Riley’s 
protagonists are never in a position to challenge or change society, they are unable to 
assimilate with the dominant culture and they remain distinctly on the outside. This is 
apparent in The Unbelonging, where Hyacinth seems to be destined to be caught between 
two worlds, not belonging in either. She is denied an identity both within the 
marginalised community of her own people, and by the dominant racist culture. In 
Waiting in the Twilight, a lifetime of racism and impoverishment for Adella similarly 
equates with a denial of identity and, ultimately, a denial of life.279  
 
Although for Adella the experience of diaspora and hybridity is not liberating 
there is a sense that for her children and future generations it possibly will be, and that 
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Adella’s courage in starting a new life in coming to England, her subsequent hard work 
and commitment to her children will reap rewards. This is Adella’s legacy. Adella thinks 
she is treated badly because she is a stranger in this country, but for her England-born 
children it will be different: ‘They were going to be just like white people. They were 
going to be accepted’ (WT, p.14). Indeed, the implications are that Adella’s children, 
particularly Carol and Audrey who have done well at school and have attained good jobs 
(Carol is a teacher and Audrey works for the council), can make decent lives for 
themselves and become an integral part of British society. Subsequently, through their 
involvement and presence in society they will begin to challenge and change things 
themselves, such as hegemonic ideas and expectations about black women.  
  
Chapter 9 
 
Representation in Romance (1988) 
‘They cannot represent themselves, they must be represented’.280 
 
Romance is the third of Riley’s novels to be published in Britain. The 
protagonists are two immigrant black sisters in their late twenties, Desiree and Verona, 
whose parents were members of the 1948 ‘Windrush generation’ of diasporic people who 
left their homeland of Guyana to come to live in England. Both parents are now dead and 
the sisters live together, along with Desiree’s husband John, himself an immigrant from 
Jamaica, and their two young daughters. As in previous novels in Romance Riley is quite 
specific about the setting and socio-historical context of the narrative: the protagonist’s 
house is situated in Croydon, in a mainly white residential area, and it is ‘six years after 
the 1981 Brixton riots’ (R, p.4).281 This is significant because Croydon was one of the 
London suburbs where diasporic people settled after entering Britain, many of whom 
intended to stay only a couple of years but remained to settle permanently. The violent 
racial unrest that characterised the early 1980s has abated but it is apparent that racist 
sentiments still prevail as Desiree and Verona are subjected to ‘the silent hostility of the 
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neighbours’ (R, p.5). But, for the two immigrant protagonists of Romance the dire 
material poverty that is experienced by Adella in Waiting in the Twilight, or the absolute 
isolation that is experienced by Hyacinth in The Unbelonging are not primary issues, as 
they manage to live relatively comfortably and, to an extent, they have each other for 
support. Rather, the problems encountered by the female protagonists in Romance are 
their relations with men, as the title of the novel suggests, and the narrative is structured 
around this.  
 
However, as the narrative progresses it soon becomes apparent that the novel 
does not conform to the traditional genre that the title implies as the characterisation, the 
plot and the resolution defy convention. Apart from the apparent focus on gender 
relations there is also a significant secondary text of racism running through the novel 
which highlights the discrimination and criminalisation of black people. The novel is 
packed with instances of distortions of the truth - from blatant lies told by individuals to 
the misrepresentation of facts by the white legal system, and in the wider context of 
prevailing hegemonic notions concerning black identities and black lives. In this chapter, 
I will show how Riley effectively highlights issues of representation by revealing notions 
of romance and race to be political mythical constructions. In terms of theory, I will draw 
upon the work of critical theorists Edward Said and Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak to 
consider the relationship between representation, reality and power and I will discuss the 
implications for reading Riley’s novel.  
 
As seen in Riley’s other novels in Romance relations between the sexes are 
fraught. Desiree is trapped in an unfulfilling and stifling relationship with her husband, 
and has spent her life sacrificing her own personal happiness in order to support him and 
her children (she had originally wanted to go to college to study law but gave up the idea 
when she got pregnant). At the beginning of the novel Desiree is very ill and is too afraid 
to see the doctor because she thinks she has cancer. John is immersed in his own 
problems and is blind to his wife’s unhappiness and suffering, and is seen to be 
inconsiderate and unreasonably demanding. For example, he goes into a rage when he 
comes home from work and finds that his dinner is not on the table, even though Desiree 
has been in pain all day. John is a skilled electrician and works long hours and wants to 
progress in the company he works for, but despite several attempts to gain promotion he 
has been unsuccessful. When he is yet again turned down Desiree takes the brunt of his 
anger: ‘It was always the same; whenever disappointment hit him he took it out on her. 
What she felt didn’t count, only his hurt mattered’ (R, p.86). Desiree realises that John is 
not the person she married, and that this is largely due to the racism he has to contend 
with at work, where despite his efforts ‘his skill and merit were getting him nowhere.’ 
(p.84). Mara, Desiree’s best friend, eventually persuades her to see a doctor and she finds 
out that she does not have cancer after all but she does have to go into hospital to have a 
hysterectomy. When she tells John he once again displays selfish disregard for Desiree’s 
well-being as he complains, ‘And who going to cook for me, eh? Who going to see if I’m 
all right?’ (R, p.87). It is apparent that he is more concerned about who will look after 
him while his wife is in hospital. Throughout the novel Desiree and John’s marriage 
teeters on the brink of ruin as Desiree, spurred on by Mara who has recently left her own 
thoughtless husband, considers whether she would be better off without him.  
 
Verona’s relationships with men are not any better. The reader learns that she 
was raped by her sister’s black boyfriend at the age of fourteen and, subsequently, ten 
years later in the context of the present day narrative she has casual affairs with elderly 
married white men because it is the only way she can feel in control. Verona can be seen 
to be a travesty of the conventional heroine who in romantic fiction is invariably white, 
thin and beautiful while Verona is black and grossly overweight. Verona is still troubled 
by her past and she derives no joy from the present. She escapes her unhappy reality by 
reconstructing her identity in an illusory world of fantasy and self-delusion that conforms 
to the romantic representations in the popular romance fiction that she ardently 
consumes. In her imagination Verona becomes the light skinned, blonde haired, slim 
waisted heroine while her aged white lover becomes her handsome seducer. She recreates 
their intimate moments in terms of the romantic scenes she reads about where she 
fantasises that: ‘he was tenderly caressing her quivering white flesh’ and ‘the fingers 
tweaking at her short hair were really tangling in her imagined long golden tresses’ (R, 
p.174). Verona realises that the only reason the white men sleep with her is because they 
are attracted by her black skin, and that they too are trying to live out a fantasy: ‘She 
realised that men like Guy were fascinated by her skin, finding the colour and the texture 
alien and exotic’ (R, p.19). Thus, Verona’s identity alternates between notions of the 
white romantic heroine and the exotic black whore, but when she thinks about it she has 
no idea who she really is: ‘What was herself anyway, she wondered unhappily?’ (R, p74). 
In this way, Verona is seen to be immersed in white idealist concepts of feminine beauty, 
and in the denial of her own black identity she is totally alienated from her own 
subjectivity.282  
 
Indeed, both women are unfulfilled emotionally and sexually and their 
individual narratives belie the romantic implications of their names, and contest 
conventional tales of romance. Desiree’s naming is ironic because she is oppressed and 
exploited by her husband, and trapped in the role of wife and mother her life of self-
sacrifice is actually the epitome of unfulfilled desire. Similarly, Verona, who shares her 
name with the setting of William Shakespeare’s classic love story Romeo and Juliet, is 
also inappropriately named because her character refutes representations of the classic 
romantic heroine. Like their characterisation, the ending of the protagonists’ individual 
narratives does not fulfil romantic expectations either. In conventional tales of romance 
the heroine, usually after surmounting numerous obstacles, invariably ends up in her 
lover’s arms and the novel ends in her marriage to the leading male, or some other 
confirmation of their mutual love. In Romance the ending of the novel seems to be 
veering towards the conventional resolution when Desiree expresses her feelings that 
perhaps her marriage can work after all, so long as she and her husband can talk about 
their problems: ‘She had begun to feel more optimistic about their learning to 
communicate better with one another’ (R, p.196), and all indications are that they will 
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live happily ever after. However, with further reading it is apparent that the novel does 
not fulfil its romantic pretensions or conform to the typical white heterosexual paradigm; 
in fact, the resolution of the protagonists’ individual narratives involves a departure from 
it. Desiree’s optimism about her marriage is only brought about by the fact that her role 
within it has changed substantially - she has had a hysterectomy which means she cannot 
have any more children, and she has started a college course in order to study law. While 
men do not figure at all for Verona, when after getting pregnant by her white lover, she is 
subsequently deserted and faces life alone as a single-parent. Consequently, in this 
subversion of the romance narrative the appropriation of the romance title seems to be 
inappropriate, and I think in this way Riley effectively raises questions of representation, 
reality and truth. 
 
This problematic of representation is also reflected in the secondary text of 
racism that runs through the novel, which highlights the discrimination and 
criminalisation of black people. Significantly, the novel opens with a scenario where 
Verona is being pursued by two white men who are union representatives from the 
company where she works, and the reader learns that some money has been planted on 
Verona at work and that the men are trying to coerce her into admitting to stealing it. 
Under duress, and after being reassured that she will not have to pay the money back, and 
mainly so that she will not cause any more distress for her already sick and anxious sister, 
Verona signs a confessional statement, which is referred to as ‘their lying piece of paper’ 
(R, p.13). Consequently, despite the men’s reassurances, Verona is branded a thief and is 
fired from her job. Later in the novel, a similar incident occurs when Jay, Mara’s teenage 
son, is arrested and he is found to have some money in his pocket. The police report says 
‘he mugged an old lady and stole two hundred pounds from a house’ (R, p.118). 
Although Jay’s version of events is different from that of the police: ‘he recounted how 
he had been kicked and punched, and how the police had told him they wouldn’t let him 
go until he confessed’ (R, p.124).  
 
Like Verona, Jay is blamed for a crime that he did not commit and Mara 
attests: ‘She knew too many people who had fallen foul of the police, only to end up 
confessing to things they hadn’t done’ (R, p.130). This implies that the discrimination and 
criminalisation of black people is a regular occurrence, and this places Verona’s incident 
into the wider context of racial oppression. Mara has little hope for her son’s vindication 
and fears that he will be convicted because ‘[t]he magistrates seem to hate black people, 
specially the youth; if they tried Jay, they’d more than likely find him guilty’ (R, p.167). 
The implication is that Jay will be presumed to be guilty by the white authorities on the 
grounds of his skin colour rather than any substantial evidence. Conversely, the 
accusations are met by their loved ones, the people who know them, with horror and 
disbelief. There is no question in Desiree’s mind that her sister is a thief, and Mara is 
shocked when she hears of her son’s arrest because she knows him to be a shy and 
sensitive young man. It is apparent that the policeman who ‘made Jay sound like a 
seasoned criminal’ (R, p.118) was distorting his identity out of all proportion.  
 
The distortion of black identities and black lives is evident throughout the 
novel and is seen to emanate from a variety of sources. On a personal level there is the 
white local gossip Mrs. Evans (Desiree calls her ‘Nosy Dora’ because she tells tales of 
the local residents) who articulates the belief that Desiree’s extended family all live 
together because, as she informs Desiree, ‘it’s your culture, ain’t it’ (R, p.155). On a 
wider level the media is seen as a primary vehicle for the propagation of racist ideas. For 
example, John indignantly refuses to buy the Mirror newspaper because ‘he said it was 
subsidising racist crap…angered by another biased headline or twisted story’ (R, p.83). 
Also, as observed by John’s grandparents, the television is seen to similarly transmit 
distorted notions about black people: ‘The old people were watching a Channel 4 
programme on Jamaica, arguing good-naturedly about it being full of lies’ (R, p.166). 
These examples serve to illustrate how constructions of black identities and 
representations of their lives are reproduced in the social environment. Mrs. Evans is 
evidently articulating the belief that European and non-European people are unable to 
live together in the same society because of cultural differences, which was propagated 
by Thatcher’s Government. The reference to the Mirror newspaper reflects how during 
the 1980s the press was preoccupied by the crisis in the black family. The black feminist 
Tracey Reynolds observes that notions concerning the breakdown of the black family was 
constructed around the perceived denigration of male-female relations within the African-
Caribbean community, which was based on notions of ‘the irresponsible feckless black 
man’, who squandered his money on womanising and other self-indulgent pleasures; and 
notions of ‘the black superwoman’, who seemingly managed to single-handedly raise a 
hoard of children while holding down a job. Reynolds asks: ‘To what extent is this image 
an honest representation of the lives of African-Caribbean women or a mythical image 
fabricated by the media?’283 These examples afford a link between the main narrative 
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concerning gender relations in the black family, and the secondary narrative concerning 
the discrimination and criminalisation of blacks. As Riley reveals popular notions of 
romance to be mythical constructs which have no bearing in the real lives of her black 
protagonists, she similarly reveals notions of race to be fictional constructs, or ‘lies’, that 
are perpetrated by the white authorities. In this way, Riley effectively highlights issues of 
representation and raises important questions about the relationship between reality, truth 
and power.  
 
Representation is a contentious issue and has been a central interest to post-
colonial writers and literary critics. The critical theorist Edward Said was the first person 
to bring attention to the problematic relationship between representation and reality in his 
seminal work Orientalism. The epigraph at the beginning of the book, ‘They cannot 
represent themselves; they must be represented’284 reflects Said’s concern with how 
practices and forms of representation are articulated by power relations. He examines 
knowledge production in terms of the power of the West over the East, and shows how a 
diverse range of Western texts from different disciplines can be seen as articulating 
congruent forms of knowledge in relation to the East and, moreover, that knowledge 
produced by these texts can be seen to justify this power, and particularly colonialism. 
Despite their claims to objectivity, the knowledge produced was usually unremittingly 
negative, and deployed stereotypes that were centuries old and based on no discernible 
factual evidence: ‘Orientals were rarely seen or looked at: they were seen through, 
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analysed not as citizens, or even people, but as problems to be solved or confined’.285 
Said’s methodology is influenced by the work of Michel Foucault in the way that 
discourses produce specific representations of the world. These representations are 
policed where acceptable representations are encouraged and deviant ones are not. 
Therefore, any notion of the truth is questionable: ‘We must be prepared to accept the 
fact that a representation is eo ipso implicated, intertwined, embedded, interwoven with a 
great many other things beside ‘truth’, which is itself a representation’.286 Said traces the 
discourse’s discriminatory practices across centuries and continents and into the 
contemporary period, where they still work with negating, stereotyped or unexplained 
notions of cultural difference.  
 
The significance of Said’s criticism for the purpose of my reading of Romance 
is the relation of Orientalists to systems of domination and exploitation, and the negative 
effects that their representations have in the real world. As seen in the novel, hegemonic 
beliefs regarding black identities still operate in contemporary society, as is evident in the 
way that Verona and Jay are presumed to be guilty by the white authorities on the basis 
of their skin colour. Verona’s indignant response to her own predicament: ‘How dare 
they assume I’m guilty!’ (R, p.3) reflects how readily she is condemned without any 
proper evidence. Her complaint that: ‘it was everybody’s word against hers’ (R, p.2) 
articulates her position of powerlessness to counter the allegations, or defend her 
character. Moreover, the ‘lies’ perpetrated by the white legal system are seen to have 
severe debilitating consequences for the black individuals concerned - Verona is unable 
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to get a reference from her employers, and as a result cannot get another job; while Jay’s 
character is tarnished with a criminal record and he could be imprisoned for a crime that 
he did not commit.  
 
Also, as Said’s analysis reveals that the distortion of black identities 
corresponds with the needs of colonialism where hegemonic beliefs regarding black 
people’s inferior intelligence, their rampant sexuality and so forth justified their 
subjugation and their enslavement to the British imperial forces for economic gains, 
similarly, the criminalisation of blacks in the novel is also relevant in terms of its socio-
historical context. In this case, in the 1980s, where there was a re-emergence and an 
intensification of racist discourse, the distortion of black identities can be seen as a 
strategy to justify the discrimination against and the criminalisation of blacks. This in 
turn can be seen as a strategy to remove them from an economy that no longer requires 
their labour and where, moreover, their presence is a strain on the country’s resources - as 
articulated by John in the novel: ‘They wanted black people out of Britain and didn’t care 
how they did it’ (R, p.36). In this way, the distortion of black identities and the 
criminalisation of blacks can be seen as a reversal of the recruitment strategies that 
encouraged blacks to come to England in the first place.  
 
The misrepresentation and distortion of black women’s identities was a central 
concern of Black feminists during the 1980s. They asserted that literary texts have been 
instrumental in the discursive construction of black women, producing and reproducing 
negative images, stereotypes and myths about their lives. However, Black feminists also 
recognised that although literature has been responsible for centuries of distortion of 
black women’s identities it is also a valuable vehicle for alternative representations of 
them. Lauretta Ngcobo testifies: 
  
It behoves us to define our position not as others see us but as we 
ourselves identify our reality… to excavate the silences and 
pathological appearances of a collectivity of women assigned as the 
‘other’ and produced in a gendered, sexualised, wholly racialized 
discourse.287 
  
In this way, literary texts are recognised as a valuable weapon in the disruption of sexist 
and racist discourse, and are seen to offer a location for possible transformative thinking 
about black women’s identities and lives. A key strategy to counter hegemonic imperial 
representation for post-colonial novelists, theorists and historiographers is to give voice 
or an agency to the colonized who have been silenced and under-represented in elite 
indigenous or imperialist documents. This not only involves making the black women’s 
voice heard but it also involves challenging the imperial ordering of reality, where ‘she 
has to subvert and demythologise indigenous male writings and traditions which seek to 
label her’.288 This involves the disruption, revision and re-writing of dominant discourse, 
and exemplifies what bell hooks refers to as ‘talking back’ which she articulates as: 
‘defiant speech that challenges authority, and rejects inscription by a dominant other’.289 
Black writers have rewritten works from the English canon with a view to restructuring 
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European ‘realities’ in post-colonial terms, not simply by reversing the hierarchical order 
but by interrogating the philosophical assumptions on which that order was based, where 
the perspective changes to that of the other.290 In this way, literature acts as a vehicle for 
discursive agency in the process of decolonization of the mind by presenting alternative 
views of reality.  
 
Riley’s novels are instrumental in this restructuring of reality, where her 
representation of black women’s lives reveal the racist and sexist structures they have to 
contend with in their efforts to make a decent life. This is particularly evident in Romance 
where in a rewriting of the romance narrative she counteracts the lies of Western 
imperialist literature. While the apparent focus of the novel foregrounds heterosexual 
relations between black women and men there is the undercurrent of the real issues of 
racism that permeate their lives, which prevents them from having mutual, reciprocal and 
enduring loving relations.  
 
Riley does not just rewrite the romance narrative she also interrogates and 
unearths the workings of power involved in the whole of white imperial representations. 
As I have shown, this process is evident in the secondary narrative which highlights the 
criminalisation of black people in the 1980s, and it can also be extended to the wider 
context of the entire historical construction of racist discourse. This is appropriately 
demonstrated in a scenario in the novel where Desiree’s two children, Lyn and Carol, are 
having an argument about what they learn about black people at school. While Lyn 
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attests that: ‘They’re always saying that white people gave us everything and we don’t 
have no brains and that’s why they have to tolerate us’, Carol argues that: ‘No, they 
don’t! ... We learn that we must respect everybody and slavery was bad…’ (R, p.147). 
The children have also learnt at school that William Wilberforce was a good man who led 
the abolition of slavery, but Grandpa Clifford offers an alternative version: ‘Grandpa says 
if the slaves didn’t fight and make it hard for the white people, and them Maroons never 
go to war, we’d all be like South Africa now’ (R, p.147). These examples show that there 
can be different representations of history and reality, and that the truth is ultimately 
dependant on power. Grandpa’s comment about the insurrection of the slaves can be seen 
as a subversive narrative that counters the imperial hegemonic one that is taught to the 
children at school. Similarly, in writing the novel Riley is subversively creating a version 
of events and history from the perspective of the other, which not only counters official 
versions but also reveals miscarriages of justice that ruin lives.  
  
The subversive strategies employed by Riley are similar to those advocated in 
the work of Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak. Like Said, Spivak is interested in the relation 
between representation and power, although Spivak’s approach intersects post-colonial 
theory with feminism, Marxism and deconstruction where she is concerned with the 
fabrication of historical reality, identity and gender. In order to counter imperial 
representations Spivak’s strategy involves revealing the assumptions and workings of that 
representation, where she pays particularly attention to the position of the subject (who 
says what about who) within representations of the ‘Third World’. Spivak sees imperial 
history as ‘epistemic violence’,291 her primary example of which is the fabrication of 
representations of the historical reality of India by the soldiers and administrators of the 
East India Company. Spivak warns that strategies that aim to recover an alternative 
history to that of the colonizers, such as that carried out by post-colonial critics can be 
complicit with the orthodoxies they oppose and challenge. Instead, Spivak argues that 
there is no subaltern consciousness or voice that can be retrieved or made to speak, only 
the designation of texts that construct peasant insurgents as ‘criminal’ or ‘mutineers’, and 
that the subaltern is only produced by the subject-effects, the inscriptions, found in 
colonial historiography. Therefore, any attempt to give subordinate groups collective 
speech will in fact homogenise and re-inscribe their subordinate position in society.292 
 
Much of Spivak’s work is critical of the West’s production and representation 
of the ‘Third World’, and she particularly addresses the position of post-colonial writers, 
academics and texts emanating from first world universities. She is concerned with how 
practice depends on position and she urges for the researcher to be aware of the structures 
and discourses that have empowered them and, as such, have precluded other knowledges 
in the process: ‘What we do toward the texts of the oppressed is very much dependant 
upon where we are’.293 This awareness of one’s own positionality includes ‘unlearning 
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one’s privilege as one’s loss’,294 and she urges that ‘the holders of hegemonic discourse 
should de-hegemonize their position and learn how to occupy the subject position of the 
other’.295 This includes the dismantling of an inbuilt colonialism that oppresses the 
subaltern by promoting a consciousness and individualism only available to the elite. 
Riley can be seen to occupy a special place as a writer in regard to Spivak’s concerns 
regarding the positionality of the subject. As a post-colonial migrant herself, her own 
subjective experiences of her socio-economic background, her university education in 
England, together with her observations as a social worker enable Riley to identify with 
and accurately depict her black working-class characters. In terms of Spivak, this means 
that Riley is an intellectual, and a writer, who knows how to occupy the subject position 
of the other.  
 
Education is a recurrent minor theme in Riley’s novels. In The Unbelonging 
Hyacinth attends university where she learns to place her own personal suffering in the 
context of racial oppression; in Waiting in the Twilight Adella’s daughters are 
empowered by a good education which enables them to obtain good jobs, and ultimately 
improve the quality of their lives; and in Romance the importance of education is again 
reaffirmed when Desiree finally fulfils her dreams of going to college to study law, and 
consequently finds a role for herself outside of her oppressive marriage. All of Riley’s 
educated characters, like Riley herself, have grown up experiencing problems of racism, 
and are in Spivak’s terms ‘authentic inhabitants of the margins’ and, as such, can be 
perceived as bearers of subjugated knowledges. Ignorance is complicity in the 
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perpetuation of damaging racist ideas, and as we are supposedly living in a multi-cultural 
society it is not merely enough to read about black lives but, as Ngcobo urges: ‘it is 
essential for the young of whatever race to understand the black experience’.296 In this 
respect literature is an important educational tool and, moreover, it is important to have 
black women’s literature taught by black women themselves, who understand and can 
perhaps empathise with the concepts that they are talking about.  
 
Black women have overcome enormous obstacles in the struggle to represent 
their own lives. In the present day they still face substantial barriers which prevent them 
from doing this, and one of the difficulties they have is getting their work published in 
the first place. Ngcobo highlights how the institution of literature is under the direct 
control of the imperial ruling class who alone licence the acceptable form, and permit the 
publication and distribution of the resulting work: ‘The book industry as a whole - 
publishers, distributors and retailers - is highly regulated because it constitutes the body 
of knowledge and values generally called British civilization’.297 Although literature may 
retain the seeds of resistance it is subject to censorship where: ‘the ability of marketing 
agents to render the most progressive message palatable for mass consumption constantly 
interrupts these narratives’.298 Subtle forms of censorship are seen in the rejection of 
political texts, or simply because the reader will not be interested in the black perspective. 
Similarly, bell hooks asserts that ultimately published fiction is shaped by a market that 
reflects white supremacist values and concerns:  
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It should be obvious to anyone writing in this social context that 
novels highlighting black male oppression of black females while 
downplaying white racist oppression of black people would be more 
marketable than the reverse. 299  
 
In view of this, Riley’s appropriation of the romance title can be seen as a strategy to 
make the novel more palatable and marketable to a predominantly white audience. 
 
However, Riley writes beyond the conventional romance narrative which 
takes second place to a more significant resolution, where more importantly is the notion 
of the decolonization of the mind from oppressive discursive structures. Throughout the 
novel it is apparent that the unhappiness experienced by the protagonists is brought about 
by their discursive entrapment in sexist and racist structures. While Desiree is exploited 
by her husband she is also seen to be complicit in her own entrapment in her role of wife 
and mother. She tolerates her husband’s unreasonable and selfish behaviour, and she 
herself considers that it is her responsibility to stay at home and look after him and the 
children. While Verona, entrapped in the notion of the white romantic heroine, denies her 
own black identity and lives out her life in a fantasy world which is based on the stories 
she reads in romance fiction. Therefore, the implication is that the sisters’ dissatisfaction 
with their lives could be due to the state of their minds, and that if they could change their 
attitudes they could be happy. This notion is reinforced by Granny Ruby who tells 
Desiree, ‘There’s nobody to liberate yourself from but yourself’ (R, p.226), which means 
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that in effect both women need to transcend the sexist and racist discourse which defines 
their subjectivity.  
 
Later in the novel, Granny Ruby and Grandpa Clifford leave their home in 
Jamaica to come to live with the family in England due to their failing health. Their 
appearance has a profound influence on the women’s lives because, unlike Desiree’s own 
exploitative and stifling marriage, Granny Ruby’s relationship with her husband is an 
egalitarian one based on mutual respect and understanding. Grandpa Clifford, unlike 
John, helps out with the domestic chores and, as such, their relationship is exemplary of a 
different way of living, ‘[Granny Ruby] would leave them all with new ways of seeing 
life’ (R, p.231). Desiree’s hysterectomy is also important because it means that she no 
longer defines her role in life as having children and looking after her husband, ‘least 
now I don’t think my whole life was wrapped in that womb’ (R, p.226), Consequently, 
Desiree is empowered with a new consciousness of what she can be and do with her life, 
‘But now things would be different. The old Desiree was long gone, and all those other 
battles could come now’ (R, p.231), which means that she is no longer prepared to accept 
her subservient and inhibiting role within her marriage. The ending of Verona’s personal 
narrative is hopeful as well. At the end of the novel she faces life as a single-parent after 
being deserted by her white lover, but indications are that she will no longer hide in a 
world of fantasy and self-delusion and the implications are that she too will face reality 
and the challenges it brings, ‘Tonight she’d read romance, she decided. But tomorrow, 
who knows…?’ (R, p.230).  
 
The ending of the novel is optimistic in that through their discursive 
emancipation the two sisters will hopefully be able to find their own identities, and 
subsequently lead more fulfilling and happy lives. However, the women’s liberation is 
seen to be dependant on the telling of other stories/narratives, of other forms of identities 
and subjectivities that resist oppressive definitions. An important prerequisite for political 
struggle is to challenge hegemonic representations of what it means to be a black woman, 
and imaginary and fictional representations of and by black women, such as Riley offers, 
is a significant vehicle by which to do this. In a wider context this also includes the 
emancipation of all people, whose minds are colonized by white male power and 
practices from the shackles of imperial representations. 
 
 
 
Afterwords 
 
 
 
At this very moment in time Britain is in the midst of another economic crisis. 
Implications are that the social effects could be on par with the recession of the 1980s - 
unemployment is the highest it has been in eleven years, above 1.8 million; the housing 
market is in disarray with house prices dropping more than 12% during the last year; and 
rising inflation has increased the price of essentials like food and fuel. The novels in this 
thesis emerged as a reaction to the social devastation that was wrought by the last 
recession, where the renewed discrimination and intensification of ideologies concerning 
the members of minority groups, and government policies concerning welfare benefits, 
homosexuality and immigration made the already difficult lives of many even more 
miserable.  
 
In my readings of the novels in this thesis the issue of representation is a 
recurring theme and one which highlights the importance of members of minority groups 
being able to represent themselves in literary form. The authors of the novels are self-
proclaimed inhabitants of the margins, and as such the stories and the protagonists they 
write about provide subversive representations that challenge prevailing ideologies and 
hegemonic beliefs. In her first two novels Under a Thin Moon and All the Dark Air, Livi 
Michael portrays the plight of the young women of Britain’s growing underclass, and she 
highlights the debilitating effects of material and cultural deprivation. Her protagonists 
are marginalised, isolated and vulnerable individuals, who despite all efforts remain 
entrapped by their poor backgrounds. By revealing the exigencies of their lives Michael 
admonishes her young protagonists from the inescapable misery of their lives to 
readdress the blame on to the capitalist social system. Joan Riley’s novels similarly refute 
prevalent ideological representations. Riley relates the problems of black Jamaican 
immigrant women who are prevented from making decent lives because of a vicious 
social and political racism, and not through personal incapacity or cultural differences. 
Similarly, Caeia March’s novels offer a positive reappraisal of lesbian love which in the 
past has also suffered from discrimination and pathologization. The historical perspective 
of her novels shows that lesbians have always existed but their ability to express their 
sexual love for other women is related to socio-historical context, and can be particularly 
constrained by economic circumstances and the vagaries of capitalism. In the final 
chapter of this thesis, in my reading of Riley’s Romance, the issue of representation is 
further developed though the appropriation of post-colonial theory. This chapter 
compounds the importance of the telling of tales, of relating stories that differ from 
hegemonic beliefs, which not only applies to black people but the way in which all 
minority groups are subject to the definitions forced on them by their oppressors.  
 
Working-class women have been historically unrepresented in British literature, 
therefore, by representing the writings and the experiences of working-class women in 
academic literary study this thesis is also subversively challenging. The novels in this 
thesis relate a reality that contests the notion of the supposedly classless society in which 
we now live. It is apparent that social class is still a determining feature of social life in 
late capitalism, and that there are people in real material need, hungry and homeless. In 
terms of theory, the social deprivation that is portrayed in Michael’s first two novels 
seems to indicate that it would be beneficial to address the problems experienced by 
underprivileged women with a focus on economic issues, and an offensive on the social 
system in the revolutionary Marxist tradition. However, in Michael’s third novel 
Inheritance, issues of material need are not so urgent. The working-class protagonist, 
Louise, has escaped her working-class destiny and her life is not inflicted by the 
debilitating effects of poverty as the protagonist of her other novels are. As such, this 
novel permits a theoretical reading from a post-structuralist perspective, where the 
importance of language and meaning displaces the focus on economic issues. In Part II of 
this thesis, in my readings of March’s novels, with recourse to the ideas of Julia Kristeva 
and Judith Butler (among others), I developed the focus on post-structuralist theory to 
concentrate on the relation between the individual subject and language. It becomes 
apparent that while in the first instance the provision of material need is paramount, it is 
also important and necessary to challenge meanings - overthrowing the means of 
production and establishing a socialist society may not be enough, but oppressive ways of 
thinking must also be changed, or inequalities will merely be reproduced. 
 
The novels in this thesis are political, and were fuelled by the anger of the 
authors as they witnessed the suffering of the people they were close to. This is 
particularly evident in the novels of Michael and Riley where the hard-hitting, sparse 
realist narrative prose emotively depicts the physical and mental suffering of their female 
characters. In the tradition of working-class writing, there are no happy endings for the 
protagonists of these novels. Wanda in Michael’s Under a Thin Moon and Adella in 
Riley’s Waiting in the Twilight both have untimely deaths, while most of the protagonists 
in their other novels are doomed to have ineffectual destinies. March is not so overtly 
political as Michael and Riley, but her novels are subversive in that she presents a 
positive portrayal of lesbians and lesbian love, which at the time she was writing was 
experiencing severe discrimination and social reprisal. Read in the social historical 
context in which they were written all of the novels in this thesis can be seen to offer 
support and identification to the women they are written about. The novels were 
evidently written to expose and challenge damaging stereotypes, and to reveal structural 
inequalities, in the hope of instigating real social and political change. This thesis is 
written in the same spirit.     
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